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PALACE OF THE GOVERNORS

A Message from the (outgoing) Editor

This issue, Volume 73, Number 4 (October 1998), brings the end to my tenure
as Editor of the New Mexico Historical Review. A masthead check is as
good a way as any to track our progress over the past twenty-seven issues.
The changes that are most meaningful to me took place with the July 1993
issue. Since that issue, the Review has been a teaching journal. All of the
tasks required to edit, assemble, typeset, proof, and mail are performed by
graduate and undergraduate students under the supervision of the editor.
This student staff has grown into mastering a contemporary desktop publishing arena. They have mastered the equipment, the computer programs,
and the stress of deadlines. At the same time they have completed academic
course work, exams, theses and dissertations-all this while somehow maintaining their sanity.
Such progress does not come without help from a number of individuals and groups. The broadest level of support has come from the
people of New Mexico through their elected senators and representatives. The legislation that permitted the Review to grow was introduced
by former Albuquerque state senator Tom R. Benavides and supported
by his colleagues in both houses. The assistance, advice, and encouragement of my lifelong friend Edmundo R. Delgado of Santa ·Fe must
also be recognized. The chair of the history department during this period, Professor Jonathan Porter, provided the Review the opportunity to
succeed (or fail) in this untested area. Fortunately, we seem to be succeeding and the New Mexico Historical Review is one of the very few
internationally recognized academic journals, if not the only one, produced by a student staff.
There are many ways to measure success. The one that usually comes
to mind is financial soundness and profitability. Others include such
things as productivity, staff retention, morale, and esprit de corps. We
have enjoyed positive evaluations in some of these areas and by intent
have failed in others. For example, the Review faced a negative operating balance of over $40,000 in October 1991 but we are currently operat-
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ing in the black. Our paid subscriptions have increased by over 40 percent during the past seven years. We try not to keep staff on board any
longer than is necessary-the pqint of enrolling in the university is to
finish a degree and get out of the university. We are pleased that many
of our former staffers are all professionally placed. Dr. Felicia Guerra,
our first research historian, is director of bilingual teacher training at
Nova University in Florida. Carlos Herrera, former research historian
and assistant editor, took a" one-year teaching position at California
State University, Dominguez Hills. Dr. Jolane Culhane, former associate
editor, is associate professor of history at Western New Mexico University. Dr. William Broughton, managing editor during the most trying period of our evolution, is associate editor of the Journal of Arizona History. Scott Hughes, managing editor from April I 995-July 1997, took a
position with the Institute for Public Policy here at the University of
New Mexico and he plans to file his dissertation next spring. Elaine
Carey, managing editor from July I 997-September 1998, has taken a tenure stream position at the University of Detroit, Mercy. She will defend
her dissertation this fall. Dr. Jerry Davis, former associate editor, took a
teaching position at Oakridge School in Arlington, Texas.
My departure from the Review is bittersweet. I am retiring for medical reasons as a result of my combat service in two wars. I am pleased
that the new editor is my dear friend and colleague, Professor Elizabeth
Jameson, who brings a fresh and dynamic presence to the journal. She
has my enthusiastic support and best wishes in this task; I know only
too well the many facets of this postion. And though I will miss the
camaraderie of the Review staff-a second family in many ways-I most
certainly will not miss the deadlines! I bid you all a fond farewell and
may the next twenty-seven issues be as rewarding as the last.

Robert Himmerich y Valencia

A Message from the (incoming) Editor

It is a daunting and an inviting challenge to edit the New Mexico Historical
Review. The previous editors are hard acts to follow. Recent editors include
my colleagues Richard Etulain and Paul Andrew Hutton,whose editing skills
and stature in western history attracted authors whose work was important
not only for New Mexico history but for western history as a whole. It is an
especially unhappy challenge to succeed Robert Himmerich y Valencia. We
will all miss him. I can only hope he will continue his role as ambassador-atlarge for the Review. His skills as diplomat and advocate set the standards.
As the incoming editor, I remain committed to Bob's vision of the
Review as a teaching journal, and to the importance of its contribution
to graduate education in history at the University of New Mexico. One
of my goals is to build on the strong foundation previous editors have
created, thus expaning and making more systematic the teaching relationship.of the editor with the student staff.
I remain committed, too, to a broad definition of New Mexico history, one that encompasses the longest possible time span and that
does not stop rigidly at the current state borderlines. New Mexico history was forged in the borderlands of colonial New Spain and extends to
our economic, social, and cultural ties with the larger American Southwest. We seek to represent the history not just of the state of New
Mexico, but of its people, in full recognition of our diverse roots and
relationships with one another.
To provide more direct access to that history, we will initiate a new
Documents feature with the January issue. In each Review we will print
an original document that illuminates some chapter of New Mexico history. In this way, readers can hear directly the voices of historical actors, without the filters of historical interpretation.
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This issue represents the combined efforts of the outgoing and the
incoming staffs. The outgoing crew-Editor Robert Himmerich y Valencia,
managing editor Elaine K. Carey, associate editor Jerry A. Davis, and
research historian and assistant editor Carlos R. Herrera-performed the
major work of reviewing and selecting submissions, working with authors, and guiding the issue through the editing process. The incoming
staff-primarily managing editor Evelyn A. Schlatter and associate editor Javier F. Marion, with my belated collaboration-did the final edits
and oversaw actual production.
Astute readers will notice some overlap between the outgoing and
incoming staffs. We are fortunate to rely on the experience and talent of
continuing staff members. We are particularly pleased to welcome back
Evelyn Schlatter who returns to the New Mexico Historical Review to
serve as managing editor, having gained further publishing experience
at the University of New Mexico Press. We are fortunate, too, in the
constant and cheerful support of our administrative assistant Anthony
J. Goodrich.
One tradition 1 hope to maintain intact-the infectious esprit de
corps that has animated the Review office under the leadership of Robert Himmerich y Valencia. Editing the Review is challenging, but the
staff make it a lot of fun.
Except perhaps the deadlines.
Elizabeth Jameson

A NOTE TO READERS
Due to circumstances beyond our control, the index for Volume 73 will appear in
the next issue ofthe New Mexico Historical Review (Volume 74, Number I). Just
before going to press, we experienced the failure of our venerable indexing
program. Rather than delay publication, we are postponing the index while we
upgrade our software. We apologize for any inconvenience.

The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo as a
Living Document: Water and Land Use
Issues in Northern New Mexico

MICHAEL C. MEYER AND MICHAEL M. BRESCIA

During the course of their research"historians often hope to discover in
the archives a dusty, previously unknown bundle of documents that can
provide fresh insight and a more nuanced perspective of their topic.
Doctoral students in particular carry that thrilling possibility with them
as they begin their dissertation research. Some historical documents,
however, have been consulted for quite some time and simply refuse to
gather the archival dust of the centuries. Historians who ask new questions of old and well-known documents also can breathe new life into
our understanding of the past. Moreover, certain important primary
sources should be periodically revisited because they not only resonate
deeply with many communities but they also help influence an entire
series of political, economic, social and cultural relationships.
The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo is a good example ofa living document with profound significance for many communities throughout the
Southwest but especially for New Mexico. Signed and ratified in 1848,
the treaty ended hostilities between the United States and Mexico but it
also contained several important protections for Mexican citizens who,
through no fault of their own, suddenly found themselves residing in
the United States. These protections-property guarantees in particular-could be passed on to their heirs and other successors in interest.
It is those specific provisions of the treaty that sustain its living legacy.
While many have been invoking the treaty's property guarantees ever
Michael C. Meyer is Professor Emeritus of History at the University of Arizona. He is the author of several books, including Water in ihe Hispanic Southwest:
A Social and Legal History, 1550-1850 (rev. 1996). Michael M. Brescia is a
doctoral candidate and instructor in the Department of History at the University
of Arizona. His research interests include Hispanic water rights and the history of
the church in colonial Mexico.
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since the two countries signed the document on 2 February 1848, for
others the l50th anniversary of the treaty has sparked a renewed interest in its implications. In recent months the treaty has been discussed in
the mainstream press at academic conferences, marches and demonstrations, and it has even prompted proposed legislation in the United States
Congress. I The treaty has commanded much greater attention on this
side of the border for several reasons. Its property guarantees directly
affect the material and cultural well-being of a host of rural communities
in the Southwest, particularly in northern New Mexico. Finally, despite
their historical sensibilities, most Mexicans would rather forget than
memorial ize an event that lost half of their national territory.
This essay explores the property protections of the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo as they relate to water and land-use issues in New
Mexico's Rio Arriba. An important provision of the treaty pledged the
United States government to protect "property of every kind." A textual
analysis of the language employed in Article VIII clarifies the precise
meaning of that term as it was understood at the time of treaty rati fication. Moreover, the nature of property in New Mexico prior to 2 February
1848 remains vital to understanding the legal and cultural dimensions of
the treaty's contemporary significance. The manner in which property
was conveyed under Spanish, Spanish colonial, and Mexican law reveals much about the Hispanic judicial legacy bequeathed to the U.S.
court system. Water, grazing, timber, and firewood, as well as the watering of stock animals, were part and parcel of the property of civil law.
Whether granted by the Spanish king, Mexican president, or their representatives, these property rights defined and continue to define a nexus
of social relationships as well as a complex of human interactions in the
rural communities throughout northern New Mexico.
Spanish explorers and conquistadors who departed from the port
towns of Seville and Cadiz for the New World left behind a country in
tremendous flux. For almost 700 years the various Iberian kingdoms that
made up what later became Spain had been engaged in wars of reconquest against Muslim invaders. During those seven centuries of gradual
reconquest Spaniards defined and redefined their notions of law, citizenship, and municipal life. The Muslims were eventually defeated when
their last stronghold, Granada, fell in 1492, only a few months before
Spaniards sailing with Christopher Columbus encountered the New
World.
Despite a historiographical tradition that has painted the fifteenthcentury Spain of Ferdinand and Isabella as backward and stagnant, the
documentary record reveals a historical tapestry of vibrant town life,
politically astute citizenry, and a wide range of economic activities such
as agriculture, livestock raising, trade, and cottage industries. A
Spaniard's sense of political and economic participation in community
life was predicated upon certain social and legal considerations that
grew out of the Reconquest. The legal system that emerged illustrated
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intimate linkages between citizenship, town life, and access to and management of natural resources.
Prior to the Columbian voyages of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, land in Spain could be owned by monarchs, by communities, or by individuals. During the Reconquest the kings of Castile
often rewarded individuals and communities with tracts of land in return
for effective military service. 2 These grants were awarded from royal
lands known as tierras realengas or tierras baldias. While the land
granted to private individuals is easily understood by those familiar
with common law traditions, land granted to communities, however, has
been poorly understood.
The Spanish crown conveyed most of the tierras realengas to towns
and communities. Once conveyed, these lands became known as tierras
concegiles-that is, lands owned by a community and governed by a
town council (concejo). The land no longer belonged to the State but
instead became the private property of the community and was set aside
to be used, in perpetuity, for the benefit of that community. By the end
of the fifteenth century most of the tierras realengas had been replaced
by tierras concegiles. Scores of individual communities now owned most
of the Spanish land mass. Because of serious misunderstandings of Spanish property law, it is of major importance to understand that these communities were not merely occupants of the land, they were the
landowners. 3
'
As landowners, the Spanish municipalities granted plots of land to
individuals for their private use (for a house and a garden on which
fruits and vegetables could be grown). These small individual plots were
held in fee simple and, once a series of obligations had been satisfied,
could be bought, sold,Jraded or passed on to heirs. Some plots of land
were also set aside as propios, or income-producing lands, for the towns.
The town councils usually rented these lands out and the proceeds were
used to defray the costs of public works, municipal government, or simply to ease the tax burden. As alienable property, these propios could
also be sold if the purpose was to produce income for the municipal
treasury.
In addition to granting individual plots and retaining individual plots
as propios, the towns also set aside certain lands'---often very extensive
lands-as common property. The theory behind common land was that
nobody had the right to appropriate for themselves resources proffered
by nature alo'1e; that is, resources produced without human intervention. 4 The co'mmon lands could not be alienated in any way. They could
not be bought or sold but they could be used without any tax burden by
the citizens of the community for certain purposes: for recreation, for
pasture, for the watering of livestock, for the gathering of wild fruits and
nuts, for hunting, fishing, and for cutting wood. Citizens of the community, rich and poor alike, enjoyed equal access, but citizens of other
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towns did not unless specifically granted permission by appropriate
municipal authorities. The average Spaniard would have found it difficult to make a living, support a family, and contribute to the community
without adequate access to the commons.
Individual citizens comprising the Spanish town clearly did not own
the commons; the town itself owned them. But through the right of a
property concept called usufruct, each citizen had a property interest in
the commons. In the civil law of property, usufruct is the right to use and
enjoy the property of another (in this case the property of a town), and
to draw profit from it provided that such an act does not alter the purpose or substance of the property being used. s Almost all of the grazing,
watering of stock animals, and wood-cutting in Spain occurred on the
common lands.
Usufruct is a direct inheritance from Spain's Roman law progenitor.
The principle of usufruct is enunciated in the sixth century Institutes of
the Roman Emperor Justinian. 6 The usufructuary-that is, the person
having the right of usufruct-held a property right but not one held in
fee simple. He did not have unqualified ownership and, therefore, he did
not have the ultimate power of disposition of that property. Stock watering rights, grazing rights, and wood-cutting rights were usufructuary
property rights. Our knowledge of the nature of these rights is not nearly
as nuanced as our knowledge of water rights, but it is clear that they
were property rights. It is significant, however, that the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo, as will be discussed later, did not protect only property rights held in fee simple. The treaty protected property rights of all
kinds.
With the conquest of Mexico in 1521, Spaniards began the process
of institutionalizing empire proceeded to explore and colonize regions
away from Tenochtitl<in (present day Mexico City). Quite naturally they
brought with them a set of political, economic, and cultural values that
influenced patterns of colonization and everyday life, including the Spanish language, Catholicism, and the civil law of property. The timing was
propitious for the Spanish monarchy because just as the tierras
realengas in Spain were disappearing, the vast American continents
were opening up with their seemingly endless supply of new tierras
realengas. Andjust as in Spain during the Reconquest, there were those
whom the crown wanted to reward for their participation in the Conquest. Mirroring the Iberian process, grants of tierras realengas went
to both individuals and communities. Through the use of land grants,
the Spanish crown was able to reward both the conquistadors who first
extended Spanish dominion in the vast New World and the subsequent
colonists who made that experiment a lasting reality. The system that
had been tried and tested in the mother country was introduced in Mexico
and, with relatively minor adaptations, worked its way north to areas like
present-day New Mexico,Arizona, Texas, Colorado, and California. The
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descriptive classifications changed a little but the institutional framework remained intact. In New Mexico, for example, the common lands
owned by the community were not referred to as tierras concegiles but
more commonly as ejidos or montes, but they served exactly the same
purposes. Just as the tierras concegiles were owned by the town in
Spain, the common lands in New Mexico were also owned by the communities, of which there were two distinct kinds.
Best known are, the formal municipalities governed by a town council called a cabildo or ayuntamiento. New Mexico never counted more
than a handful of such communities, including Santa Fe (1610), Santa
Cruz de la Canada (1695), Albuquerque (1706), San Miguel del Bado
(1794) and Don Fernando de Taos (1796). As early as 1573 when King
Philip II issued a series of ordinances concerning the establishment of
new towns in the Americas, he explicitly made provision for all new
towns to include common lands: "A commons shall be assigned to the
town of such size that although the town continues to grow greatly,
there will always be sufficient space for the people to go for recreation
and for the cattle to be pastured without causing any damage."7 Another important provision was that towns were to retain water for domestic and agricultural needs, and they were to apportion it, along with
communal land, to the ori'ginal settlers and those who came later. 8
Settlement patterns in northern New Mexico did not always find
migrants moving to recently established corporate communities. From
the beginning of Spanish colonization efforts in New Mexico, the rural
agricultural clusters proved to be a viable alternative to formal to~n life.
By the time of the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, the majority of the Hispanic
population did not live in formal towns but rather in dispersed ranchos,
plazas, and hamlets. 9 This trend continued after the Spanish Reconquest
of New Mexico by Diego de Vargas, as necessity continued to bind
neighbors together. These small rural communities, found along the
streams tributary to the Rio Grande, were scarcely strong bastions of
defense but at least they held out the possibility that sufficient manpower could be mustered on short notice to discourage all but the most
determined Indian attacks.
The rural agricultural cluster emerged in one of several ways. A
poblador principal could receive a land grant ifhe promised to recruit a
few families and agreed not to settle within ten leagues (approximately
twenty-six miles) of an established town. Unlike the town grants-also
sometimes initiated by a poblador principal-there was no expectation
that these private grants would ultimately result in the establishment of
a formal town with an ayuntamiento and a full array of other governmental structures. 10 The recruiting efforts generally focused on extended
families, former neighbors, and groups tied by compadrazgo. 11 A second pattern often yielded the same result. A single individual could
receive a private land grant and, after fulfilling all the accompanying
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. obligations, was free to sell portions in subdivision. It is clear that at
least some land petitioners had just this kind of real estate speculation
in mind from the outsetY Inheritance by children of the poblador principal, or by the children of those to whom he sold individual plots, led
to further subdivision.
It was not necessary for the local community to enjoy formal municipal status to possess common lands. The Siete Partidas, the famous
legal code of Alfonso X, made it clear that "cities, towns, castles, and
other places" were to enjoy the benefits of the common lands. 13 The
primary documentation from the Spanish Archives of New Mexico and
the Mexican Archives of New Mexico also makes clear that both the
formal and informal communities did indeed encompass common inviolable lands that could not be bought or sold or otherwise encumbered
but that were set aside intact for the use of local residents and those
who would come after them. Interlopers on the common lands could and
would be evicted. 14 Just as in Spain, survival would have been impossible without access to the common lands because the individual plots
were generally not large enough to pasture and water animals or to cut
wood to construct buildings or to heat homes.
New Mexicans of the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries clearly understood the fundamentals of Hispanic property law
and the systems of land tenure and water usage inherited from Spain
and central Mexico. They knew the difference between private property
and community property. While their homes and gardens were theirs to
be bought or sold, other necessities of life, such as the bounty of common lands and the water that ran in their acequias (ditches) were to be
shared in good times and in bad. When requesting land or water they
distinguished between themselves as private individuals and themselves
collectively. The Rancho del Rio Grande Grant in the Taos Valley offers a
good example.
The ten original grantees made their petition for the grant in February, 1795, and were placed in possession two months later. At least some
of the ten had apparently squatted on the land even before their formal
request because they had built and repaired an acequia and had knowledge of the flow of the Rio Grande del Rancho extending back several
years. They were prompted to formalize their status because competitors had moved into the area and were also planning to request a merced
(grant of land and/or water). They argued that there was not enough
land and water for themselves and the competitors:

We, Jose Mirabal, Antonio Fernandez, Concepcion Romero,
Ventura Romero, Mariano Romero, Antonio Fresqu i, Jose Antonio Gonzales, Ana Maria Romero, Catarina Romero, all of us collectively and unanimously, and each of us individually appear
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before you in the best legal form and state, sir, that we were the
first to request the Rio Grande site, and having seen the that
other citizens are requesting a merced, we, those here enumerated, declare that we have made the repairs and that the source
of the river is becoming smaller and that there are years too that
it goes completely dry and for these reasons trouble you to
consider our case. IS

In their request to the Alcalde Mayor of Taos the citizens of the
Rancho del Rio Grande, an informal community, were able to harmonize
without any difficulty two apparently contradicting property traditions,
the private ("each of us individually") and the collective ("all of us
collectively and unanimously"). They were individuals who could own
their own houses and gardens, but they were also members of a common
land community and an acequia community and were therefore prepared
to share certain assets for the common good. Communal collaboration
was essential for survival.
The resulting small agricultural clusters were almost always found
on small alluvial flood plains. It was impractical, if not impossible, for
each small landowner along a water course to build and maintain an
acequia, which often required construction and upkeep of a stone and
brush atarque (a weir or diversion dam) on the water source. 16 In addition, the water might have to be channeled from the source across a
neighbor's land-not a rare occurrence; some evidence even suggests
that in certain areas it was actually the rule rather than the exception. 17
Hispanic legal tradition, through a special kind of easement, or rightof-way (the servidumbre de aquaductos),18 did permit this activity, but
the possibilities for resulting conflict were never far away.19 Moreover,
it was necessary to articulate mechanisms and implement enforcement
procedures to protect the always beleaguered downstream farmers on
the water source. Provisions had to be made for late arrivals who wanted
to add themselves and their families to the clusters. Because not everyone could always have all the water he or she wanted, especially in the
semi-arid stretches of northern New Mexico, schemes for sharing had to
be devised. In the complete absence of an ayuntamiento or any other
formal governmental structure in these small rural enclaves, mutual need
fashioned a unique and effective cooperative effort.
Through the process of mancomu~icaci6n, the community of rural
farmers and irrigators, the parciantes (called parcioneros in some areas.
of colonial Mexico and aparceros in others) voluntarily formed associations (mancomunidades) to build, maintain, and administer the ditches
as well as to resolve future disputes. 2o The agreements, in part modeled
after the municipal water systems, were much more likely to be oral than
written and were passed down from generation to generation of irriga-
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tors. There is no indication in the surviving documentary record that
they required ratification from any nearby m'unicipal or provisional authority.21 For each ditch they devised water sharing plans on an informal
basis. The type of agreements were similar, but not identical, from one
acequia to another on the same watershed. Most were simple, as each
parciante s rights were of equal dignity, but some encompassed a more
complicated series of priorities, rotations, and water relationships. While
the mechanism of self-restraint was enshrined and cooperation anticipated, compliance was not taken for granted. Some form of protection
was needed, and the rural irrigators opted for administration without
formal government. This, they believed, was a better instrument of equity than subjugation to a bureaucracy that could easily develop competitive, or even hostile, interests.
The parciantes of each ditch elected a ditch supervisor and empowered him to enforce the agreements and manage ditch affairs. In New
Mexico these ditch managers were termed mayordomos, while in other
parts of northern New Spain they were calIed zanjeros (California) or
acequieros (Texas). No matter what the specific designation, however,
this office constituted the only semblance of government for generations of rural peoples in New Mexico and in other regions of what we
now calI the Southwest.
Most of the rural acequias, supervised by mayordomos, were named,
but they are generically designated in the historical record as asequias
de comim. 22 They were generally small in size, perhaps a mile or so in
length, but because they were totalIy dependent upon gravity flow, they
were sometimes as long as five miles. These rural acequias proliferated
in New Mexico, especially in the late eighteenth century. By the time
Mexico struck out for independence from Spain, these small acequias
greatly outnumbered the often large community acequias governed by
the ayuntamientos. In a preliminary study of community acequias in
New Mexico, WelIs Hutchinson found that by 1820 approximately 175
community acequias had been built. 23 Since there were only a handful of
corporate communities with functioning ayuntamientos in New Mexico
at the time, the vast majority of these were private community acequias
under the supervision of mayordomos elected localIy by the parciantes.
They were the primary institution for allocating and managing the water
used for agricultural purposes and as such were the fundamental instrument for production in the countryside. Moreover, these acequia communities enjoyed legal status, that is they had a persona juridica and
thus had the full protection of Hispanic law.
In the enjoyment of their juridical personality, the irrigators in New
Mexico's community acequias not only argued their own claims forcefully before the proper judicial authority but were also able to withstand
the unwarranted claims that others might bring against them. In one
1741 water dispute on the Rio Chama, a frivolous water claim against a
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small group of parciantes resulted in a fifty peso fine and a stern warning that such behavior would not be countenanced. 24 Construction and
maintenance of these community acequias were also used in land disputes as solid examples of effective agricultural use, a common requirement needed in the fulfillment of land grant obligations. 25
Over time the mancomunidad, oracequia association, often assumed
an importance that transcended its original purpose. It grew from an
instrument of physical survival to one of cultural survival. Just as the
ditch tied the fields together, the association tied the rural neighborhood together, reinforcing compadrazgo, imparting to each village a
distinct identity, and offering itself as a mechanism for mutual aid during
crises or times of need. In essence, it blended the cultural and the material into a kind of secular cofradia, a confraternity that formed the nucleus
of rural life in Hispanic New Mexico. And if water quenched the thirst of
both colonists and their crops, this precious resource also provided
pastures, trees for firewood, and relief to stock animals.
The commons lands of form iii and informal communities were put to
many uses in Spanish and Mexican New Mexico, including fishing, hunting, threshing, recreation, the gathering of wild fruits, nuts and herbs,
and the disposal of refuse. Most importantly, however, they were used
for grazing, watering of stock animals, and wood-cutting. In most cases
provision for common lands is found in the land grant documentation,
but in an insightful analysis Daniel Tyler has argued that even in the
absence of specific provisions for ejidos:

[A] community was expected to have rights to water, pasture,
wood, and grazing on the land surrounding its grant. This use
was central to New Mexico land tenure in the Rio Grande Valley.
Land could be granted in a number of ways, but underlying the
use of that land was a certain right to enjoy the earth's resources,
including the water, either through a specifically marked off ejido
or a sphere of interest near the surrounding community which
was understood to be that community's territorial prerogative. 26

Juan de Onate brought the first large herds of stock animals to New
Mexico with his expedition in 1598. He was accompanied by 129 soldiers, eight Franciscan missionaries, and 270 other men-civilians~
about half of whom brought their wives and children. While some might
have entertained notions of finding gold and other precious metals, it is
clear that most of the colonists had settlement, agriculture, herding, and
stock raising in mind. For this' reason Onate brought with him wheat
seed, 7000 animals (cattle, sheep, goats, horses, mules, and hogs), wagons, plowshares, hoes, and other agricultural toolsY Many of the indi-
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vidual colonists brought additional farming implements and supplies.
Onate's contract authorized him to make land grants and distribute waters under the stipulations decreed by King Phillip in 1573. New Mexico
was thus destined to become a pastoral and agricultural frontier.
Not all the land was iegally open for pastoral activities. It was illegal
to graze stock on royal land (tierras realengas or tierras baldias). Because of inadequate enforcement, however, it is likely that this law was
circumvented. But those who grazed their cattle, sheep, and goats on .
public land subjected themselves to possible fines and even imprisonment. Private lands could, of course, be grazed either by the owner of
the land or by others to whom he or she extended the right. But most
grazing in New Mexico occurred not on royal or private lands but rather
on the common lands of the towns and rural agricultural clusters.
Stockmen were responsible in large measure for the steady expansion of the New Mexico frontier, especially in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. As irrigated cropland occupied more and more
of the fertile alluvium along the rivers and streams of the Rio Arriba,
stockmen had to open new grazing lands for their herds of sheep and
cattle. The phenomenon is aptly described by geographer Richard L.
Nostrand:

The process occurred in the following manner. Stockmen in quest
of suitable pasture for their flocks would venture across a divide to the next valley where they would build adobe shelters,
irrigate patches of land, and eventually attract others. In this
fashion, stockmen from Taos settled in Arroyo Hondo in 1815.
Or, to be closer to their grazing lands, several stock raising families would migrate up and down a valley to a point where flood
plan cropland and a village site were available. So it was that
families primarily from San Miguel founded EI Cerrito in the Pecos
Valley probably in the 1830s. Or, rather than return home from
their summer grazing lands, a stockraising family would build a
jacal and remain permanently...Through the process sometimes
called "splinter division," stockmen from parent villages created offspring villages; Taos gave rise to more than a dozen
such offspring, and San Miguel parented at least a dozen. 28

The process continued in area after area. In the early nineteenth
century steady demographic pressure in Santa Cruz de la Canada was
not sufficiently relieved by out-migrations to Chimayo, Cordoba, and
the riverine communities of the Rio Chama and its tributaries. As a result
stockmen in the Santa Cruz district had to petition for new grazing lands
further to the north in the immediate vicinity of Picuris Pueblo. 29 The
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common grazing lands were, by design, often immense because when
low elevation pastures shriveled during dry summer months it was necessary to seek out adequate forage at higher elevations. In most areas,
unlike the situation in central and southern New Spain,30 the carrying
capacity of the land was not seriously challenged as the herds of sheep
were broadly scattered over wide expanses of commons and only small
numbers of cows, horses, mules, and goats dotted valley floors and
neighboring slopes. Once the animals were withdrawn, the vegetative
cover replenished itself generally within a single growing season.
On the other hand, even small numbers of stock animals could cause
major damage to crops and acequias. The large majority of grazing controversies found in the documentary record concern this problem, not
grazing or deforestation.3' By law, farmers were to fence off their lands
in order to prevent accidental damage to their crops by stock animals,
but the large number of damage reports found in the archives suggest
that many farmers shunned the obligation. 32 Water on private land could
be used for all domestic purposes and could also be used for watering
animals. These uses did not require a water grant or any other special
authorization. But without a specific water right the owner of a private
land grant could not divert water from its course for irrigation or industrial use, such as the powering of a mill. Neither could the farmer impound water in a reservoir or tank without a water right issued by
competent authority.
Finally, and most importantly, the water on common land owned by
the town or agricultural cluster could be used for the same purposes but
with several differences. Communities enjoyed water rights; they obviously could not have survived without them. As a result, citizens of the
community could divert water to irrigate their individual fields or to
power a grist mill. On the town's common lands water could be diverted
into ponds, reservoirs, and tanks for stock animals. With the exception
ofa few wealthy landowners, most of the stock animals in Hispanic New
Mexico were watered on common lands. There was one important limiting caveat, however: Unless the water right was explicitly extended to
others, water on the common land was made available only to residents
of that town or community.
The commons were used not only for grazing and watering stock
animals, but for wood-cutting as well. Although adobe clearly prevailed
in the construction of houses, public buildings, and churches, some
Hispanic communities of northern New Mexico, such as Vallecitos, evidenced a preference for wooden structures. 33 In other areas, huts
(jacales), sustained by pole frames, were common and obviously required wood. 34 But even where thick adobe walls predominated, logs
were employed as vigas (roof beams) to support the roofs and latillas
(saplings) were laid across them .
. Firewood stacked outside the houses provided warmth in the winter
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and fuel for cooking throughout the year. 35 Flumes (canoas), diversion
dams (atarques), headgates (tomas), carts (carretas), and plows (arados),
caskets, furniture, doors, shutters, axes for grinding stones in mills,
fences, gates, corrals, barns, storage spaces, and tool handles all required wood, often in combination and iOn large amounts. Different species of trees were more appropriate for different tasks. Pine logs were
preferred for vigas, willow for diversion dams, cedar for jacal construction, and pinon for firewood. The fact that the different species often
grew at different altitudes of the montes helps explain the large extent of
many of the common lands. Just as in Spain, the commons of New Mexican villages provided the necessary wood that each citizen was entitled
to cut without fee for his or her own use. More importantly, however,
grazing rights and wood-cutting rights on the commons were usufructuary property rights, conveyed to the town or rural community by competent authority and enjoyed by the citizens of the town. They could
not be alienated in any way. At the time of the war between the United
States and Mexico in 1846-47 and the subsequent peace treaty in 1848,
Hispanic property law recognized and protected these rights.
The major stimulus to scholarship on the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo has been the continuing litigation in state and federal courts
where judges and special masters, using expert witnesses' reports, depositions, and testimony have sought to comprehend better the nuances
of the obligations the United States assumed in 1848 when it ratified the
treaty. The process has been evident throughout the states that share a
common border with Mexico, but it has been most apparent in New Mexico
and Arizona, as those two states began a general adjudication of water
rights, and some litigants (heirs or successors in interest to original
grantees) found it important to exert their rights under Spanish' and
Mexican law. It is important to remember that litigants are not employing
property protections found in contemporary Spanish or Mexican civil
law, but rather the land and water rights, as well as customary practices,
that were enjoyed and protected prior to 2 February 1848. The basic
explanation for this anomaly is found in international law, treaty law, and
United States case law.
If the political maps of the world remained forever constant, there
would be no need for the law of nations to focus on the problems of
state succession. Since the advent of the nation-state, however, revolutions for independence, peaceful cessions, sales and trades, wars of
conquest, and major and minor boundary adjustments have occasioned
changes in territorial sovereignty. The historical record has shown repeatedly that an area can belong to one country on one day and to
another on the next. More recently, cartographers have been kept busy
as the former Soviet Union and Yugoslavia fell apart while East and
West Germany fell together. Invariably, changes in territorial sovereignty
have bequeathed an unbelievably perplexing legacy of legal quandaries.
0
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They concern not only abstract principles of diplomacy and internationallaw but also, and more importantly, groups of people whose lives
have been disrupted by the actions of others; residents and non-residents; rich and poor; newcomers and those long established-all with
vested interests of one kind or another.
The law of state succession-an international law construct practiced for centuries but codified only in 1978by the Vienna Convention'
on Succession in Respect of Treaties-has as its major goal the curtailing of the most egregious impacts of territorial change. It rests on the
fundamental legal principle, endorsed by the most distinguished legal
scholars throughout the world, that property and other vested rights
,previously acquired under a former sovereign must be respected by the
successor state. 36 D. P. O'Connell conducted an extensive review of the
scholarly literature and concluded that when a change of territorial succession occurs, "private property rights, and rights received from judicial decisions remains unchanged ... The successor state is entitled to
exercise the predecessor's rights and is obliged to discharge the
predecessor's duties, because international law so directs."37 The principle that acquired rights (droits acquis) survive the incident of state
succession is, in fact, "one of the most well-established norms in the
field. "38
In the absence of some international covenant to the contrary, a
successor state can subsequently alter acquired rights, but legislation
to change or abrogate them must be explicit and precise. As O'Connell
notes, "[u]ntil a successor State legislates to terminate acquired rights
...these remain in existence as facts." In those rare instances when an
ownership pattern in a cessionary state is completely inconsistent with
the concept of property in a successor state (for example, the "ownership" of a slave in a nation without slavery), then it is necessary that
steps be taken "in order to indemnify the holder of the rights for its loss
under the new legal order. "39
The principle that an area's change of sovereignty alters its public
law but leaves intact its private law, including property law, has deep
roots in the United States' historical experience. In 1803, when the United
States acquired Louisiana from France, former citizens of Louisiana continued to enjoy their property as before. The Florida acquisition treaty
of 1819 (Adams-Onis Treaty) guaranteed acquired rights as well. When
a test case reached the United States Supreme Court in 1833, Chief Justice John Marshall concluded that the property guarantees that are afforded individuals apply equally if the territory in question was acquired
amicably or by conquest. 40
Throughout the nineteenth century, dozens of cases in state and
federal courts articulated the same principle. The decisions clearly indicate that the courts did not always have good evidence upon which to
assess the nature of acquired rights under the laws of prior sovereigns.
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Even so, whether they were perfectly or poorly understood, there was
little debate on the applicability of the laws themselves. The United
States courts did recognize that it was possible to alter acquired rights
but only to the extent that they were not specifically protected by United
States treaty obligations. This principle was most succinctly affirmed in
Delassus v. United States, which held that "the conqueror may deal with
the inhabitants and give them what law he pleases, unless restrained by
the capitulation, but until alteration be made the former laws continue."41
As noted earlier, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo provided ample
protection for the property rights of Mexicans who suddenly found themselves residing in the United States on 2 February 1848. The document
is a classic example of applying the law of prior sovereigns to citizens
innocently prejudiced by a change of territorial possession. Article VIII
of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo states:

Mexicans now established in the territories previously belonging to Mexico, and which remain for the future within the limits
of the United States, as defined by the present treaty, shall be
free to continue where they now reside, or to remove at any time
to the Mexican Republic, retaining the property which they possess in the said territories, or disposing thereof, and removing
the proceeds wherever they please, without their being subjected to any contribution, tax, or charge whatever.. .In the said
territories, property of every kind, now belonging to Mexicans
not established there, shall be inviolably respected [emphasis
ours]. The present owners, the heirs of these, and all Mexicans
who may hereafter acquire said property by contract, shall enjoy with respect to it guarantees equally ample as if the same
belonged to citizens of the United StateS. 42

The language of the property protection is, of course, important,
and in the case of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo the language employed often has been misunderstood. The phrases in Article VIII that
are almost invariably used to underscore the sanctity of protection are
"property of every kind" and "shall be inviolably respected." Those
phrases apply specifically to absentee landowners, not the vast majority of landowners. The complete sentence reads: "In the said territories,
property of every kind now belonging to Mexicans not established there,
shall be inviolably respected." Who were these "Mexicans not established there?" Some were Mexicans who resided south of what became
the new boundary but who owned property north of the new dividing
line. Some were Mexicans who owned property north of the new boundary but who decided to return to Mexico at the war's conclusion. And
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some were Mexicans who owned various pieces of property north of the
dividing line but who were established only on one. This was quite
common in New Mexico. Does this mean that the vast majority of Mexican property owners were left without protections by the treaty? Not at
all-only that those particularly strong phrases should not be invoked
without some textual analysis.
The vast majority of landowners were protected by the first sentence of Article VIII: "Mexicans now established in the territories previously belonging to Mexico, and which remain for the future within the
limits of the United States, as defined by the present treaty, shall be free
to continue where they now reside, or to remove at any time to the
Mexican Republic, retaining the property which they now possess in the
said territories, or disposing thereof, and removing the proceeds wherever they please." The phrases "property of every kind" and "shall be
inviolably respected" specifically protected absentee landowners but
do they also protect the vast majority of property owners? Logic and
context strongly suggest that they do. To suggest that the phrases were
intended to protect only non~residents is to argue and embrace an illogical supposition. It would mean that Mexicans who owned property
north of the new boundary but who never resided there were to enjoy
greater protections than those who actually resided there; it would mean
that those who returned to Mexico at war's end were to have greater
protection than those who chose to remain in the United States and it
would also mean that Mexicans who were multiple property owners were
to enjoy greater protections for those plots of land on which they did
not reside than for those on which they did reside. All three scenarios
are illogical and remind us that when historical documents are ambiguous or subject to different interpretations, logic should be summoned to
help make the determination of meaning.
It is abundantly clear that the treaty negotiators and their respective congresses could have limited the kind of property to be encompassed by the broad promise of protection. Following Hispanic law, they
could have confined it to only propiedad perfecta (property with a clear
title and without restrictions as to use; groundwater, for example) or
propiedad imperfecta (property with pending title or property with qualified usage; for example, surface. water). They could have confined it to
either propiedad mueble (personal property) or propiedad immueble
(real property or real estate). The treaty negotiators could have also
limited it to propiedad usufructuario (usufructuary property over which
one had use but not ultimate disposition, like the grazing and wood-,cutting rights of the community land grants). They could have qualified
the nature of the protection itself by specifying that it was generally
protected or in most instances protected. The treaty commissioners chose
not to do so and in the final section of Article VIII specified that "property of every kind shall be inviolably respected." Even without this
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phrase, however, the property protection ofArticle VIII is broadly based.
It is without qualification or limitation. Moreover, the law of state succession and prior sovereigns offered additional assurances. If the treaty

guarantees have sometimes been misunderstood or misrepresented, however, it is because Article X of the treaty, pertaining explicitly to land
grants, was never ratified by the United States Senate.
The original draft of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, negotiated
by United States Commissioner Nicholas P. Trist and his Mexican counterpart, committed the United States government to honor all land grants
made by competent Mexican authorities prior to the outbreak of host ilities between the two countries in 1846. The only problem was that Trist
included in the provision land grants that had been awarded to Mexicans in Texas. Texas had fought for and won independence from Mexico
in 1836. Many Anglo Texans, including two U.S. senators from Texas,
thought that this issue had been resolved at the time of independence.
The prospect of providing additional time to the Mexican property-owning population so that they could validate their land claims was quite
unsettling for Anglo Texan politicians. Discontent among the Texas delegation would surely have doomed the treaty. Moreover, Trist had ignored President James K. Polk's recall instructions and, although the
president was satisfied with the final treaty draft, he decided to recommend to the Senate ratification without endorsing Article X. On 10 March
1848, upon the recommendations of the White House, the United States
Senate passed the treaty but without Article X. This failure to ratify
Article X should not be interpreted to mean that the recipients of land
grants, made first by Spanish and subsequently by Mexican officials,
were left unprotected by the treaty. The explanatory provisions of the
Protocol of Queretaro substantiate this point.
Because the United States government did not ratify the entire treaty,
and because the Mexican government expressed concern about the
changes, President Polk found it necessary to send two envoys to Mexico
to explain the reasons for the alterations and, if possible, to secure Mexican congressional approval of the amended document. In the exercise of
these two tasks, the two envoys, Senator Ambrose H. Sevier and Attorney General Nathan Clifford, were also empowered to negotiate an international protocol with the properly designated Mexican official..
According to President Polk's explicit instructions, the envoys had
no authority to negotiate a new treaty or to modify the one already
ratified by the United States Senate. Their action, significantly, was to
be explanatory. The two United States commissioners were successful
in gain- ing Mexican ratification of the amended treaty. In the course of
that effort, and in keeping with their instructions, they offered reasons
for the Senate action on Article X. This explanation formed the basis of
Article 11 of the Protocol:
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The American government by suppressing the 10th article of
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo did not in any way intend to
annul the grants of land made by Mexico in the ceded territo- .
ries. These grants, notwithstanding the suppression of this article of treaty, preserve their legal value that they may possess
and the grantees may cause their legitimate titles to be acknowledged before American tribunals ....Conformably to the laws of
the United States, legitimate titles to every description of property, personal and real, existing in the ceded territories, are those
which were legitimate titles under the Mexican law of California
and New Mexico up to the thirteenth of May, 1846, and in Texas
up to the 2nd of March, 1836. 43

Both the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the Protocol of Queretaro
make it clear that valid Mexican land grants were protected in the ceded
territories. This conclusion is not altered by the failure of the U.S. Senate to ratify Article X, because Article VIII of the treaty, as previously
shown, also protected Mexican "property of every kind" and Article 11
of the Protocol of Queretaro offered sti II additional evidence of intent. 44
The Protocol of Queretaro was never rejected or repudiated by the United
States Senate or any other branch of the federal government and, therefore, continues to stand as the correct and official interpretation of the
amended treaty.45
It is of major significance that the United States Constitution places
treaties, along with the Constitution itself, as the supreme law of the
land. According to Article VI, Section 11 of the Constitution, judges in
every state are bound to respect treaties, "the laws of any State to the
contrary notwithstanding." The meaning of Article VI, Section II is clear:
ifany state law conflicts with the treaty obligations of the United States,
it is the treaty that is to take precedence. The protections afforded by
the treaty to Mexicans, their heirs, and successors in interest are therefore constitutionally protected guarantees.
Because water rights, grazing rights, and wood-cutting rights were
all property rights under Hispanic law, they all enjoyed the protections
of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. The present owners oflands, originally comprised in those grants, as successors in interest, continue to
hold these rights originally awarded to, or subsequently acquired by,
the Spanish or Mexican proprietors. This means that in the states of the
Mexican territorial cession (New Mexico and Arizona for example) Spanish colonial and Mexican property law of 1848 was no longer to be considered foreign law; it was to be considered United States law. Where
Mexican property rights were concerned, United States courts, in effect,
would act as surrogates for the Mexican courts.
Shortly after the signing and ratification of the Treaty of Guadalupe
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Hidalgo the common lands ofNew Mexican towns and communities found
themselves under serious assault not only by land speculators and other
opportunists, but also by New Mexico territorial courts and U.S. federal
courts. The judicial raid on the common lands resulted generally from a
profound clash of legal cultures but specifically from several distortions
of Hispanic property law. Although the misunderstanding was different
in territorial and federal courts, the result was the same and the commons were displaced.
The territorial courts of New Mexico tended to view the commons
not as property of a town but of the individual residents of that town.
With little appreciation of the concept of usufruct, the territorial Supreme Court determined that the commons were actually held in fee simple
by the local citizenry. The individual residents who, under Hispanic law
enjoyed use but not title, suddenly became "tenants-in-common" with
a proprietary interest. Now, for the first time, common lands could be
bought and sold. To make matters worse, the Territory's partition law,
enacted in 1876, enabled a few disgruntled citizens in any community to
force division and sale of the entire commons at public auction once the
proper share for each resident was determined. The statute enabled the
courts to order a sale of common lands with the proceeds divided up
among the interested parties. The land speculators, working in concert
with a few out-of-state wealthy cattle barons and large timber companies moved quickly on the scene to buy up the acreage from Hispanic
landowners, many of whom spoke little English, at a fraction of its true
worth. The common lands of the Tierra Amarilla Grant, the Trampas Grant,
and the San Crist6bal Grant, for example, were lost in this manner. 46 On
occasion, local residents were given access to what were formerly their
common lands for a short period of time but ultimately the new landowners would fence off immense acreage and in the process restrict or deny
entry to neighboring Hispanics for grazing, watering of stock animals,
and wood-cutting.
While the New Mexico territorial courts were presiding over the unfortunate loss of communal lands, a complementary scenario was playing out in Washington, D.C. The United States Supreme Court evidenced
a different misunderstanding of Hispanic property law but one no less
devastating. The federal protection of common lands started out well
enough. As early as 1807 the federal government put itself on record.
The Congress confirmed to the city of New Orleans (recently acquired
under the Louisiana Purchase) the common lands adjacent to it. 47 In
September of 1846, only one month after the United States troops occupied New Mexico, Stephen Kearny singled out the commons as property
that would be guaranteed by the new American government. 48 The Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo protected them as well, or so it appeared when the
first test case reached the United States Supreme Court in 1866. In
Townsend v. Greeley, a case that originated in San Francisco, California,
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the justices acknowledged that the treaty guarantees were not limited to
private grants but protected community grants as well. In addition, the
decision specified that the common lands were included in community
property.49
Both before and after the 1866 Supreme Court decision, the Surveyors General for·New Mexico recommended confirmation of common lands
in a number of instances. Thirty-one years later, however, in a stunning
reversal, th'6.:Supreme Court ruled in U.S. v. Sandoval that the commons
were not protected. This case originated in New Mexico and dealt with
the San Miguel del Bado grant that comprised approximately 315,000
acres, including several communities such as Las Vegas. Although the
Court of Private Land Claims had confirmed this grant several years
earlier, the Supreme Court ruled that the common lands belonged not to
the individual communities on ·that grant but to the state. 50 The court
then followed the only logic available to it: lands not alienated by either
the Spanish or Mexican governments prior to 1848 passed intact to the
United States. The common lands wer.e thus judged to be United States
public lands. The decision reflects yet another example of poor understanding of Hispanic property law. The justices failed to appreciate that
just as land granted to private individuals, once alienated from crown
ownerspip, ceased to be part of the national territory, the same was true
of land granted to a community. The Spanish crown, and subsequently
the Mexican government, abandoned its ownership oftierras realengas
or tierras baldias when it made a community grant.
U. S. v. Sandoval proved to be dispositive of a number of other cases
pending before the court. Common lands were regularly disallowed after·
this case or reduced to a tiny fraction of their actual size. Of the 315,000
acres of the San Miguel del Bado grant, for example, only about 5,000
acres were confirmed. This was less than two percent. Other northern
New Mexico communities experienced the same phenomenon.
Even with the judicial decision that the common lands of New
Mexico's Hispanic communities belonged to the United States after 1848
it would have been possible to salvage their traditional uses. No matter
who owned the land for centuries, the residents of those towns, through
usufruct, had the right touse it. And the·rightto use it had real value. I~
fact, it was even taken into consideration when an individual calculated
the assets. of his or her estate. 51 The right of use was protected by the
property guarantees of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. The United
States government took no steps, or timid steps at best, to discharge its
obligations under the treaty. These common lands, often extensive, be'came part of the public domain that was subsequently incorporated into
. the National Forest system of northern New Mexico. In total, almost
. nine million acres went to the National Forest. In no case was compensation offered. Instead, the government offered under the authority of the
Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 a schedule of fees and increasingly strict
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limits on grazing, wood-cutting, and watering, activities that had been
conducted on common lands for generations without cost.
More recently, in July of 1997, the Ninth Circuit Court's injunction
that severely restricted grazing and wood-cutting on public lands illustrates continuity in judicial philosophy. Although the appeals court lifted
its injunction a few months later, additional grazing restrictions imposed
by the Forest Service almost assure that the issue will again wind up
back in the courts. A new variable has been added to the old legal and
cultural equation, however, one that reflects tension and misunderstanding among environmental groups, ranchers, and timber companies. While
the ultimate disposition is far from clear, it is certain that the economic
and cultural ramifications of these often sharp and heated exchanges
tend to further marginalize the rural Hispanic population of northern
New Mexico. 52 Without access to land for pasture, watering of stock
animals, and wood-cutting, the remarkable self-sufficient vitality and
livelihood demonstrated for centuries is undermined and threatened.
Land and water in New Mexico constitute more than mere property
for the rural population of the Rio Arriba. While they are part of the
physical and economic landscapes, they are also a significant part of
the cultural landscape. They foster important dimensions of the collective memory and collective history of long-time residents of northern
New Mexico. Several years ago, a regional journal devoted an entire
edition to these issues, and many of the contributors argued quite
strongly that conceptions of traditional resource management help forge
an identity that bonds a person to a sense of place and even helps shape
religious and philosophical values. 53 Denial of equal access to what were
traditionally the common lands not only imperils the livelihood of many
Hispanic New Mexicans but in a very real sense also weakens some of
the social fabric that has sustained rural Hispanic communities for centuries.
In conclusion, the despoilment of the traditional common lands, in
violation of the treaty, raises another important constitutional issue.
The supremacy clause elevating treaties to the same status as the Constitution itself (Article VI, Section II), has already been mentioned. Thus,
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo is on equal footing with the supreme
law ofthe land. But the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution is also at
stake. It contains two extremely significant protections: "No person shall
... be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law"
and "nor shall any private property be taken for public use without just
compensation." Although many land grant communities were afforded
due process in both the Court of Private Land Claims and the United
States Supreme Court, their common lands were taken for public use (the
National Forest) without any compensation whatsoever, the FifthAmendment notwithstanding. While property rights were never considered
absolute and inviolate in either the British colonies or the United States,
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the primary reasons for fettering them, limiting them, or removing them
(the non-payment of taxes, the existence of nuisance, appropriation during time of war, or the social or economic need to exert eminent domain)
are all absent in the case of the common lands of the Hispanic communities of northern New Mexico. 54 The loss of the commons would appear to
be an obvious violation of the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment.
The United States government has not shirked in the past from acknowledging mistakes and seeking corrective measures when innocent
people have been prejudiced. To the contrary, much of the enduring
vitality of the American system has been its reluctance to embrace the
idea of an affliction without a cure. In New Mexico, the handling of the
Pueblo Indian Land Claims in the 1920s and 1930s affords only the most
obvious example of rectifying past wrongs. The largely Hispanic communities of the rural Southwest, particularly in northern New Mexico,
deserve no less. .
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New Mexico's Forgotten Nuclear Tests:
Projects Gnome (1961) and Gasbuggy (1967)
FERENC M. SZASZ

On 16 July 1945, scientists from the Manhattan Project detonated an
atomic device at Trinity Site, in the northwest corner of the Alamogordo
Bombing Range in central New Mexico. The select group of eyewitnesses
watched in awe as the mushroom cloud rose to 20,000 feet and slowly
drifted north-northeast over the Chupadera Mesa toward Oklahoma and
Kansas. With this, the state of New Mexico entered history as "the birth~
place of the Atomic Age."1
Five days after the explosion, Stafford Warren, the physician in
charge of health safety for the Manhattan Project, wrote to the overall
head-General Leslie R. Groves. In this lengthy missive, Warren cautioned Groves that central New Mexico was far too populated for further
nuclear explosions. He recommended that any future tests be held in a
location with a radius of at least 150 miles without people. 2
Unfortunately, the newly formed Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
could discover no location that fit this requirement. Consequently, the
government compromised. In December 1950, President Harry S Truman
announced that the Nevada Test Site (NTS)-sixty-five miles northwest
of Las Vegas-would serve as America's premier continental nuclear
testing ground. In January 1951, the AEC began above-ground atomic
testing at the NTS. By 1958, Nevada had witnessed over one hundred
such explosions. 3
At various times, however, the AEC selected other "off site" areas
to detonate underground nuclear devices. During the 1960s, they chose
. two locations in New Mexico. The first was Gnome (1961), about twentyFerenc M. Szasz is a Professor of History at the University of New Mexico.
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five miles southeast of Carlsbad; the second was Gasbuggy (1967), about
fifty-five miles east of Farmington.
'
Each of New Mexico's three nuclear detonations proved
groundbreaking in every sense of the term. The Trinity test, of course,
inaugurated the Atomic Age. Project Gnome was widely praised as the
first "Atoms for Peace" nuclear explosion, a test designed to harness
the power of the atom for peaceful purposes. In a similar fashion,
Gasbuggy gained publicity as the first joint U.S. government-private
industry (EI Paso Natural Gas) effort to use nuclear explosions to improve the production of natural gas fields, inaugurating a partnership
that everyone expected to continue. With these tests, New Mexico joined
Alaska as the only state outside Nevada where the government has
detonated nuclear bombs at three separate locations. 4
The dubious prominence of New Mexico in this regard points to the
important role that the state has played in postwar nuclear history. It
also points to a variety of ecological dilemmas that have resulted from
these nuclear experiments. All three explosions released man-made radionuclides into the atmosphere and drove them deep into the surface
of the earth. Although the AEC and its successor agency, the Department of Energy (DOE) have cleaned up each site on several occasions,
radioactive trace elements from these explosions still remain. Government monitors continue to visit each site on a regular basis to measure
surface contamination and to insure that the underground radiation has
not migrated into the water table. Consequently, the saga of these three
nuclear tests is not just limited to the New Mexican past; it affects the
New Mexico future as well.
Trinity
One can best understand the Gnome and Gasbuggy events by starting with an overview of Trinity. In the spring of 1944, a small team from
the secret city of Los Alamos (Site Y) began the search for a suitable
location to test the plutonium weapon under construction by the Manhattan Project. The test location needed to be relatively flat, with basically good weather, isolated from any center of population, and close
enough to Los Alamos to facilitate transportation. At one time scientists considered eight locations-including the Malpais region south of
Grants-but eventually decided on the Jornada del Muerto high desert
that lies to the east of Socorro. One reason for the choice lay in the fact
that the federal government had already confiscated ·much of this land
for the Alamogordo Bombing Range. 5 It proved relatively uncomplicated
to transfer the northwest corner to the Manhattan Project.
Construction began in November 1944, and within months workers
had erected the world's first gigantic outdoor laboratory. Miles of roads,
a base camp, and thousands of feet of wire appeared almost overnight.
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Three earth-and-concrete observation bunkers and numerous unmanned
posts surrounded Ground Zero, where scientists hauled the atomic device to the top of a 1OO-foot steel tower. After a night of violent rain and
a two-hour postponement, head meteorologist Jack Hubbard gave the
clearance for a 5 :30 detonation.
.
The power of the fissioned atom proved greater than anyone had
ever imagined. The blast was heard in three states and could have been
seen from another planet. Where the ball of fire touched the earth, it
fused the sand into a greenish-gray, radioactive glass-later termed
"Atomsite" or "Trinitite." The mushroom cloud broke into three parts,
with the brunt moving slowly east over the continent, spreading radioactivity over an area as large as Australia. Three weeks later, at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, the world at large similarly learned about the power of the
fissioned atom.
Afterwards, federal and state officials hoped to turn New Mexico's
Trinity Site into a National Monument. The Albuquerque Journal argued that such a monument would long keep the state in the public eye. 6
Unsolveable dilemmas regarding surface radiation, plus the fact that
Trinity Site lay within the re-named White Sands Missile Range, prevented this from occurring. In 1965, however, the National Park Service
declared Trinity Site a National Historic Landmark and a decade later
they designated it a National Historic Site. Twice a year, in spring and
fall, the Army opens the Trinity area for visitors. Although Los Alamos
has thrice cleaned up the region and buried the Trinitite (no one knows
precisely where) Army officials still limit on-site visits to about three
hours. Even today, however, the Department of Defense Environmental
Management Program maintains responsibility for cleaning up the region. 7
During the summer of 1995, as the Allies commemorated the 50th
anniversary of· the end of the Second World War, Socorro hosted an
international gathering of Manhattan Project veterans, anti-nuclear protesters, and newsmedia figures. The Army opened Trinity Site for a 16
July 1995, fiftieth anniversary visit that drew several thousand spectators. As the international news coverage of this event showed, Trinity
Site, New Mexico, has emerged with a secure niche in the national
memory of the World War II years.
Plowshare
The second and third New Mexico nuclear detonations proved quite
different from the Trinity Site explosion. Neither Gnome nor Gasbuggy
formed part of the nation's military effort. Rather, they were keystones
in President Dwight D. Eisenhower's Plowshare Program, an attempt to
harness the destructive power of the atom for purposes of peace. Although front-page stories at the time, Gnome and Gasbuggy are virtually forgotten today, even by many local residents. The modest historic
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markers placed at the sites reflect this oblivion as well as the dashed
hopes surrounding each detonation.
During the early 1950s, the AEC first conceived the idea of using
underground nuclear explosions for large-scale construction projects.
Aerial photographs of the) 952 Hydrogen bomb tests at Eniwetok Atoll
in the South Pacific showed that the explosion had created a huge crater,
which might, conceivably, be turned into a harbor. Moreover, such fission explosions released far fewer radionuclides into the atmosphere
than conyentional atomic bombs, although A-bombs were used to "trigger" the hydrogen devices. Viewed purely in economic terms, this meant
that thermonuclear bombs might be able to move large amounts of earth
at very little expense, perhaps as low as twenty cents per cubic yard. 8
The Suez crisis of 1956 brought this concern to sharp focus. After
Egyptian president Gamal Nasser closed the Suez Canal by sinking ships
in the waterway, Harold Brown, director of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL) suggested that the West could cut a new canal across Israel by using controlled nuclear explosions. A French engineer published
the first book on the subj ect that same year. In 1957, the 1.7 ki loton (kt)
shot Ranier at the NTS was fully contained underground. The confluence
of these events led LRL physicist HerbertYork to gather scientists from
Los Alamos~ Sandia National Laboratory, and the LRL in a secret
Livermore Conference to discuss the matter. Thus was born the concept
of "geographical engineering" via underground nuclear detonations. 9
The idea caught on in both the scientific and engineering communities. The second conference on the theme was held in San Francisco in
1959, and opened to the public, while the third in Davis, California, five
years later, evoked even greater response. 1O The last large symposium
on Engineering with Nuclear Explosives was held in Las Vegas, Nevada,
in January 1970. By that time, however, the concept had fallen into disrepute. 11
The overall name for programs such as this emerged in 1957 as
"Project Plowshare." The term derived from the famous passage in Isaiah
chapter two, verse four: "And they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up
sword against nation; neither shall they learn war any more." President
Eisenhower always gave Plowshare his strongest support.
During the late 1950s, the government did yeoman work to popularize the Plowshare concept. The U.S. Post Office issued a variety of stamps
and first-day covers to celebrate the "Atoms for Peace" program. New
York sculptor Moissaye Marans created a fourteen-and-a-half-foot
statue to symbolize the spirit of the venture: a stylized Old Testament
figure standing upon a plow, holding a broken sword in his hands. The
sculpture won several awards and was widely praised. 12
The Atoms for Peace program bolstered the late 1950s optimism regarding the future of the nuclear world. Scientists spoke of utilizing
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underground explosions to cut canals, dig harbors, redirect the flow of
rivers, build dams, and enhance underground aquifers. Mining engi-.
neers hoped that nuclear blasts might reveal new ways to extract oil
from tar sands and shale and increase natural gas from low production
fields. 13 Other scientists dreamed of using nuclear explosions for weather'
control, space travel, or even a nuclear-powered aircraft. The respected
scientific press joined this chorus. Gerald W. Johnson and Harold Brown
suggested in Scientific American, that the nation was "on the verge of a
new period of ~geographical engineering. '''14 Writing in Physics Today,
David B. Lambert argued that while blast radiation could never be completely eliminated from these crateringexplosions, it could be "controlled to the extent that radioactive hazards need not be an obstacle to
the industrial exp loitation of this technique. "15
The most prominent spokesman for this position was Manhattan
Project veteran Edward Teller. An enthusiastic promoter, Teller's assur~
ances were often quoted by the national press. On one occasion, Teller
. stated, "I can say, not with certainty but with quite a bit of hope, that we
can make nuclear explosives so clean that the worry about radioactivity
in its peaceful applications may disappear completely.':16 On another, he
promised that nuclear engineering could "change the earth's surface to
suit US."I?
Some historians have viewed the scientists' enthusiasm for Plowshare programs as just a facade for the continued testing' of nuclear
weapons. 18 This cynical view, however, fails to acknowledge the dreams
of many Manhattan Project pioneers, who, from the 1940s forward, had
hoped that the positive aspects of the sub-atomic world would eventually outweigh the theme of nuclear destruction. Physicists Joseph Rotblat,
J. Robert Oppenheimer, and Edward Teller had all expressed such views.
Alice Kimball Smith, who had lived in Los Alamos during the war, similarly recalled that the hopes for peaceful applications of atomic power
formed a central part of many wartime Los Alamos conversations. 19
. Still, the AEC courted public approval for their "Atoms for Peace"
idea for another very pragmatic reason. By the late 1950s, popular fears
concerning fallout dangers from above-ground atomic testing were running at full tide. Groups ranging from the Nevada League of Women
Voters to British philosopher Bertrand Russell to Nobel Laureate Linus
Pauling had begun to call for an immediate halt to all above-ground
testing. In 1956, Democratic Party candidate Adlai Stevenson made this
a major issue of his presidential campaign. International scientists at the
influential Pugwash gatherings took this consensus back to their respective governments. 20 Consequently, on 1 November 1958, the U.S.,
U.S.S.R., and Great Britain began a voluntary moratorium on aboveground nuclear testing. At the Geneva talks on this matter, President
Eisenhower tried (unsuccessfully) to have Plowshare detonations, which
were intended to be open to all observers, exempted from the morato-
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rium. Soviet spokesmen protested, however, arguing that any nuclear
explosion could have military applications.
The 1958 test ban agreement brought the AEC's Plowshare plans to
an abrupt halt. All such projects went back to the drawing board, where
they remained until 1961. That year, the Soviets broke the ban and renewed their nuclear tests. Immediately, President John F. Kennedy announced that America would resume its above-ground testing as well.
After two more years of testing, Soviet Premier Nikita Khruschev and
President Kennedy signed the 1963 treaty that banned all atmospheric
and oceanic explosions. Henceforth, the only nuclear experiments allowed would be those detonated beneath the earth's surface.
The 1958-61 test ban had major consequences for several states,
especially Alaska and New Mexico. The three-year gap allowed Alaskan Natives, university scientists, and anti-nuclear activists to quash a
proposed Plowshare program (Chariot) that would have drawn on three
to four underground nuclear explosions to create a harbor in northwest
Alaska near Point Hope. 21 With Chariot in disfavor, the AEC turned its
attention to Gnome as the first Plowshare test. And Gnome was scheduled for New Mexico.
Gnome
During the Plowshare years, New Mexico had a strong friend in
Washington in the person of Democratic Senator Clinton P. Anderson.
Born in South Dakota, young Anderson had studied journalism at the
University of Wisconsin before tuberculosis drove him to New Mexico.
After a close brush with death, he recovered to become a respected
businessman in the fields of journalism and insurance. Anderson believed, not without reason, that New Mexico had saved his life, and
while in'Congress he worked hard to bring federal largesse to his adopted
home state. After brief service as Harry S Truman's Secretary of Agriculture, Anderson sought appointment on the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy. He served on that crucial body from 1951 until
1972. Thus, Anderson found himself in an ideal position to direct numerous AEC funds toward New Mexico. In 1961, he estimated that twofifths of all federal spending in the state had some form of atomic
connection. 22 Just before the 1961 Gnome detonation, Anderson credited atomic energy as "the keystone of the research and development
structure" of New Mexico. 23 Anderson especially encouraged the matchup of Plowshare, Gnome, and the town of Carlsbad.
In 1961, Carlsbad contained about 26,000 people and ranked as the
sixth-largest city in the state. The local economy revolved largely around
the mining of potash for fertilizer, and the 20,000 acres of irrigated cotton, alfalfa, maize, barley, castor beans, and pasture grass from the impounded Pecos River. Tourism was also vital to the region, for the famed
Carlsbad Caverns had been part of the National Park system since 1923
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Project Gnome Site. From Projects Gnome and Sedan: The Plowshare Program
(Defense Nuclear Agency document no. DNA 6029F). Map Courtesy of Defense
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and an official National Park since 1930. On 24 November 1961, the tenmillionth visitor passed through the Caverns. At the time, the Carlsbad
Caverns formed New Mexico's most popular tourist attraction. 24
When the AEC first approached Carlsbad officials in the summer of
1958 for a 'possible July, 1959, Plowshare test, they met with mixed local
response. The city newspaper, the Current-Argus, welcomed the idea
as an economic boon for the region. 25 "Nuclear Emphasis Shifts from
Geneva to Carlsbad" blared one headline. 26
But other area residents expressed doubt. Farmers feared that radioactive fallout might damage their crops, while Park Service officials and
motel owners expressed concern that the proposed 10 kt Gnome shot
might collapse the famed caverns. The strongest reservations came from
the potash mine owners and miners, who feared similar damage to the
mine shafts.
The AEC recognized the validity of these objections and convened
a panel of experts, recommended by the National Academy of Sciences,
to study the matter. The panel reviewed the local geography, gathered
seismic data from the NTS, and concluded in February 1959 that Gnome
would cause no damage to crops (it would be contained underground).
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Project Gnome, Carlsbad, New Mexico, 11 December 1961. View of shaft after the
detonation on 10 December 1961. Courtesy of Borden, Reynolds Electrical &
Engineering Company, Inc. Print no. AEC-62-6433.

They similarly concluded that the proposed test would not be powerful
enough to damage either the potash mines or the Caverns.
Although potash industry executives had been AEC guests to the
NTS to witness several 1958 detonations, they remained skeptical. Their
lawyers approached both L10yds of London and the Nuclear Energy Property Insurance Association to underwrite the risk of mine collapseY
After Clinton Anderson helped arrange a compromise, most of the local
businessmen fell into line. 28
The 1958 moratorium on testing temporarily shelved the initial Gnome
plans, but the AEC utilized the interim to detonate other, non-nuclear,
blasts in preparation for its eventual lifting. 29 Thus, when nuclear testing did resume in 1961, Gnome was ready for rapid deployment. 30 With
Chariot in Alaska now canceled, the AEC turned the spotlight on Carlsbad
as the pioneer Plowshare experiment. Gnome was billed as the world's
first atom ic blast for wholly peaceful purposes.3'
On 23 October 1961, President Kennedy gave the official go-ahead.
When Carlsbad citizens heard the news, the Current-Argus noted, they
became "quietly jubilant."32 As shot time grew closer, anticipation and
rhetoric both intensified. New Mexico's sole Congressman, Thomas G.
Morris, observed that as Alamogordo had become the symbol of the
beginning of the A-Bomb, so would Carlsbad symbolize the beginning
of peaceful uses of nuclear explosives.J3 The Current-Argus predicted
that in the future Carlsbad would be known not only as the home of the
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Project Gnome. Courtesy of Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New
Mexico. Print no. 96246.

Carlsbad Caverns but also as the home of Project Gnome. 34
The underground blast was scheduled for 10 December 1961, and
the AEC handled all preparations with considerable skill. They arranged
a series of talks at the Carlsbad High School the evening before, where
prominent local citizens and Edward Teller spoke of the "miracle of the
decade. "35
On the next morning, busses took visitors to the designated observer area, 4.5 miles from surface ground zero. Loudspeakers broadcast
the countdown to the immediate vicinity and Carlsbad radio picked up
the transmission for those sitting in their own vehicles on State Road 37,
Potash Road. Visitors were told to bring binoculars but scientists expected little, if any, visual impact. Scaled down to 3.1 kt, the nuclear
device rested at 1,184 feet underground, at the end of a I, I 16-foot button-hook tunnel that was expected to seal itself off after the explosion.
As a further precaution, the six potash companies, one within five
miles of Gnome, ordered all their miners to the surface during"the shot.
At the last minute, the AEC agreed to reimburse the potash industry for
the shutdown loss.36 National Park Service officials also kept visitors
out of the Carlsbad Caverns during blast time. Originally scheduled for
8:00 AM, meteorologists postponed the detonation twice as surface winds
over ground zero would have brought any unexpected fallout toward
Carlsbad.
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The list of national media and foreign visitors attending Gnome
proved impressive. Seventy-one newsmedia officials were there, including representatives from ABC, CBS, Life, Time, the New York Times,
US News and World Report and UPI. Official UN representatives also
attended, as well as nine international visitors. The Soviets were invited
to observe but declined the invitation. 37
. The press gave considerable publicity to the four announced goals
of Gnome. First, they hoped to learn how nuclear explosions in the
Carlsbad area salt beds differed from those detonated in tuff, the chief
rock strata of the NTS. The scientists believed that different rock strata
coupled energy into seismic waves in different patterns. They needed
such seismic data for a salt bed explosion. One aspect of this, a theme
virtually ignored by the popular press but clear to all those in the nuclear
industry, was that such seismic data would allow Americans to detect
any secret nuclear test that the Soviets might detonate in their own salt
beds. Second, LRL and Los Alamos scientists set up an elaborate neutron wheel in the tunnel to make neutron cross-section measurements
to aid nuclear reactor development. Third, scientists also set up experiments to investigate the possibility of recovering radioisotopes from
the blast. These would be used for future scientific and industrial applications. Lastly, the aspect of Gnome that received the greatest publicity
lay with the hope that the blast would create a vast reservoir of heat that
would be gradually released over an extended period oftime. 38 If the salt
beds indeed retained the heat as expected, then workers could pump
water into the newly formed cavity, extract the energy as steam, and turn
it into electricity.39 Locals also hoped that the Gnome blast might perhaps also create underground reservoirs or aquifers for water storage,
flood control, and the recharging of water-bearing strata. 40 Consequently, Project Gnome embodied a number of both local and national
expectations.
At noon on 10 December 1961, LRL scientists detonated Gnome as
the first Plowshare explosion. It was also the first continental nuclear
explosion outside of the Nevada Test Site since Trinity. The 3.1 kt blast
performed as expected. It produced extremely high temperatures and created an underground cavity of approximately 960,000 cubic feet. The
cavity was about seventy-five feet high and about 150 feet in diameter,
and newsmen likened it to an underground eight-story building as wide
as the base of the U.S. Capitol. All previous cavities from NTS shots had
collapsed almost immediately but the surface of Gnome remained intact.
Scientists expected it to remain so for years.
Five months later, when the radiation had decayed to safe levels, a
number of scientists entered the Gnome cavity to view the situation
first-hand (a practice that would not be allowed today). Sandia National
Laboratory scientist Wendell Weart recalled the striking color of the
walls, for the shot's gamma rays had transformed them from dull gray
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Project Gnome cavity. Courtesy of Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos,
New Mexico. Print no. 96251

into deep shades of blue, yellow, and black. The radioactivity in the
cavity had largely been trapped by the melted salt and rock that lay at
the botto~. Still, the extreme heat-100°F with sixty percent humiditymade all visits necessarily brief. 41
On the first anniversary of the Gnome blast, the AEC brieflyescorted U.S. news media into the cavity. The resulting photographs, especially those of men standing on the Gnome rubble, proved startling. 42
Scientists continued to study the Gnome cavity for several years.
If the underground nuclear explosion at Gnome had gone as expected,
the crowd of visitors would have observed little. Initially, scientists had
estimated that anyone standing at the Gnome control point would not
have seen or detected anything, unless he or she possessed scientific
instruments. 43 Edward Teller repeated this belief at his high school talk.
"I hope all of us observers will be disappointed," he'said. "If everything
goes right, we will see nothing." Later he added an afterthought: "I think
there might be a little cloud of dust if the ground jumps."44
But Gnome visitors saw more than they bargained for. Over surface
ground zero, the earth heaved about four feet af)d most people felt a
"thump." The shock sent a blanket of dust swirling across the site, and
the seismic wave cracked a filling station wall at Malaga, twelve miles
away. It also knocked cans off a shelf in nearby Loving. One rancher
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remarked of the shock: "That shook up your rattlesnakes."45 The planned
experiment with conventional explosives at surface ground zero, designed
to dtlibrate the shock to the atmosphere with the seismic effects of the
detonation underground, went off unexpectedly, at the exact same time
as the nuclear blast. This sent a premature fireball and cloud of smoke
into the air. Since the image of the mushroom cloud had become familiar
to most Americans by 1961, many visitors involuntarily ducked. 46 The
groundshock also jiggled many stationary automatic cameras, blurring a
large number of the initial images.
The chief miscalculation, however, appeared two to three minutes
after detonation, when a plume of what seemed to be gray smoke emerged
from the elevator shaft, about 340 meters southwest of surface ground
zero. This plume, which turned out not to be smoke but radioactive steam,
continued in earnest for about thirty minutes. Observers could still detect small amounts of steam at the shaft the next day. The release of this
unexpected radioactivity also damaged numerous photographs. Life's
images were all below par.
Contrary to expectations, the steam produced by the heat of the
blast had breached the self-sealing shaft through an unnoticed fault
line and had escaped to the surface via the elevator shaft. The "vented"
cloud moved slowly in a north-northwest direction toward the town of
Artesia. When radiation levels reached about 2 mill i-roentgens per hour,
state police halted all traffic between the control point and Carlsbad for
almost three hours. Most of the approximately 300 observers who had
witnessed the blast and now were on their way home had to return to the
control point. Officials later washed down the seven cars that had driven
into the region. 47 The AEC also purchased animal feed for several months
for those Artesia ranchers whose fields lay in the direct path of the
fallout. 48
Over time, the unexpected venting of this radioactive steam produced two regional anecdotes. The first involved Edward Teller. According to legend, someone pointed to the white cloud and asked Teller
what it was. In his thick Hungarian accent, Teller responded: "Vy, that
looks like steam."49 Since Teller observed the actual blast from a helicopter, which did not land until later, this story probably derives from a
post-shot question-and-answer session held at the Observation Point.
There Teller was, indeed, asked: "What kind of vapor is that?" His laconic response: "white vapor." With retelling, this anecdote has become
enhanced. 50
The second anecdote involves the residents of nearby Artesia. According to this story, radiation monitors stationed near the mouth of the
Rio Grande subsequently detected increased radioactivity in the waters
there. Artesians claimed that this unexpected increase came primarily
from the Gnome cloud, which had dropped radionuclides into the Pecos
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Gnome in present state. Courtesy of Mark Ruwedel (1996).

River, from whence they eventually made their way down the Rio
Grande. 51 Monitors on the lower Rio Grande may, indeed, have detected
increased radioactivity. But the origin of the radionuclides is far more
likely to have come from worldwide, above-ground testing than from
the accidental venting at Gnome.
In spite of these setbacks, immediate reaction to Gnome remained
upbeat. As they plugged the radioactive steam leak with blast furnace
clay, scientists claimed that they could salvage perhaps seventy percent of the data. The neutron wheels were initially believed lost but later
they were recovered and sent to the LRL and Los Alamos for analysis.
Scientists also declared the isotope creation experiments worthwhile,
and even spoke optimistically about recovering virtually intact images
. from the fogged camera film. 52 Ronald E. Rawson of the LRL spoke of
"some disappointments and also some very exciting results," while
George Cowan of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory termed it a "qualified success."53 The chief seismologist for the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey said that the extensive shock waves "flabbergasted everybody,"
for they were picked up in Finland, Sweden, and Japan. The seismological data probably proved the most valuable. 54 Gary W. Higgins of LRL
put it this way: "Gnome has been an extremely successful experiment
and has laid the 'groundwork for several additional and valuable
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projects."55 PhilO. Randolph ofLRL, however, pointed out that it might
be years before the long-range objectives could beaccomplished. 56
Aside from the radioactive steam cloud,the largest disappointment
came with the lack of any hoped-for underground heat reservoir that
might be turned into a power source. Post-shot drilling discovered that
no such reservoir had been created by the blast. 57 In 1965, LRL issued a
"final report" on Gnome that tried to sum up the results in neutral language. Still, the disappointment was obvious. 58 The cancellation of a
second experiment planned for the same location-Project Coach-reflects this lack of accomplishment. 59
For six years after the test, Gnome remained on what the AEC termed
"standby status." Officials erected a fence around the region to keep
out livestock and set up a plaque that detailed the historic importance of
the site. Alldrillirtg or mining in the region was prohibited forever.
Their experiments finished in 1968, the AEC prepared to return the
680-acre Gnome site to the Bureau of Land Management. Consequently,
workers removed all contaminated materials and facilities, and plugged
all drill holes, save two kept open for purposes of monitoring. Workers
reinserted some of the contaminated debris into the 1,200-foot entry
shaft and sealed it. They also shipped contaminated equipment to the
NTS for storage. All was done according to 1968 AEC criteria for surface
radiological contamination. Radiation monitors continued to visit the
site on a regular basis.
A 1972 monitoring crew discovered that some previously buried
material northeast of the access shaft had become slightly exposed, and
the DOE paid closer attention to that section for the next five years. In
1977, DOE contracted with Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Co., Inc.
and Fenix and Scisson, Inc. to decontaminate the Gnome site. In 1977,
DOE guidelines had been altered from the 1968 dose rate measurements
to soil contamination limits, two non-interchangeable systems of data
collection. 60 'Two years later, this two-million-dollar project began in
earnest. Workers reactivated power lines, improved roads to the Gnome
site, and cleaned the area water wells. About twenty-five workers took
contaminated surface soil and salt, crushed and slurried it, and then
pumped the mixture into the Gnome cavity, filling it to approximately
eighty percent capaCity. Workers placed other Gnome waste into barrels
for shipment to low-level storage facilities at the NTS. When they finally returned the land to the custody of the BLM in 1980, the DOE
placed no restrictions on surface use. Today, cattle forage over the site,
which also abounds with wildlife. The region boasts one of the highest
hawk concentrations in the world. Five area ranchers also benefit from
the Gnome well, drilled by the AEC in 1961, which was made operational
in 1982.
The site of Project Gnome, however, is still surveyed on an annual
basis. A 1991 visit found that while underground tritium and cesium
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levels excee.ded EPA standards the contamination remained confined to
the site. "There are no certainties in life," one official noted, "but from
the Dydrological reports I've read, it's not going to get into the drinking
water."61 In 1995, ecologist Jim Kenney led a team of New Mexico Environmental Evaluators to survey Gnome yet again. Although the team
made no major recommendations, they agreed that "additional work"
would be necessary to see if any contamination existed at greater soil
depths or outside the survey area. 62
As scientists and technicians from DOE contractor Westinghouse
today prepare the Gnome area for the highly controversial Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), they have occasionally discovered trace isotopes of Plutonium and Americium in the region. These radionuclides
have not leaked froI]1 any WIPP waste (at this writing, none has been
sent there). Instead, they derive from either the plume of steam raised by
Gnome or from a well-known Gnome waste burial site. 63 Although the
radiation from Gnome is still measureable, scientists believe that it has
been unable to enter the region's ecosystem. The current consensus is
that it is not harmful to either wildlife or human activity.64
Gasbuggy
,
Six years and over two hundred weapons-related and Plowshare
explosions occurred in the years from Gnome to Gasbuggy, the third and
final New Mexico nuclear detonation of 10 December 1967. But Gasbuggy
was also hailed at the time as a "pioneering" nuclear project. It was
touted as the first joint federal government-private industry venture of
the Plowshare program. The private industry was El Paso Natural Gas,
and the goal was to draw upon underground nuclear detonations to
improve gas flows from low-production natural gas fields. 65
Gas companies had relied on the technique of hydraulic fracturing
of low-yield fields for years. In "tight" or low-flow rock strata, field
workers would inject explosives, such as nitroglycerin, to create cavities that would improve gas flow. In fact, El Paso Natural Gas had often
used nitroglycerin to enhance their San Juan Basin fields in the
Farmington area. Such conventional fracturing utilized between 1,000
and 2,500 quarts of explosive per blast. If successful, they might increase gas production 10 percent over a twenty-year period, the usual
lifetime of such a field. The hoped-for nuclear fracturing experiment at
Gasbuggy was set at a high level, 26 kt, slightly larger than the blasts at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki combined. It became the equivalent of 12.5 million quarts of nitroglycerin. Scientists hoped that this fracture might
capture, perhaps, seventy percent of all gas in the area. 66
The acknowledged national energy crisis of the late 1960s fueled
the urgency of the program. If the nuclear fracturing technique at
Gasbuggy proved successful, one report suggested, it could be used in
similar low-permeability natural gas fields all through the mountain West.
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Project Gasbuggy site. From Project Gasbuggy: A Government-Industry Natural
Gas Production Stimulation Experiment Using Nuclear Explosives, Issued by Project
Gasbuggy Joint Office of Information, 15 September 1967. Courtesy of U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, £1 Paso Gas Company, and Department of the Interior.

Some Bureau of Mines officials even predicted that Gasbuggy-type explosions might even double the nation's gas reserves. 67 Officials cautioned, however, that the final results of this nuclear experiment might
not be known for several years.
In June 1965, the Assistant Secretary of the Interior informed New
Mexico Congressman Joseph M. Montoya and Governor Jack Campbell
that theAEC had decided to test a 10-kt device in the state's gasfields. 68
The site chosen for the nuclear fracturing of low-yield fields lay on EJ
Paso Natural Gas properties in a pine-covered forest in the San Juan
Basin of the Carson National Forest, just to the west of the Jicarilla
Apache Reservation. The closest community of any size was Farmington,
then a town of about 23,000, fifty-five air miles to the west. The hamlet
of Dulce, with 500 people, lay fifteen miles to the northeast. The Navajo
Dam was about fifty miles to the northwest.
A visitor to the Gasbuggy installation in 1967 would have discovered a typical Four Corners mining venture. Work crews drilled several
exploratory holes and then a very large (18.5 inch diameter) hole 4,240
feet into the Lewis Shale formation. They used extremely large pipes,
which proved difficult to handle, to house the nuclear device. AEC officials placed seismic recording devices in Dulce, Cuba, Farmington, El
Vado Dam, and Navajo Dam. New Mexico State Police also made plans to
close all roads in the vicinity at Zero hour. As a final precaution, El Paso
Natural Gas workers physically cut apart all gas pipelines within a five-
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mile radius of Gasbuggy ground zero.
In general, the numerous state, federal, and tribal agencies involved
worked together well. The Jicarilla Apache tribe, which derived much of
its revenue from oil and gas production, approved the experiment. The
State ofNew Mexico built a $100,000 al1-weather road through the Jicaril1a
Reservation to the site. Congress approved the funds and the Secretary
of the Interior, Stuart Udal1, signed all necessary documents. The AEC,
the U.S. Department of the Interior's Bureau of Mines, LRL staff, and EI
Paso Natural Gas had all studied this concept for over six years. Both
Washington and private companies had their fingers crossed that such
nuclear stimulation might be the answer to the nation's energy woes.
As with previous Plowshare shots, the AEC welcomed all publicity
for this venture. They supplied speakers to the Farmington Elks Club,
which hosted a popular two-day pre-shot symposium in September.
Local residents heard numerous lectures from top governmental officials. Fred Holzer, of the LRL, author of an extensive pre-shot report,
spoke there, as did several other scientists. Discussion ranged over the
origin of Plowshare, the purpose of Gasbuggy, possible ground motion
at the time of blast, and, especially, safety measures. The speakers all
emphasized safety, although not always in the most eloquent form. As
scientist Roland F. Beers phrased it: "Nearly all centers of population
within the expected area of human perception will be instrumented."69
The AEC also staged a major symposium for the news media at the
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium on Saturday, 9 December. New Mexico's
Lieutenant Governor, Lee Francis, welcomed the various dignitaries, including about 300 top-level visitors from government and industry. The
group later boarded chartered buses to Farmington for another Dedication Day Program on Sunday.
.
By this time, however, the story of Plowshare underground explosions had lost its media glamour. 70 The Farmington Times might hail
Gasbuggy as the top state story of the year, but this did not translate to
the national stage. The national media were conspicuous by their absence at the Gasbuggy shot. Interestingly, o'pposition to the test was
similarly absent. No group made any legal attempt to prevent either the
detonation or the later flaring of the radioactive gas. Contemporary criticism seemed limited to a crank letter from California and a more balanced
one from W. A. Boyle, president of the United Mine Workers ofAmerica.
Boyle called the explosion a "mad proposal" that would release "dan. gerous amounts of radioactivity into the earth's atmosphere."71 Earlier
concerns that Gasbuggy might cause the collapse of Navajo Dam or El
Vado Dam had apparently been satisfied.
As with Gnome, the AEC encouraged the local public to attend the
detonation. The thirty-minute countdown was broadcast over a public
address system for nearby listeners. All went as planned and at 12:30
p.m., Sunday, 10 December 1967, Gasbuggy exploded. The blast created
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Project Gasbuggy. Courtesy of Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New
Mexico. Negative no. 96250.

an underground cavity 160 feet in diameter, which soon collapsed to
form a zone or chimney about the size of a half-block-square, thirtyfive-story building.
The ground at surface ground zero rumbled but did not collapse.
The only surface damage came with a few minor cracks in the dirt access
road, a bent axle to a cable reel, and modest damage to some electrical
equipment at the control point. Nearby gas wells, some as close as 2,600
feet to surface ground 'zero, experienced no structural damage. 72
In fact, in spite of all the publicity, Gasbuggy proved to be quite
without drama. As Al Kendrick of Aztec recalled in 1995, "We didn't
hear anything. There was a shock wave that was visible. The vegetation
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moved as the shock wave came in our direction. We were primarily looking for something to erupt in the air."73
About eight hours after detonation, monitors detected small amounts
of xenon and krypton at the head of the firing cable. Radioactive gas had
somehow found its way up the cable to the surface. Within an hour and
a half, these cables were sealed off. Eight hours later, all but a small area
adjacent to the well head had been opened to normal activity.
As soon as possible, officials tried to assess the consequences of
Gasbuggy. The re-entry drill holes brought some additional radiation to
the surface, but this, too, was carefully monitored. The flaring of the gas
from the subsequently drilled test wells also released radionuclides into
the air. By 10 January 1966, El Paso Natural Gas workers had completed
their re-entry drilling. Then the testing began.
Unfortunately, the results of the tests did not bear out earlier hopes.
Prior gas pressure in the Gasbuggy reservoir was about 1,050 pounds
per square inch (psi) but after the shot, the pressure registered at only
950 psi. Hopes existed, however, that the pressure would soon rise to
normal or above. Fred Holzer's preliminary post-shot report noted that
"the results available at this point in time from the total post-shot program are not consistent with a picture that depicts GB-ER communication clearly with a region of high permeability."74 Holzer admitted,
however, that his pessimistic views were not shared by all El Paso Natural Gas people. The AEC cautioned that everything needed to be further
analyzed over the next years. 75
The professional scientific journals expressed similar caution about
the results. In October, 1973, The Journal ofPetroleum Technology ran
an extensive article on the Gasbuggy Experiment. They listed as the
crucial question the extent to which the blast had fractured the rocks
beyond the "chimney." They concluded that Gasbuggy had extended
only about 220 feet beyond the chimney, a relatively small distance,
indeed. 76 Further experiments of nuclear fracturing at Rulison, Colorado
(l0 September 1969; 43 kt) and Rio Blanco, Colorado (simultaneous detonations of33 kt devices, 17 May 1973) also proved disappointing. One
finds at the time such phrases as "unique experiment" and "technical
success," but this was whistling in the dark. 77 Although the Gasbuggy
experiment increased the San Juan Basin gas by a modest amount, the
gain never approximated earlier expectations.
In addition, of course, the gas in the vicinity of the blast had become radioactive. While El Paso Natural Gas spokesmen argued that this
radioactive gas could be easily mixed with other gas and thus diluted to
totally safe levels, by 1970 public opinion had begun to shift. The anxiety over strontium-90, opposition to fallout" from the NTS, and later
(1979) the accident at Three Mile Island had made Americans aware of
the dangers of radioactivity. No amount of public relations from the El
Paso Gas Company could have convinced New Mexico citizens to let
I
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radioactive gas, no matter at what level, into their homes. 78 DOE hydrologist Kevin Leary put it succinctly in 1995: "They tried to stimulate
gas flow by fracturing the sandstone. It didn't work."79
Although there was little release of radionuclides at the time of the
shot, when El Paso Natural Gas workers returned to drill the cavity, they
did release additional radioactivity into the air, especially in flow tests
one and two, conducted on 12-13 January 1968. The flaring of the gas
produced several radionuclides, chiefly xenon-133, with a 5.3-day half
life, and also low levels oftritium. 80
The release was deemed acceptable and except for a hastily erected
fence, the area soon returned to its chief pre-shot use-hunting. Locals
jested that the deer there were easy to bag because they glowed in the
dark. Concern remained on ajocular level until 1972. That year the DOE
instituted a hydraulic monitoring program that has continued to the
present. In August and September 1978, the El Paso Gas Company, which
had completed testing two years earlier cleaned up the site by plugging
surface holes and removing all surface features. The large tank filled
with tritium-contaminated liquid was re-inserted into the earth, and the
hole capped. Workers placed other low level or impossible-to-determine waste into barrels. Afterwards they sealed, labeled, and externally
steam cleaned the containers before shipping them to the NTS for burial.
Careful monitoring of all personnel engaged in the cleanup revealed no
overexposure. The DOE decided to allow one well to remain open as part
of a long-term monitoring program. 81 Officials placed a small stone marker
at the site to detail its historical significance and then left.
In the late 1980s, the DOE office in Nevada made a series of surface
monitoring missions to examine all non-NTS sites that had been used
for underground nuclear tests. Concern for long-term hydrologic monito ring also sent teams to Gasbuggy in both 1986 and 1994 to examine the
possible migration of the radionuclides.
.
The teams found that most of the radiation was still contained in the
underground cavity, ninety percent locked in the fused rock glass. Only
the drill-back and the firing of gas for test purposes had brought radionuclides to the surface. These releases had both been well documented
and, according to records, controlled. The team found no soil or water
samples that exceeded DOE site restoration criteria; nor did they uncover any waste barrels at the site. The only man-made isotope they
found was cesium 137, which proved detectable in certain forest litter
piles.
As for the vital question of possible groundwater contamination,
the team was optimistic. They estimated that water in the Ojo Alamo
. sandstone moved at .04 feet per year. By the time it reached the San Juan
River, about fifty miles away, the tritium, strontium-90, and cesium-I37
would have all decayed to levels well below guidelines,sz
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Gasbuggy site in present state, Courtesy of Mark Ruwedel (1996),

Conclusion
The sites of New Mexico's three nuclear explosions today are all
commemorated with modest markers. But their legacy extends far beyond the brief messages inscribed on these brass plaques. Although
the Trinity test produced no controversy at the time, its inevitable aftermath in Hiroshima and Nagasaki has inaugurated a discussion of tactics
and morality among historians and the general populace that shows
little likelihood of disappearing,83
The Plowshare experiments of Gnome and Gasbuggy were, perhaps,
an attempt to compensate for this tragic loss of life at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Unfortunately, they proved terribly disappointing. As one
1978 book on Plowshare phrased it: "Experts still cannot agree whether
nuclear explosives employed for peaceful ends may eventually result in
damage of greater weight than the gains they provide."84
The most enduring legacy of New Mexico's n'uclear detonations,
however, rests with tht: impact upon the environment. Al1 blasts produced radionuclides that contaminated both air and soil to varying degrees. Although the federal government has cleaned up each site on
several occasions, residues stil1 remain. 85 There is no water at Trinity,
but officials routinely monitor the nearby Chapudera Mesa and test the
wells in both Rio Arriba and Eddy counties to see if u'nderground aquifers reflect migration of radioactive materials. Such monitoring, as one
spokesman at Gnome noted in 1978, "will be continued indefinitely."86
Here, perhaps, lies the ultimate legacy of New Mexico's three atomic
detonations.
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"Fantastical Assumptions":
A Centennial Overview of Water Use in
New Mexico
HANA SAMEK NORTON

On 7 January 1997, four western mernbers of Congress, including Joe
Skeen of New Mexico, introduced H. R. 128, a bill entitled "State Water
Sovereignty Protection ACt."1 The act, still under consideration, proposes "to preserve the authority of the States over water within their
boundaries, to delegate the authority of the Congress to the States to
regulate water, and for other purposes." H. R. 128 seeks to make the
federal government subject to "all procedural and substantive laws of
the State relating to the allocation, adjudication, appropriation, acquisition, use and exercise 'of water rights to the same extent as a private
person subject to such laws." Further, the bill proposes that "the withdrawal, designation or other reservation of lands by the United States
for any purpose (whether by statute or administrative action) does not
give rise by implication to a federal reserved right to water relating to
such purposes."2
In plain language, H. R. 128 seeks to write the closing chapter in the
historic struggle among the West's ethnic groups over the allocation of
natural resources by transferring control of western waters to the states.
Jurisdiction over water normally rests within the states; however, the
federal government has retained certain "federal reserved rights" over
western waters, and it is in this arena that federal and state water policies clash. Federal rights are based on the legal doctrine that by withdrawing public lands for federal purposes and programs (national forests,
parks, military and Indian reservations, maintaining river navigability),
the national government has reserved .enough water from a state's
streams to fulfill the purposes of acts like H. R. 128. 3
Hana Samek Norton livc::s in Albuquerque and researches in the area of natural
resources.
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Not surprisingly, H. R. 128 (like the long simmering Sagebrush Rebellion), reflects the desire of some westerners to make available all
remaining federally:'-managed resources for more intense economic exploitation. 4 The bill's proponents ~xpect that removal of the federal hand
would slake, at least during the legislators' lives, the West's voracious
appetite for water. s As the West approaches the new millennium, interethnic competition over resources that commenced during the historic
settlement of the West promises to remain a prominent feature of the
western political landscape. In New Mexico, a unique ethnic mixture and
long-standing contentions over land and water have added a particular
complexity to this pattern. As historian Donald Pisani has noted, during
the past century the law has served to reallocate wealth-in the case of
the West, natural resources-from the weakest to the strongest group.6
This approach has guided responses to the challenges of living in an
arid environment, but in the new millennium past solutions may not as
readily provide answers to future problems.
In 1878, John Wesley Powell, in his Report on the Lands afthe Arid
Regions of the U. S., pointed out that only a fraction of western land
could be irrigated given the available water and he argued for a reform of
the existing land laws to prevent the few from monopolizing a scarce
resource. Powell argued for a rational use of natural resources, warned
about the limits of the western water supply, and urged the development
of reservoirs and the preservation of irrigable lands. Powell's most insightful and revolutionary recommendation was the passage of national
legislation to deal with the unique problems of living in an arid environment. "It hardly seems wise to imperil interests so great by entrusting
them to the possibility of some future court made law," he warned. 7
By the end of the nineteenth century, western states and territories
assumed control over the regulation of water within their borders. They
developed a body of laws to manage "their" water in order to foster local
visions of development, a move which some legal experts applaud but
which some western historians decry. But rather than solving the basic
problem of water shortage, this proprietary approach mired the West in
interstate and international water litigation. 8 In 1888, for example, New
Mexico, experiencing shortages of water due to development in southern Colorado, sanctioned the obstruction of the Rio Grande's flow. New
Mexico claimed ownership of the river in disregard of an international
agreement between the U.S. and the Republic of Mexico. The federal
government took New Mexico to the U.S. Supreme Court three times
before achieving a partial victory.9
At the beginning of the twentieth century, promoters of western
development realized that the West lacked sufficient water resources to
support the economic growth, and that private endeavors were inadequate and too haphazard to provide water for the growing multitudes.
\ As a result of western lobbying, Congress passed the Newlands Act in
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1902, generating the first wave of massive, federally-funded irrigation
projects that dot the West today.lo
Although the projects were constructed with federal funds, Congress, by default, handed control over the generated water to the states. II
While these federal projects promoted the development of Anglo American communities, Native American reservation communities-located in
the same arid areas-received far less generous Congressional appropriations for their irrigation development. 12 As a result, native communities were prevented from utilizing the water, and consequently, the
neighboring non-Indian communities reaped the benefits of using this
resource free of charge. 13 When Indian communities began to assert
their water rights, they were met with hostility from the courts and their
non-Indian neighbors. As lawyer Monique Shay observes, the government subjected on-reservation proposals to repayment assessments and
to economic feasibility yardsticks. The measurements-which would
have halted many off-reservation projects----:-were not implemented for
non-Indian project assessments. 14
The ecological and economic disasters of the 1930s further prompted
the federal government to fund conservation programs. In addition to
constructing more flood protection, irrigation, and water storage projects,
the government also resumed promoting resource planning. 15 The National Resources Planning Board (NRPB) was established in 1939 to create a national land policy. The aims of the NRPB included compiling an
inventory of water resources and instituting interstate stream compacts
for the regulatation, conservation, and development of water flowing
through several states. 16 The NRPB's existence, however, was shortlived, ending in 194J amidst charges of "socialistic assault on free enterprise."I?
The NRPB nevertheless sowed the seeds of future western water
projects. Whileopposed to "socialistic assaults," western states would
continue to find federal involvement useful when it came to water development. InNew Mexico, for example, one of the NRPB proposals was the
construction of a transmountain diversion. The project would channel
water from the San Juan to the Chama River in order to supply water for
the middle Rio Grande valley; in exchange, water from the Rio Grande
would supply the San Luis valley in Colorado. IS
The San Juan-Rio Grande water exchange indicates not only the
need for cooperation and federal intervention, but also demonstrates
the potential for intense competition for water resources. By the 1930s,
in the Land of Enchantment as elsewhere in the West, a pattern of losers
and winners in the struggle for land and water already had emerged. In
1935, the rewa Basin Study, a government-sponsored survey, examined
centuries of human interaction with the environment in northern New
Mexico and found "evidence of the press of an increasing population
upon dwindling material resources, increasing economiC rivalry between
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cultural groups and the growth and technique of exploitation."19
The original dynamics of competition for land and water, which at
first involved Hispanic and Indian populations, have been altered by
the arrival ofAnglo-Americans armed with Anglo-American law. In the
resulting tripartite competition, the first group to experience expropriation by the new arrivals were the agricultural and sedentary Pueblo Indians, and then the pastoral and nomadic tribes. Despite colonial laws to
protect Pueblo resources, encroachment on Pueblo land grants became
endemic during the Spanish and Mexican periods, and continued into
the American era. 20 By the end of the eighteenth century, population
pressures propelled Hispanic settlements throughout and outside the
main corridor of the Rio Grande valley. These settlements brought contact and conflicts with Jicarillas, Utes, and Navajos. With the arrival of
Americans, armed conflicts increased and continued through the 1860s.
At first, the Hispanic settlers benefitted from American law. In 1876,
the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the ongoing transfer of Pueblo lands
into non-Indian ownership-largely Hispanic-by adopting the view
espoused by the New Mexican territorial court that the Pueblo communities were not truly "Indians" and therefore not protected by federal statutes for Indians. 21 This law remained in effect until 1913. As a result,
according to some estimates, the Pueblo Indians sustained a loss of 80
to 90 percent of their land to non-Indians between 1848 and 1913.n
Soon, however, American laws undermined the interests of Hispanic
settlers. Some of the new American settlers moved into the eastern plains
and the southwestern portions of New Mexico, where few American
settlements existed, while other Americans found attractive lands in
settled portions of the territory. It became only a matter of law to accomplish the transfer of these lands into new ownership.
In 1897, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the Hispanic land grants'
ejidos were not owned by the local community, but were in fact public
lands. 23 Whatever lands the grantees had not lost in the land grant "confirmation" process were subsequently divested through territorial legislation. 24 As a result, during the territorial and early statehood periods,
courts used similar tactics to seize grant lands from the Pueblo Indians
and common lands from Hispanic communities. What remained to be
determined by further judicial action was how much water for these lands
the owners could claim. The answer to that question unleashed another
round of conflicts.
In 1907, New Mexico revised its water code and charged the Office of
the Territorial Engineer with inventorying the water resources of New
Mexico by means of hydrographic surveys; Based on these surveys, the
Office of the Attorney General filed suits to determine the rights of all
stream users. The office employed the doctrine of prior appropriation,
which governs water use in most western states. 25 This doctrine holds
that the right to use 'water is governed by "priority" (date of first use)
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and the amount of use-which is subject to loss-by its beneficial nature. In times of scarcity, those with senior appropriation dates receive
the right of first use, others in descending order, and junior appropriators might receive no water. 26 .
In theory, the Pueblos were to be regarded in this process as any
other residents of New Mexico Territory, with equal opportunities to
appeal to the courts-an altogether unlikely occurrence as some on the
bench candidly admitted?? Fortunately for the Pueblo Indians, and alarmingly for other residents, the legal weather vane temporarily shifted in
the Pueblos' favor. In 1913, the U.S. Supreme Court declared that its original ruling regarding the Pueblos was based on inac.curate information.
The court reversed the 1876 decision, declaring that the Pueblos were
indeed "Indians" and as such were entitled since 1848 to the protection
of their lands and water by the federal government. In turn, the U.S.
attorney for the Pueblos commenced to file suits against non-Indian
settlers residing within Pueblo grants. Had the suits prevailed, they would
have resulted in the eviction of some 12,000 individuals, a substantial
segment of New Mexico's electorate, and led to a major political crisis in
New Mexico. 28
Alarmed by this prospect, in 1922 the Secretary of the Interior (and
New Mexican) Albert B. Fall supported the passage of the Bursum Bill to
nullify the legal victory of the Pueblos. The legislation would have confirmed retroactively and without compensation to the Pueblos that the
disputed Pueblo lands and water should be placed in the possession of
the non-Indian settlers. Had it passed, the Bursum Bill would have officially consummated another transfer of Indian resources into non-Indian hands. 29
The national outcry 'against this strategy for an "Indian land grab"
scuttled the proposed bill, and the crisis ultimately led to the passage of
the Pueblo Lands Act (1924) and the Pueblo Relief Act (1933). The two
acts did n~t deter further challenges to the Pueblo Indians' natural resources. While the Pueblo Lands Board (created under the act) in many
instances ruled in favor of the Pueblos, subsequent reviews by the courts
often reversed the decisions. As a result, the Pueblo of San I1defonso
still lost 90 percent of its agricultural lands. 30 The key question of water
use on Pueblo lands was left to future determination by the courts. By
the time the Pueblos' turn came in the 1960s, interim court rulings on
water in the West further complicated the process.
A perusal of legal commentaries on these "court-made laws" reveal
them to be contradictory and vague, based on hair-splitting legal theories and selective historical interpretations. 31 The process seems to have
been designed to postpone the inevitable reckoning: that the demands
of all the parties cannot be satisfied. What in fact is left to the courts is
the determination of who will bear the greater portion of the 10ss.32
Under federal Indian policy in the nineteenth century, most western
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nomadic tribes adopted various degrees of the agricultural economy of
their white neighbors. Ironically, by doing so, the tribes faced further
conflicts with their same neighbors as the two groups competed for resources. In the late nineteenth century, many in the West believed that
Indians possessed too much land and, as a result, non-Indians pressed
for laws such as the 1887 Allotment Act. Similarly, in the twentieth century Indian tribes have been found guilty of claiming too much water.
The continuous existence of Indian tribes on western lands poses a
particular problem to western states where the prior appropriation doctrine governs water rights.
This peculiar situation is the result of the 1908 decision by the U.S.
Supreme Court in Winters v. United States. The court held that the Congress or the Executive, by setting aside Indian reservations, also "reserved" for the Indians the right to water in the amount sufficient to
fulfill the purposes of the reservation. Priority of tribal water use dates
from the establishment of that reservation, or from date of aboriginal
use, which often gives the tribes rights that are senior to those of nonIndian appropriators.J3 However, unlike appropriations by non-Indians
under state laws, under federal law Indian water rights are not dependent upon "beneficial" application of water and they cannot be lost
through non-use. Since the tribes' rights may also grow as the needs of
the reservation population increase and change, non-Indian appropriators are left insecure as to how much water, if any, they will be apportioned. 34
In 1963, the Supreme Court addressed the question of exactly how
much water is "reserved" for Indian reservations in the case of Arizona
v. California. Besides the existing historical water uses, the court limited the Indians' reserved rights to the "practicably irrigable acreage"
on the reservation. 35 Until recently, this definition served to establish
the limits of Indian water use for agricultural purposes-based on the
principle of economic feasibility-but it has since come under attack.
Some tribes have tried to expand claims for future needs for domestic,
commercial, religious, recreational, and more recently, environmental and
ecological purposes. 36 These claims represent the traditional non-Indian concept of "development," but they have served as catalysts for
further conflicts between Indian and non-Indian water users.
These conflicts are based on non-Indians' fear that, armed with the
Winters and Arizona v. California decisions, Indians would "take" all of
the water. Such a scenario, however, has not come to pass. 37 In part, this
is due to the McCarran Amendment passed in 1952. The amendment stipulates that state courts across the West can adjudicate federal reserved
water rights, including Indian rights, as part of a state stream adjudication process. 38
However, some legal commentators warned that hostile state courts
could undermine or simply ignore the tribes' rights established in Win-
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ters and under other favorable federal decisions, or that they might be
simply more vulnerable to public pressure. 39 This is particularly true
since Winters remains a case law, never having been finalized through
legislation by Congress-where no doubt it would face stiff opposition
from western senators. 40 Proponents ofH. R. 128 may argue that their aim
is to cut through the Gordian knot of water litigation by handing over
control ofwater to the states once and for all, but high among the motivations for the bill is that it would enable states to adjudicate federal
Indian water rights from Montana to New Mexico.
The stakes are high, given the portion of Indian reserved rights. In
New Mexico, from 1907 to date, according to some estimates, water adjudications are only about 20 percent complete, and based on the evidence, they have not been going swimmingly.41 In the 1960s, the state of
New Mexico filed for the adjudication of all tributaries to the Rio Grande.
The first suit, filed in 1966, State of New Mexico v. Aamodt, is still in
court, known now as the "longest running water lawsuit on record involving the federal government."42
The Aamodt case involves the adjudication of the Rio Pojoaque
s'tream system north of Santa Fe and includes four Ind'ian Pueblo's. The
case was regarded as a pi lot for the determination of Pueblo water rights;
but it has become a legal morass. tn the first round of Aamodt, the Federal District Court of New Mexico ruled that state law should determine
the water rights of the Pueblo Indians. This ruling was overturned on
appeal, after which the court took nine years to render another decision. 43 In an interesting replay of the 1876 argument that Pueblo Indians
are not truly "Indians," the Federal District Court adopted the view that
even though the Pueblos are "Indians," the Winters doctrine of reserved
water rights suggests that their homer'ands are not "technically" Indian
reservations. 44
Because the Pueblo Indians possess land grants dating to Spanish
colonial rule, the court limited the application of the Winters ruling to
Pueblo "reservations" but declared it inapplicable to Pueblo land grants. 45
Extendi'ng the Winters interpretation of reserved rights to Pueblo grant
lands, the court declared, "would fix an unrealistic priority." Then the
court certified the case for interlocutory appeal to a higher court, since
there existed "substantial ground for difference of opinion."46
Exploring these different opinions has been a long and expensive
process. In over thirty years of litigation, the state, federal, Indian, and
non-Indian litigants have presented and perused evidence of water use
by the Pueblos going bflck to prehistoric, Spanish, and Mexican periods, examined and re-examined Spanish, Mexican, and American laws
pertai'ning to the P.ueblos, and subjected the two Pueblo Acts to a microscopic scrutiny.47 In 1~87, estimates placed the legal fees expended since
1974 by the federal government on behalf of the four Pueblos at some
$1. 7 million; 'non-Indian defendants had received a federal grant for
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legal fees of $450,000, plus $200,000 from the state which continues to
appropriate funds to defend the non-Indian water users. 48
The excruciatingly slow process of water litigation throughout the
West, including New Mexico, has led some to consider negotiated settlements with Indian tribes. This effort has yielded mixed results for the
tribes. Some fear that in the negotiations, tribes may cede rights that
they would be able to defend successfully in court. 49 In New Mexico, the
main stem of the Rio Grande-where the bulk of New Mexico's population and several Pueblo communities reside-has not yet been adjudicated. These residents therefore face years of acrimonious litigation and
negotiations.
In fact, even the more straightforward litigation has not proceeded
smoothly in NewMexico. One of the more charged suits, filed in 1977,
involves the Rio Hondo basin and the Mescalero Apache Reservation.
"Mescalero Victory Would Complicate Issue," declared the EI Paso Times
headline in 1987, announcing that an Indian victory would be a second
blow to New Mexican Pecos basin farmers who were already bearing the
brunt of Texas' claim to the Pecos water. The article also observed, with
a note of relief, that the tribe "now diverts only about 600 acre-feet a
year from the watershed."5o
In their claim, the Mescaleros filed for 17,942 acre-feet of surface
water. The state responded by declaring the tribe's petition
"fantastical-founded upon unrealistic, arbitrary and often wildly exaggerated or speculative assumptions."51 The local newspapers carried the
usual prediction of calamity for non-Indians, similar to Montanans' reaction to the Winters ruling in 1908. "You'd have green fields on the
Indian reservation and brown ones downstream," warned the chief counsel for the Water Defense Association. 52
In its brief, the state espoused the argument that the Mescaleros'
water claims for their proposed agricultural projects should not be measured according to the "practicably irrigable acreage" because the
Mescalero reservation was "blessed" with an environment that supports
grazing as well as recreation. "In the 113 years since the first definiation
[sic]oftheir boundaries," the state argued, "the Mescaleros have never
engaged in any but minimal irrigated farming."53 A leading authority on
water in New Mexico noted, however, that throughout the existence of
the reservation, non-Indians have waged concerted efforts to deprive
the Mescaleros of water. 54
The state tried to calm fears by pointing out that non-Indian settlement in the valley predated the establishment of the reservation,ssThree
years later, the court rejected the Mescaleros' claim to a reservation
priority date of 1852 in favor of a later 1873 date, one safely junior to the
non-Indians'. In addition, the court ruled against the two proposed tribal
irrigation projects, and limited the tribe to 1,372 acre-feet, with a future
right to an additional 900 acre-feet for future growth. 56
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In 1993, on appeal, the court reversed the ruling that established
1873 as the reservation priority date. The Mescaleros' proposed water
projects, however, which had been based on the "practicably irrigable
acreage" rule, were rejected by the court as economically impracticable. 57
In the northern part of the state, an adjudication of the Rio Chama
basin-launched in the 1960s-elicited similar anxieties. The claims in
dispute involved the Jicarilla Apache tribe. 58 The adjudication process
placed the, Jicarilla Apache tribe and the local Hispanic population in
conflict. The Hispanic community voiced bitterness toward the legal
process that forced the contest; both ethnic groups drew upon examples
of defeat under this system, in past struggles over natura'i resources. In
the last round of litigation over Hispanic land grants, the local Hispanic
population lost, and, as a result, regarded the federal government's activities on behalf of the Jicarillas with suspicion. The reaction of the
Hispanic water users was hauntingly similar to their ancestors' sense of
bewilderment and betrayal during the land grant confirmation process.
One resident expressedthe"local sentiments to, the court:

Water rights belong to everybody ... We are the fighters for the
(Tierra Amarilla) land grant. Maybe our lawyers are crooked.
It's true, we never, have anything in our favor. One day God is
going to punish everybody ... Mess with our rights and the war
continues. 59

Such views partly reflect a real fear of some members of the estimated
700 "acequia communities" of the gentrification of rural northern New
Mexico. The reason is that a non-Indian irrigator living on a land' grant
or in an acequia community can separate the water rights from his/her
land and sell those rights to others, such as commercial or recreational
interests. Such a transfer renders the land fallow and is seen as 'the first
step toward the disintegration of ancestral rural communities. 60
Proponents of such transfers see the practice simply as a matter of
maximizing the use of a scarce resource. Business interests, for example,
claim that sman family farms represent an inefficient use of water and
argue that resources shouldbeuiiliz~dinstead for municipal, industrial,
and other commercial development. 61 Recently, however, communities
, have begun to reject such arguments, contending that concessions to
the marketplace threatens their social and cultural integrity.
Most western states have incorporated communities' concerns over
water allocation into water laws-including non-consumptive uses for
recreational, aesthetic and ecological purposes-but these concerns did
not appear in New Mexican law until 1985 when the state began a proce·ss ofwater planning. 63 The public welfare argument, alluded to by
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John Wesley Powell one hundred years earlier, is now seen as an innovative legal principle. Some legal commentators have urged the acequia
communities to use the public interest argument in litigation to protect
their survival. However, when legislators amended New Mexico's water
code in 1985, they determined that the courts should define "public interest." But, as one commentator has pointed out, the courts are illprepared to deal with such politically-charged definitions that pit
powerful economic interests against newly emerged cultural and community values. 63
Part of the problem of determining water rights lies in the very doctrine of western water use. Eminently reasonable on the surface, the
doctrine of prior appropriation has traditionally provided substantial
economic incentives and opportunities for investors whose projects were
defined as "beneficial" principally in economic terms.At first, this approach was also applicable to agricultural developments. In retrospect,
however, the prior appropriation system has been labelled "grossly inefficient" when parceling out the scarce resource of water in an arid
environment. 64 Changing demographics and expediency continue to intensify the need for determining the most efficient and fair approach to
water use.
Some western residents are no longer content to rely on past interpretations of "beneficial use." In 1994, the New Mexico State Engineer's
Office determined that the Intel Corporation's application to drill wells
in the city of Rio Rancho was in the public's interest, despite objections
from the affluent downstream community of Corrales. The state engineer
accepted Intel's argument that the expansion of its infrastructure, the
stimulation of the local economy, and the resulting new jobs represented
a beneficial use of water. 65
Unfortunately, these industrial activities, while indeed economically
beneficial, merely compound the problem of water shortage facing urban
communities: they attract more residents and businesses and fuel the
ever-spiralling demand for more water. This pattern is most obvious in
the city of Albuquerque, the largest urban water user in New Mexico.
When faced with water shortages, Albuquerque's solution consists of
searching for more water by tapping deeper into the underground aquifer, drawing upon the city's share of water from the Rio Chama diversion, purchasing surface water rights, and periodically launching
exhortations at conservation. 66
In 1995-96, in one of the boldest measures to confront the water
issue, city leaders instituted a low water use toilet exchange program
and issued calls for residents to switch to xeriscaping. While residential
water use decreased by 4.4 percent, industrial water use jumped 18 percent. As the newspapers observed, "Much of the industrial increase
comes from new plants or expansion that got a helping hand from city
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tax breaks." These tax incentives drew criticism from water conservationists who inquired about the wisdom of encouraging the relocation
of heavy water-use industries into demonstrably arid areas. The newspaper, however, noted the sobering fact that residential water use in
Albuquerque accounted for 70 percent, while industrial use comprised 3
percent.'The report also emphazised thatthe city lacked leadership on
the water isssueY
Considering the historic emphasis in the West--,-particularly in New
Mexico-on fostering and maintaining economic growth, the reluctance
of politicians to assume leadership on-the water issue is hardly surprising. Some forty years ago in his pioneering work, The People ofPlenty,
David M. Potter identified the "state of material plenty" as a pervasive
influence upon theAmerican character. He argues that the abundance of
resources has heightened Americans' demands for material goods to an
unmitigable degree. 68 In Albuquerque, columnist V. B. Price has highlighted the imbalance between water supply and demand repeatedly,
voicing two solutions: planning and limitinggrowth. 69
While "planning" has recently become a word periodically uttered
by politicians, "limiting growth" remains an unmentionable proposal.
For example, the Albuquerque Tribune reported thatAlbuquerquemayor
Jim Baca made powerful enemies within months of his election as a result of vowing "to bring Albuquerque's brainless and rampaging growth
under control." 7 °Unlike Baca, most civic leaders avoid making declarative statements. In a "water forum" held in 1996, limiting growth was not
an issue to be considered for the agenda. The city's water conservation
director, Jean Witherspoon, stated that city officials were indeed searching for new ways to reduce personal water consumption and promote
more efficient water use. Yet-revealing!y-she announced that the public
was split on the issue of growth limitations and declared that in forty
years, "who knows what technology will bring? .' .. As technology for
wells gets better, they may be able to go deeper. A prediction that in 100
years we will not have enough water may be true today, but you don't
know about the future," she proclaimed. 71
In fact, barely a year later, Albuquerque city officials declared that
groundwater pumping was infeasible due to the expense and the danger
of land subsidence. The city would pump water from the Rio Grande
instead. The city water resources manager assured Albuquerque residents that eve'n with the anticipated 30 percent increase in water costs,
for "less than a [monthly] trip to McDonald's, you get a sustainable
water supply and hundreds of gallons delivered to your door," thereby
makingAlbuquerqtie's water rates "competitive" with neighboring comml.!nities. 72
.
Indeed, competition remained the primary concern .·of those who
would guide the arid West into the next millennium. A month later, the
Bernalillo county planning commission approved a 6,424-acre develop-
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ment based on the prediction that a city of 50,000 residents will spring
up on the west side of the Rio Grande in the next 25 years. The plan
called for "residential, resort, industrial and commercial development,
along with parks, trails and open spaces." The announcement stated
that "Westland planners, frustrated by how long the city proposed to
take in providing city services, turned to the county instead." The startled
city officials regarded the plan with chagrin, since the development proposed to pump water from the aquifer-thereby threatening to "wreak
havoc with the city's water strategy."73
Since the city's water "strategy" consists of promoting its own development, the city officials' complaints resemble the proverbial pot
calling the kettle black. To this date, the city of Albuquerque does not
know how much groundwater is available, and in a statement that once
again harkens back to Powell, the chair of the Middle Rio Grande Technical Advisory Committee noted candidly: "If we don't know [the quantity of water in the aquifer], then the decisions we face in regards to
people's water rights are going to be decided by who has the best lawyer, not what the best management of the resource is. "74
The city services, for the extension of which Westland developers
could not wait, include water and sewer lines. But even the absence of
these services no longer precludes development. In 1997, major portions
of the state's Subdivision Act passed in 1995 and aimed at the "colonias"
located mostly in southern New Mexico headed for repeal, spearheaded
by a Lovington area real estate broker and state representative. Critics
of the bill charged that it would "eliminate rules requiring developers to
prove their subdivisions have adequate water, sewer, garbage services
and roads so fire trucks and ambulances can reach homes. "75
Those who are lucky enough to reside in "water included" areas in
the Rio Grande corridor are not safe, however, from the curtailment of
the water supply, since their rights are yet to be defined. In 1996, a writer
somberly reminded'readers: "If the river runs low, water users get cut
off, newest users first. The middle Rio Grande pueblos get water before
the farmers of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District."76 An equally
cautionary statement can be applied to the city of Albuquerque. The
city, of course, has the options to drill wells, elimine irrigated farming up
and down the valley, and bring in the city's share of water from the San
Juan-Chama project. Most likely, a combination of all these approaches
will be used to face the water crisis. The proposed H. R. 128, if passed,
would provide another strategy by limiting the restrictive powers of the
federal government. And some western politicians have cast an even
wider net. In 1982, the Canadian press quoted Senator Frank Moss (Utah)
as stating, '''If Canada did not supply us with water, it could be regarded
as an unfriendly act."'77
In the current debate, one is struck by the fact that those who would
label the use of water by Hispanic acequia communities as inefficient
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and the proposed development of Indian lands as "fantastical" are perfectly content with actively promoting the development of their own
communities in the face of a demonstrably uncertain water supply. The
New Mexico state legislature already appears prepared not to provide
any water to some of its residents. This method, to be sure, represents
the ultimate solution to the water crisis. The underlying attractiveness
of this approach is that it falls first upon those who traditionally have
encountered social and economic discrimination.
As this century draws to a close, a perusal of legal literature on
western water litigation reveals a slew of suggestions for countering the
latest legal theories and court rulings. Such suggestions are fascinating, but all the litigation cannot alter the basic facts: the West is dry, the
demand for water is ever-growing, and all past efforts-legal or technological-have failed substantially to alter these first two facts.
In a rare moment of public candor, one legal authority has recently
admitted this reality. While defending the existing system of rules and
regulations, Charles Dumars recommends the usual implementation of
long-term research programs, coordinating efforts, studies of the aquifer (until one understands it "with a sufficient level of confidence"). He
argues for "rational" water use to support "reasonable economic development" Dumars concludes: "Finally, we must understand that water is
scarce because too many people choose to live where water is in limited
supply."78 The "people of plenty" who settled the West with the intention of making the desert bloom made it so-and never imagined that
they had harbored their own "fantastical assumptions." Ironically, the
victors in the latest struggle to control this scarce resource are finding
out that they are merely the victims of their own wild success.
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Retrato del Indio Barbaro. Proceso de
lustificaci6n de la Barbarie de los Indios del
Septentri6n Mexicano y Fonnaci6n de la .
Cultura Nortena
JORGE CHAvEZ CBAVEZ

Este trabajo pretende mostrar, a partir de un enfrentamiento que se di6
entre colonos (hispanos primero, mexicanos despues) e indios (n6madas
en su mayoria), iniciado a mediados del siglo XVII, y que dur6·mas de
doscientos anos en ese grande y amplio espacio que se encuentra
ubicado en la actual frontera entre Mexico y los Estados Unidos, primero,
la forma como las autoridades espanolas justificaron esta guerra, y
despues como la continuaron las mexicanas mediante un analisis critico
de fuentes documentales expedidos durante todo e'l siglo pasado.' Casi
en los albores del siglo XX, via lacolonizaci6n me{(icana y
estadounidense, los lIamados indios barbaros del norte fueron
sometidos. Trataremos de analizar el discurso del grupo dominante con
el cual justific6 la guerra contra el barbaro. Basados en documentos
donde en repetidas ocasiones, y a traves de divers as formas, esta elite
manifest6 que realizaban esta lucha para salvaguardar no s610 la
seguridad de la frontera septentrional mexicana, sino la civilizaci6n y el
progreso occidental. Este enfrentamiento sirvi6 tanto de frontera a la
expansi6n del mundo hispano hacia la America del norte, como para la
conformaci6n de una cultura diferenciada de la que se constituy6 en el
centro de Mexico, y la que definiremos como nortena.
En este ensayo no pretendemos tipificar a los colonos como los
malos de la historia y a los indios como los oprimidos, sino hacer patente
que en todo proceso de dominaci6n colonial el colonizador postula su
cultura como superior, y por ello la trata de imponer al dominado mediante
la negaci6n y anulaci6n de sus costumbres hasta lograr su total
aculturaci6n. 2 Para conseguirlo, utiliza diversos medios como la
Profesor Jorge Chavez Chavez es investigador del Centro de Estudios Regionales de
la Universidad Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
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evangelizaci6n, el mestizaje (biol6gico y cultural), la impartici6n de un
nuevo tipo de educaci6n acorde a susnecesidades, y como recurso
extremo, la aplicaci6n de la fuerza armada, ya sea para someterlos (0
exterminarlos) en caso de seguir resistiendo la colonizaci6n. Como
veremos, la elite inexicana termin6 ocupando el papel del colonizador.
Continu6 y justific6 esta guerra en defensa de la civilizaci6n y el progreso
contra los indios. A estos les dieron la categoria de barbaros por no
querer abandonar su cultura con la adopci6n, aunque sea forzada, de
una nueva serie de valores con los que se buscaba conformar la identidad
nacional. Esta guerra correspondi6 a la imposici6n de la cultura del
colonizador a sus dominados por considerarla superior a la creada y
recreada por ellos, es decir, los definidos baj 0 el concepto de indios. 3
Por otra parte, aunque podemos encontrar en el discurso de las
autoridades coloniales inglesas, y despues estadounidenses, semejanza
en la politica seguida hacia los grupos n6madas y sedentarios que se
opusieron a su proyecto de colonizaci6n, nos limitaremos a estudiar el
discurso de las autoridades coloniales hispanas y mexicanas. 4 En este
discurso se hace patente este proceso de justificaci6n de la barbarie de
los indios nortefios, particularmente la atribuida a los apaches y
comanches por ser estos grupos, 0 naciones como les llamaron los
hispanos, quienes con mas vehemencia resistieron la colonizaci6n. Esta
justificacion fue producto de una acci6n politica tendiente a lograr el
dominio y poblamiento del territorio por donde transitaban los n6madas,
asi como de las tierras que ya eran trabajadas por indios sedentarios
como los yaquis, los mayos, 0 los indios pueblo desde antes de la llegada
de los europeos a la America septentrional.
A partir del discurso expresado en una serie de fuentes (prensa
escrita, memorias de gobernantes, literatura), aqui se presenta el analisis,
tanto de las acciones politicas que propuso la elite gobernante como las
que se llevaron a efecto para lograr la asimilaci6n de los indios asentados
en una region situadaa:I norte de la republica mexicana. EI querer ligar la
frontera a la Republica fue debido a que el grupo dominante identific6 el
desarrollo del pais de acuerdo a 10 postulado en el pensamiento liberal
en un franco intento por incorporar a todo el territorio heredado por la
colonizaci6n espafiola al sistema capitalista decimon6nico. Esto es, se
trat6 de obligar a los indios, por diversos medios, a que aceptaran y
asimilaran los valores culturales que sustentaban y reconocian como
unico gobierno y nacionalidad posible al Estado - naci6n mexicano. 5 Esta
Naci6n Mexicana fue considerada la alternativa mas viable para
modernizar al pais de acuerdo a los val ores propuestos par el mundo
occidental.
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EI Espacio Nortefio y Sus Pobladores: Los Rudos y Los Barbaros
El norte de Mexico constituye un espacio geografico y cultural
especifico del pais. Aunque se convirti6 en frontera con los Estados
Unidos despues de 1847, desde los primeros intentos de los europeos
por conquistarlo y colonizarlo siempre ha fungido como tal, no s610por
haberse suscitado una prolongada lucha entre colonos e indios n6rriadas
y sedentarios rebeldes, sino por ser la frontera de la colonizaci6n hispana
que iba desde el centro de la Nueva Espana hacia el Septentri6n. 6 Este
espacio tambien ha sido clasificado como la vertiente del norte; dividida
en seis sectores definidos por las rutas de colonizaci6nque partieron
del Mexico central hacia el norte durante la epoca de la dominaci6n
espanola. Como 10 explica Bernardo Garcia Martinez, no se trata de una.
vertiente fluv'ial "pero si de un espacio que complementa al centro por
su variedad fisica y cultural, que integra con el un conjunto ecol6gico, y
donde las redes de intercambio longitudinales prevalecen sobre las
transversales."7
'
Es preciso mencionar que desde mediados del siglo XVII hasta
pnicticam'ente fines del siglo XIX, los sucesos ocurridos en este espacio
geognifico representan por si mismos un sitio h ist6rico con
caracteristicas propias para la investigaci6n de los antecedentes de la
politica que impulsaron en esta regi6n los colonizadores. En el Norte,
los europeos, y despues los americanos, lograron cambiar su paisaje
tocante a la distribuci6n y nombres de sitios diferentes a las de los
indios pueblo. Entre otras cosas, aparecieron el concepto de "desierto" y
la creaci6n de poblaciones permanentes con nombres de santos
europeos. 8 A los indios pueblo se les impuso la siembra de nuevos
cultivos com'o el trigo. A sus poblaciones lIegaron espanoles, criollos,
mestizos e indios del sur, sajones, y franceses entre otros. Con estos
lIegaronotros diversos grupos como los negros y chinos. Tambien se
comenz6 a reprirriira los primitivos habitantes, a quienes se les di6 oiros
nombres como chichimecas, y despues barbaros. En esta epoca se
comenz6 un nuevo tipo de explotaci6n de los recursos naturales. Con la
bUsqueda de rriinerales, principi6 la explotaci6n minera, y con ello la
apertura de caminos y rutas comerciales hacia el norte.
En este sentido podemos decir que, debido a estas circunstancias,
vari6 Ia: forma.de realizarse la colonizaci6n espanola en el septentri6n.
En este espacio se utilizaron mas las misiones y los presidios como via
de penetraci6n para realizar acciones similares a las practicadas enel
centro y sur de Mexico. Hacia 1821, los europeos s610 habian podido
establecer algunas poblaciones permanentes como Santa Fe, en Nuevo
Mexico, San Diego, en California, San Antonio, en Texas, 0 Paso del
Norte, en la Nueva Vizcaya (Chihuahua y Durango). Estas ciudades fueron
Importantes, aunque en su conjunto no contaban con mas de 20,000
habitantes de origen hispano. 9 Tambien, por espacio de dos siglos se
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procuro conseguir la pacificacion de los indios barbaros, ya fuera
mediante su sometimiento, exterminio 0 expulsion del territorio. Al
lograrlo, ya con las luces del siglo XX, los conquistadores norte
americ:mos trataron de incorporar a los otros indios, a los sometidos
desde principios de la colonizacion del norte, al desarrollo capitalista de
la region por vias menos drasticas que la guerra, como el mestizaje 0 la
educacion. 1O
Diversos fueron los indigenas que habitaron este escenario del norte.
Todos aquellos grupos que se opusieron a ser colonizados, primero por
los europeos y despues por los mexicanos, fueron tipificados como indios
barbaros. Entraron bajo esta categoria colonial los sedentarios asentados
en 10 que actualmente es Sonora (yaquis y mayos), los que vivieron en
Coahuila, los indios pueblo de Nuevo Mexico, y los tarahumaras de Chihuahua. 11
Cabe destacar aqui la figura de quienes tradicionalmente han sido
identificados por el comun de la gente como los barbaros del norte-los
apaches. Con el nombre "apache" se identifico una serie de
conglomerados indigenas pertenecientes al grupo atapascano. Estos
grupos vivieron hasta fines del siglo pasado entre el norte de Mexico y
el sur de los Estados Unidos. Ellos fueron reducidos a reservaciones
ubicadas en diversas partes de la frontera sur estadounidense.
Desde mediados del siglo XVI, los apaches habitaron los vertices
noroeste y sudeste del actual estado de Chihuahua, por donde se dice
"intrufan los territorios de apaches del este con los tobosos y los del
oeste, de los que se sabe janos y jocomes."12 Respecto a su posible
presencia en territorio perteneciente a la actual frontera norte de Mexico,
el arqueologo Charles Kelley dice que pudieron haber sido nomadas
jumanos los que habitaron hacia 1550 en la Junta y algunas aldeas
cercanas al rio Bravo. Tal habitacion ocurrio al menos durante los meses
de invierno. Asf 10 hicieron los cfbolos, a quien se les identifico despues
como apaches. 13 Dice Charles Kelley, "Cabe la posibilidad de que los
jumanos representen los primeros grupos apaches que entraron al area
[de la cuenca del rio Conchos, en el actual estado de Chihuahua], 0
hayan sido intrusos de las planicies lIegados aun antes que los apaches
y luego absorbidos por ellos."14
EI nombre con el que fueron conocidos los apaches desde la Colonia
parece provenir de una mala interpretacion de la palabra apachu que
significa enemigo. Los indios zuni probablemente utilizaron este termino
para referirse a los navajo.15 Respecto al inicio del uso de esta palabra,
Arturo Guevara Sanchez seilala 10 siguiente:
EI primer europeo que la utilizo ... fue Don Juan de Oilate ... al
parecer es una palabra de origen maricopa, del suroeste de los
Estados Unidos ... ; de cualquier manera, como apaches fueron
conocidos varios grupos indfgenas afines entre sf, en los que se
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podia contar a los querechos y los llamados vaqueros que era el
nombre con el que los europeos designahan a varios grupos
que vivian de la caceria del cibolo. 16
Como ya 10 dijimos, los otros pobladores del norte eran espanoles,
criollos, mestizos en su mayoria, e indios del centro y sur ya redimidos
por la colonizacion (purepechas llevados a la Tarahumara 0 tlaxcaltecas
enviados a Saltillo) y.conocidos bajo el nombre de "los rudos del norte."
Estos indios constituyeron el otro grupo movilizado por la colonizacion
espanola que termino por enfrentarse a los barbaros. Cabe decir, que
muchos llegaron con el espiritu de los conquistadores y acabaron como
colonos. Este aspecto no los afecto demasiado ya que, en esta region,
las marcadas diferenciaciones sociales establecidas en el centro de la
Nueva Espana practicamente no fueron tomadas en cuenta por los nuevos
pobladores-Ias hicieron mas flexibles debido a la falta de mano de obra.
En el norte, un mestizo 0 un mulato podia ocupar puestos (como mayordomo en tina hacienda) que en EI Bajio nunca se los darian por estar
divididos en castas. Recordemos que hasta los puestos publicos eran
asignados a los espanoles. Sobre todo, despues de las Reformas
Borbonicas de la segunda mitad del siglo XVIII, y que impedieron que
los criollos ocuparan cargos destinados tan solo a peninsulares aunque
ellos fueran sus descendientes directos.1 7

La Guerra Contra el Barbaro y la Creacion de una Cultura y Una
Sociedad Fronteriza
EI Septentrion de la Nueva Espana era un territorio tan vasto y poco
poblado por los espanoles que desde a mediados del siglo XVI reclamaron
su derecho a el. Estos colonizadores asumieron sus derechos sobre este
espacio formado por 10 que ahora comprenden los estados de California,
Arizona, Nuevo Mexico yTexas, al sur de Estados Unidos, y los de Baja
California, Sonora, Chihuahua, Coahuila y Tamaulipas, en el norte de
Mexico. Sin con'ocer a ciencia cierta ni su extension, riquezasy personas
que la habitaban, los espanoles lucharon por espacio dedoscientos
anos para defenderlo, no solo de los indios considerados hostiles, dada
a su tenaz resistencia a ser sometidos por sus enemigos, sino contra
britanicos 0 franceses que tambien deseaban colonizarlo. Esta lucha
continuo despues contra estadounidenses quienes, al lograr su
independencia de los ingleses a fines del siglo XVIII, mostraron'su interes
expansionista al empezar a reclamar-primero-mas territorio de la Louisiana que el comprado a los franceses en 1800-y despues-al apoyar a
los colonos texanos a independizarse de la corona espanola. 18 Estas
tierras fueron habitadas por diferentes naciones de indios nomad as y
seminomadas, entre las que destacaron apaches y comanches. 19 Los
estaunidenses tuvieron que negociar la paz con estos inidios ante la
incapacidad de las autoridades espanolas (militares y religiosas) para
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controlarlos. Los apaches y comanches, a diferencia de los
mesoamericanos, reclamaron su derecho a transitar con libertad por su
antiguo territorio de nomadeo.
Conforme iba avanzando sobre estas tierras, primero la colonizaci6n
inglesa, y despues la angloamericana. Preocupadas las autoridades
espanolas por este avance, procuraron fortificar la regi6n militarmente
para poder asegurar su supremacia sobre este espacio geografico. A tal
fin, reorganizaron en forma peri6dicauna linea de presidios custodiados
por tropas. Tambien incrementaron el numero de sus habitantes. Dada
su lejania con el centro de la Nueva Espana-ligada a las pocas vias de
comunicaci6n que existian, asi como su escaso poblamiento-se convirti6
esta regi6n en una frontera debilmente protegida, y por ende, susceptible de ser atacada. Desde principios del siglo XVIII, los espanoles
establecieron las misiones y los presidios, tanto para evangelizar a estos
indios, como para protegerla de franceses, holandeses, 0 britanicos. 20
Estas instituciones sirvieron para delimitar los contornos de varias
provincias al mismo tiempo que marcaron una "orilla de fronteras indias,"
las que ayudaron a delimitar las jurisdicciones espanolas de las lIamadas
Provincias Internas. Segun Maria del Carmen Velazquez:
Aunque vagamente, los espanoles fueron aprendiendo a
distinguir en el Septentri6n las "rayas de indios;" es decir, las
regiones pobladas 0 visitadas por indios amigos "mas politicos
y tratables," de aquellas de enemigos. Desde las primeras
expediciones a las provincias de Texas, se dieron cuenta de que
habia una "raya" 0 "cordi lIera que corre de poniente a oriente,"
de indios apaches, los que con todos los demas indios tenian
guerra. 2 \
Desde la epoca de Felipe II, se crearon los presidios y las misiones
con la idea de atraer indios a la civilizaci6n hispana. En muchos casos no
fueron permanentes los lugares donde se establecieron estas
instituciones, ya que algunas se fundaban en un lugar para despues
establecerse en otro sitio. que consideraran mas adecuado para realizar
su labor. EI presidio, por su parte, fue una de las tres instituciones
coloniales que el imperio espanol utiliz6 en su avance hacia el norte,
desde el Mexico central hasta 10 que hoy conocemos como el sudoeste
norteamericano. La tercera fue la coloniiaci6n civil. A traves de elias se
busc6 conquistar, civilizar, e hispanizar a los indios del septentri6n.
En los presidios convivieron, tanto soldados experimentados como
gente de la regi6n. Para fines del siglo XVIII, los oficiales espanoles
. d,escansaban mas en ellos al servir de bastiones para quienes buscaban
refilgio en sus muros, pero resultaron poco efectivos en las operaciones
militares espanolas; sobre todo, las destinadas al sometimiento de los
llamados indios barbaros, a quienes ya habian considerado sus
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enemigos. 22 A pesar de su cuestionada eficacia, segun 10 indica Odie B.
Faulk, "como elemento ofensivo en las operaciones militares espanolas,
los presidios eran una farsa" por estar disenados para hacer la guerra tal
como se practicaba en EuropaY Fueron espacios que permitieron ir
creando centros de poblaci6n con los llamados rudos del norte los
europeos, criollos, y mestizos asentados en la regi6n. Estos colonos,
por necesidad, tuvieron que convivir con poblaciones nativas de una
forma distinta a como 10 hicieron en el centro de la Nueva Espana.
Tuvieron que aceptar el sincretismo cultural al tiempo que debieron
enfrentarse a los barbaros, quienes contaban con un fuerte apego a
practicar la guerra como recurso de sobrevivencia. 24 Esta aseveraci6n la
hizo tambien Philip W. Powell cuando dijo que algunas caracteristicas
principales de esto indios eran su nomadismo, su capacidad para pelear,
y su cultura guerrera debida a sus creencias religiosas. 25
Tocante a los grupos que habitaron entre Nuevo Mexico, Texas,
Chihuahua, y Coahuila cabe hacer menci6n que algunos eran provenientes
de regiones cercanas a la zona de los grandes lagos. 26 Los kikapus se
asentaron en el estado de Coahuila, y los delawares, provenie,ntes de 10
que ahora es Pennsylvania, llegaron a vivir en Texas. E,stas migraciones,
sin duda, fueron producto de la colonizaci6n inglesadel norte de America
del siglo XVIY Obligaron a convivir en un mismo espacio a grupos
nativos que eran enemigos, como los kikapus y los comanches.
Esta convivencia forzada entre colonos e indios nortenos permiti6 ir
conformando una sociedad fronteriza diferenciada de las fundadas en el
centro de la Nueva Espana. Aqui se establecieron y edificaron las casas
de adobe espanolas, las' cabanas de madera sajorias, las rancherias de
indios n6madas con sus tolderias de piel de bUfalo, y las edificaciones
en las montanas de los indios pueblo. Con el paso del tiempo, se cre6 un
area cultural diferenciada del centro de Mexico, de la cual podemos deciro al menos se pretende demostrar-que se convirti6 en la frontera cultural septentrional continental de America Latina. Como 10 senala David
1. Weber:
La sociedad que surgi6 en el antiguo norte de la Nueva Espana,
no fue en ningun senti do una calca de la sociedad del Mexico
centra!. Por el contrario, se asemej a mas, a las otras fronteras
Hispanoamericanas, como las de Chile 0 Argentina. Los colonos
no encontraron en esta zona riquezas mineras, asi que las
poblaciones crecieron con lentitud y la necesidad de fuerza de
trabajo indigena fue menos intensa que en las partes mas ricas·
del imperio espano!. La naturaleza de las sociedades indigenas
originales explica tambienpor que la sociedad espanola fue
distinta en el antiguo norte. Con notables excepciones de los
indios pueblo en Nuevo' Mexico y algunas tribus californianas,
los hispanomexicanos se toparon con muy poca poblaci6n
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indigena sedentaria, caracteristicas que habrian permitido su mas
faci1 incorporaci6n a la sociedad espanola y 1a explotaci6n de su
mana de obra. La encomienda y el repartimiento, instituciones
con que los espanoles explotaron en buena medida la fuerza de
trabajo del Nuevo Mundo, tuvieron una vigencia breve y poco
feliz en [estas tierras] .... Asi, los mexicanos que lIegaron al
antiguo norte como conquistadores, permanecieron en el como
colonos y a menudo 1a necesidad los oblig6 a trabajar su propia
tierra y criar su propio ganado. 28
De la convivencia pacifica entre indios y colonos, vino la insurrecci6n
provocada por la negaci6n de costumbres propias de los nativos del
Septentri6n. EI inicio de las hostilidades mas sobresalientes contra los
espanoles dentro de esta sociedad fronteriza se di6 por primera vez en
Santa Fe, Nuevo Mexico, durante la primavera de 1675. En este ano, los
indios pueblo, organizados por Pope, se unieron con los zuni, los taos,
los queres, los tano y los apaches, para atacar a misioneros y militares,
asi como al resto de los colonos hacia 1680. 29 La rebeli6n fue apoyada
por grupos que vivian en las cercanias de Paso del Norte (hoy Ciudad
Juarez), como los tiguas de Isleta, hasta los que habitaban en Janos y
Casas Grandes (en el actual estado de Chihuahua). Las principales causas
de la insurrecci6n fueron el maltrato que recibian de las autoridades
espanolas y la prohibici6n de los franciscanos para que continuaran
con sus cultos que consideraron idolatricos. Por esta raz6n, las
autoridades militares apresaron y colgaron a varios shamanes. Despues
de esta rebeli6n, que practicamente destruy6 Santa Fe, sesucedieron
otras mas, las cuales estuvieron matizadas por sangrientos ataques de
los indios que ahora fueron considerados como insurrectos. Fueron tan
violentos estos enfrentamientos que durante mucho tiempo result6 casi
imposible que estas tierras fueran habitadas por el hombre blanco.
Sin duda alguna, las causas que provocaron este enfrentamiento se
debieron: a la imposici6n de valores culturales ajenos a estos indios
mediante un proceso de colonizaci6n; a la negaci6n de sus costumbres
via la represi6n civil 0 religiosa; el pretender sedentarizarlos para que
trabajaran la tierra de acuerdo a los intereses hispanos, en lugar de
permitirles continuar con su tradicional sistema de nomadeo; 0 el tratar
de evangelizarlos, que implicaba desde su adoctrinamiento dentro de la
religi6n cat6lica hasta la ensenanza de un oficio europeo.
Muchos grupos, como los apaches, enfrentaron al proceso de
colonizaci6n con resistencia armada; esto es, a traves dela forma como
ellos practicaban la guerra. Tal resistencia dur6 hasta finales del siglo
pasado, cuando las autoridades mexicanas y estadounidenses decidieron
unir sus intereses politicos y econ6micos para anularlos como enemigos
dentro de la regi6n. Mexicanos y estaunidenses atacaron a los indios en
forma conjunta por ambos lados de la frontera. Apoyaron a sus viejos
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enemigos, como el enfrentar comanches contra apaches, al tiempo que
les pagaban a los kikapus para que mataran a cuanto comanche pudieran.
Tambien establecieron alianzas con ellos para ser enviados a las
reservaciones en los Estados Unidos. Todo esto se hizo en'noinbre de la
civi I izaci6n y el progreso occidental. 30 La guerra entre indios y europeos
fue una contienda que por mucho tiempo logr6 detener la imposici6n de
la civilizaci6n occidental en estas latitudes; esto es, logr6 frenar el avance
de la cultura hispana hacia America del norte. Ademas, se convirti6 en
un suceso que permiti6 a la elite en el poder-constituida
fundamentalmente por criollos y mestizos,- y que despues de la
Independencia lograron el control politico de la naciente republica. Estos
mismos bus caron medios posibles parajustificar una guerra sin cuartel
en contra de todos los indios que no aceptaron ser sumisos ante los
colonizadores.
En el transcurso de la dominaci6n espanola, el discurso de los
colonizadores respecto a la forma de ser de estos indios cambi6 en forma
drastica al sucitarse esta guerra. Antes de que se iniciara el
enfrentamiento, las descripciones de los misioneros que iban a impartir
el evangelio a esas latitudes eran muy diferentes a las que se dieron
despues del siglo XVII. En 1631, fray Alonso de Benavides, custodio del
Nuevo Mexico,envi6 desde Madrid a los religiosos de la Santa Custodia
de laConversi6n de San Pablo el tanto que sac6 de una carta, "Traslado
de las razones, que la bendita madre Maria de Jesus escribe a los dichos
padres del Nuevo Mexico. "31 Esta carta consiste de una serie de consejos
que esta monja ofreci6 a los misioneros franciscanos que iban a esas
tierras. En ella, les exhortaba a que con la devoci6n y paciencia de un
santo, convirtieran al catolicismo a todos los indios que continuaran
resistiendose a ser evangelizados. Jesus destac6 que unos eran muy
belicosos sin llegar a clasificarlos como barbaros, por ser tambien hijos
de Dios.

[...J los primeros don de fui, creo estan al Oriente, y se a de
caminar a el, para ir a ellos, desde el Reyno de Quivira; y llamo
estos Reinos respecto de nuestros terminos de hablar, Titlas,
Chillescas, y Carbucos, los cuales no estan descubiertos; y para
ir a ellos, me parece ha de haber grandes dificultades, por los
muchos Reinos, que hay antes de llegar a ellos, de gente muy
belicosa, los cuales no dejaran pasar a los indios christianos del
Nuevo Mexico (sic), de quienes ellos recelan 10 son, y mucho
mas los Religiosos de N.S.P.S. Francisco, porque esta el veneno
donde esta la triaca, y que han' de estar sujetos, y esclavos,
siendo christianos, consistiendo su libertad y felicidad en esta
vida. 32
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A estas recomendaciones, Jesus afiadi6 otra muy importante para
justificar la evangelizaci6n de estos indios belicosos, no solo la de ser
hijos de Dios, sino la de haberlos creado a su imagen y semejanza. Por 10
tanto, ella no considero a estos indios tan barbaros como se les identifico
despues de 1680 cuando atacaban a frailes, militares, y colonos espafioles
en Santa Fe. Tambien, esta implicito en los escritos de esta religiosa, que
carecieran de capacidad para aceptar la civilizacion que les trataron de
imponer. A "estos indios [asinti6la madre Jesus] los hizo Dios idoneos,
y capaces para servirle, y reverenciarle.... [Por eso] no es justo carezcan
de 10 que los demas fieles christianos tenemos y gozamos."
La descripcion hecha por los franciscanos del siglo XVII cambi6
radicalmente despues de haberse desencadenado esta lucha donde
habfan perdido un relativo avance en la evangelizacion de los indios de
esta region. Al finalizar el siglo XVIII, otro misionero franciscano, fray
Vicente Santa Maria, en un manuscrito que realizo en 1789 para informar
al rey de Espafia 10 que via en su visita a 10 que ahora es Tamaulipas,
describi6 a los apaches y a los comanches en una forma radicalmente
diferente a la de su antecesora. Santa Maria escogi6 a estos grupos por
ser los indios barbaros mas representativos de haber continuado esta
guerra cuando otros grupos ya la habian abandonado. Tal descripci6n
coincidi6 con las dificultades que tuvo el gobierno espafiol en etsas
tierras para sorrieterlos y evangelizarlos como 10 hizo en el centro y sur
de la Nueva Espafia. En su manuscrito, Santa Maria enfatizo la falta de
religiosidad entre estos indios:
A los salvajes de estos paises se les puede dar rigurosamente el
nombre mas bien de Gentiles, de Atheistas negativos, y en todo
sentido irreligiosos; porque aunque hallan nacido como 10 cree
nuestra Ortodoxia, con la imagen del Criador y gravada en sus
corazones; pero esta, 0 se les ha borrado por el no uso y falta de
educaci6n,0 a 10 menos se les ha obscurecido de manera que no
se figuran, ni la explican de modo alguno. 33
Esta imagen permanecio en la conciencia colectiva de los mexicanos
del siglo XIX, cuando se desencaden6 de nuevo la guerra contra los
barbaros. AI consumarse en Mexico la independencia de la metropoli
espafiola, la elite en el poder trato de convertir ese vasto territorio,
salpicado de aldeas indigenas y casi sin ninguna comunicacion con el
centro de la republica, en parte del Estado-nacion mexicano. 34
Pretendieron que este pais fuera similar a los que se estaban formando
para esa epoca en Europa, 0 con su ejemplo mas cercano, los Estados
Unidos. Dentro de la naciente republica, tanto los apaches y comanches,
como todos aquellos grupos nomadas 0 sedentarios que se sublevaban
en contra de la dominacion colonial, mas que nunca fueron considerados
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bajo la categoria de barbaros. Tal descripcion se uso especialmente
cuando los indios cometian algun ataque donde resultaban asaltados 0
muertos algunos de los colonos que habitaban esta region. Despues de
1821 se les empezo a considerar mexicanos.
Para 1839, Jose Agustin Escudero senal6 en sus Observaciones sobre
el estado de Chihuahua y los medios para ponerles a cubierto de las
invasiones de los barbaros, que debido a los continuos y sanguinarios
ataques, en particular las realizadas por los apaches, los vecinos de esta
regi6n vivian en un aparente estado de terror. Escudero consider6
"crueles" a estas incursiones:
jCuantas escenas de luto, de desolacion y sangre! Quien no ha
presenciado (,es acaso capaz de comprender ... la suerte del
pobre colono que huyendo con el anciano, con el hijo y con la
esposa por extraviadas sendas, cae de nuevo en la celada de su
angustioso enemigo, y tiene que sostener a la par que la angustia
de los suyos, la horrenda vista del apache, su feroz aullido, sus
mortales golpes?35
Los indios hostiles atacaban a pobladores cultural mente mestizos
que fueron a poblar el norte con la esperanza de encontrar una vida
mejor para sus familias, y que durante algun tiempo convivieron con los'
barbaros, por 10 menos, durante el tiempo y el espacio que establecia el
tratado de paz. 36 En esta epoca, los pobladores aprendieron algunas
costumbres de los indios, tal como la forma en que practicaban la guerra,
el usa de armas, y la caceria. Este conocimiento fue posible por la cercania
de su poblado con el sitio donde se encontraban de paz. Igualmente,
cuando comerciaban pobladores con indios. Esto ocurri6 hasta que el
grupo Iigado al Estado mexicano vio peligrar la frontera ante el temor de
que los indios tuvieran alianzas con los estadounidenses. Tales
relaciones fueron posibles, en particular, depues de que Mexico fuera
militarmente debilitada debido a la guerra de independencia.
La debilidad de Mexico hizo que salieran a relucir dos sucesos de la
vida en el norte. Uno, la notoria faltade dominic sobre estos indios
quienes, entrado ya el siglo XIX, continuaron presentando una tenaz
resistencia a ser aculturados. Otro, la cada vez mas con stante amenaza
del expansionismo estadounidense que, desde fines de la dominaci6n
espanola en America, buscaba al iarse con los indios para conquistar
con mayor facilidad 10 que ahora conocemos como el oeste
norteamericano. Este territorio fue perdido por Mexico en 1847, en una
guerra que los nortemericanos sabian de antemano la ten ian ganada. 37
Tal situacion Ie di6 a Mexico razones mas que suficientes para declarar
de nuevo una guerra sin cuartel contra los indios. En 1846, el ministro de
Guerra y Marina del Congreso Nacional, Juan N. Almonte, dijo:
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En los primeros dias del ano de 1811 las cosas variaron en la
frontera ... porque separando los mismos jefes a las companias
presidiales del fin unico y exclusivo de su instituto, las dedicaron
a contener el espiritu de" insurreccion contra la metropoli, que
cual rayo de luz llego a penetrar en aquellos estados. Nada de
provecho volvio a hacerse para contener a los aventureros
indignos de pertenecer a la especie humana, Ilegaron a conocer
muy bien el manejo de todas las arm as para hacer la guerra con
mejor exito para ellos y mas estragos para nuestros estados
internos. 38
Para contrarrestar las nuevas incursiones de los barbaros, las
autoridades mexicanas utilizaron varias estrategias para someterlos.
Procuraron reorganizar las colonias militares, no solo con la finalidad de
proteger y asegurar el territorio a favor de la republica en contra de los
continuos ataques de los indios rebeldes, sino en contra de todo aquel
grupo que deseara invadir y conquistar la frontera; recordemos que en
1835 se perdio Texas, y en 1847 Nuevo Mexico, Arizona, y California.
Tambien, ofrecieron recompensas por las cabelleras de los indios
capturados en pie de guerra, y se organizaron milicias civiles para que
junto con el ejercito los combatieran.
Durante esta lucha, en la cual tanto sajones como hispanos, ahora
mexicanos y estadounidenses procuraron facilitar la conquista y dominio
de estas tierras, fue muy notorio el interes de Mexico por someter a los
indios. La represion emprendida por los mexicanos contra todos los
insurrectos fue casi de exterminio. Por esta razon, encontramos en
diversos documentos de la epoca el justificar, de diversas formas y por
distintos medios, de la barbarie (0 salvaj ismo) de sus enemigos. Este
discurso (colonial y decimononico) de los colonizadores se encuentra
manifiesto en diversas fuentes de informacion, tanto de caracter oficial
(religioso y militar) como civil.
Ya para el siglo XIX, la oligarquia en el pader utilizo diferentes
recursos informativos para justificar la guerra emprendida contra todos
aquellos grupos indigenas que solo deseaban vivir con la libertad que
tenian antes de la llegada de los europeos, y de acuerdo con la cultura
que habian desarrollado hasta ese entonces en ese vasto y poco
explotado territorio norteno. Es preciso senalar que los recursos y medios
utilizados por la elite nortena para concientizar ante la opinion publica
que la lucha contra los in'dios era justa, si es que habia una 0 si sus
mensajes iban destinados a otros sectores de la sociedad (como las
autoridades centrales), consistieron en demostrar que no existia otro
remedio mas "adecuado" para someterlos que la guerra. Estos indios
decidieron vivir peleando, y no aceptaban la paz ni la civilizacion que les
ofrecian. Aun, continuaban viviendo en el estado de la barbarie. Por
estos motivos, durante el Mexico independiente, la elite nortena publico
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en periodicos locales notlclas donde manifestaban la necesidad de
exterminar a indios hostiles, a quienes consideraban no ser mas que
"fieras con apariencia humana." Este hecho hizo peligrar, no solo la vida
de quien se enfrentaba con ellos, sino la de Mexico. Como ejemplo,
tenemos 10 escrito por el coman dante general de Sonora y Sinaloa en
una carta dirigida al gobernador de Sonora, fechada 31 marzo 1835, en el
diario, La Lima de Vulcano:
Sangre y desolacion ha sido la suerte de estos pueblos durante
el tiempo que se les ha hecho la guerra a los indios. Sangre
tambien, y muertes mil veces lamentables al hostilizarlos; 10 uno
y 10 otro procura U. S. (sic) evitar con unos tratados de paz,
porque, a la verdad, es bien sabida la maxima de que mas vale
mala composicion, que buen pleito: en la humanidad de U. S.
esta el deseo de economizar la sangre, y aun puede ser que sus
sentimientos filantropicos lIeguen a querer tampoco se derrame
la del apache, sin embargo que esta ultima sangre vale tanto
como la del tigre y la de la pantera, porque es preciso que U. S.
se persuada, que de la especie humana, solo tiene el apache la
figura. 39
Otro ejemplo de esta politica sobre la "justificacion" del barbarie 10
encontramos manifiesto hacia mediados del siglo pasado. En esta epoca,
Mexico forma una coalicion de fuerzas entre las autoridades de los
estados de Chihuahua, Coahuila, Durango, Nuevo Leon, San Luis Potosi,
Tamaulipas y Zacatecas, para hacerles en forma conjunta la guerra a los
barbaros. 40 Esta alianza fue originada como respuesta a los constantes
ataques que padecieron los colonos de esos estados por parte de las
diferentes facciones que conformaban las naciones apache y comanche.
Tales hostilidades fueron expresadas por otros grupos como los yaquis
y mayos, cuyas demandas fueron mas locales y especificas por tratar de
evitar los despojaran de sus tierras. Tambien, se·registraron disturbios
por parte de los raramuris de Chihuahua, hacia fines del siglo XIX, en
contra de los colonos serranos y por la defensa de sus tierras comunales
en la Tarahumara. Igualmente, en Coahuila se suscitaron tales problemas
a raiz de la lIegada de los kikapus. Estos indios fueron invitados a Chihuahua por las autoridades de ese estado a cambio de que les hicieran la
guerra a sus enemigos, los comanches. Podemos decir que con esta
coal icion de fuerzas, las autoridades nortefias trataron de encontrar la
soluci6n al problema de someter a los barbaros, quienes les habian
impedido colonizar cabal mente esa region.
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Las Fuentes Decimononicas y la Informacion Que nos Ofrecen
Poca comprensi6n tendremos de un pr'oceso hist6rico, dice Gary B.
Nash, si s610 nos concretamos con distinguir a los grupos culturales por
su aspecto biol6gico y fisiol6gico. Para comprender la formaci6n de los
Estados Unidos, indica Nash, no basta con empezarlo a estudiar desde
losprimeros asentamientos ingleses en Plymouth Rock y en la isla
Roanoke, ni con el viaje de Crist6bal Col6n. Para conocer mejor nuestra .
formaci6n debemos remontarnos unos veinte mil afios antes de Cristo,
cuando por el continente se diseminaron los primeros americanos. Esto
es, no debemos contentarnos con "examinar c6mo 'descubrieron'
America del norte los ingleses y otros europeos y como transplantaron
alii su cultura, sino tambien el modo activo e intimo en que sociedades
por miles de afibs asentadas en America del norte y en Africa participaron
en el proceso."41 Por 10 tanto, 10 que interesa conocer es 10 que sucedi6
cuando pueblos de distintos continentes, culturalmente diferentes entre si, entraron en contacto en un punto particular de la historia. Ante
todo, afiade Nash, 10 que nos interesa conocer es, "el proceso y los
cambios sociales y culturales: c6mo se vieron afectadas las sociedades
y sus destin os cambiados en virtud de experiencia del contacto con
otras culturas."42
En este proceso de contacto intercultural entre indio y europeo, que
se di6 en el norte a travez de dos siglos caracterizados por la violencia
generada por la guerra contra el barbaro, podemos apreciar la formaci6n
de una cultura nueva. Esta puede estudiarse mediante la busqueda,
detecci6n, y analisis de los elementos que la conforman, tal como 10
plante6 Guillermo Bonfil Batalla. 43 Tambien, a partir de 10 sefialado por J.
Clifford Geertz, "Ia tendencia hacia una concepci6n de la vida social
[vista] como algo que esta organizado en terminos de simbolos ... cuyo
significado . . . debemos captar si es que queremos comprender esa
organizaci6n y formular sus principios .... "44 Tal propuesta hizo Agnes
Heller cuando analiz6 la vida cotidiana, vista esta como una totalidad
especifica. Heller dijo, "su base ontol6gica esta constituida por la
espontaneidad inherente a la naturaleza particularista de las actividades
humanasque necesariamente acompafian a las reacciones primarias de
los hombres a su humanizaci6n y que se expresan en ella."45
Ahora, la pregunta es, l.c6mo encontrar esos simbolos y elementos
que nos permitan establecer la presencia cultural de estos barbaros en la
cultura nortefia? Un trabajo realizado con informaci6n procedente de los
archivos parroquiales del siglo XVII sobre menores ilegitimos
abandonados en Parral y San Bartolome nos indica que muchos eran
lIevados a servir en las casas, en particular, las mujeres. 46 Tambien, que
lIevaban indios de otras partes para trabajar en las haciendas cuando
escaseaba la mana de obra; en este caso se utilizaban los menores
capturados en la guerra, muchos de ellos apaches. Ademas, se encuentra
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registrado en estos archivos que un alto indice de madres solteras eran
indias. Una buena parte de elias habian side capturadas en la guerra
contra los apaches y destinadas a trabajar en el servicio domestico. Con
el paso del tiempo estas trabajadoras se fueron relacionando con
espanoles, mulatos, y mestizos de la region. Esto es, intercambiaron
elementos de su cultura con los provenientes de los grupos con quienes
interactuaron hasta mezclarse con ellos y convertirse en parte de la
poblacion del sur de Chihuahua.
Por otra parte, en el fondo Colonial (1713-1825) del Archivo Judicial
del Estado de Chihuahua, se han encontrado expedientes donde se habla
de las relaciones que habia entre apaches y ranimuris. En un estudio
realizado con documentos provenientes del Fondo Colonial del Archivo
Municipal de Chihuahua, Margarita Urias Hermosillo nos menciona 10
siguiente:
En medio de la guerra, los raramuri lograron transmitir y socializar
sus nuevos conocimientos y destrezas a una diversidad de
hombres de otro origen etnico. Pero especial mente a todos los
indios lIamados con el generico de apaches y comanches, los
introdujeron al conocimiento de territorios para ellos
desconoc;idos, abriendo para la historia del norte de Mexico largos anos de guerras etnicas, de relevos en la resistencia
generacional a ser colonizados y en el desarrollo de estrategias
belicas, acciones de solidaridad y complicidades: estilos de lucha
y estrategias culturales que habran de caracterizar la historia de
nuestra region hasta principios del siglo XIX. 47
La Comision Pesquisadora de la Frontera Norte del ano de 1872;
presento un informe donde viene una amplia informacion sobre las personas que fueron capturadas durante su adolescencia para servir en
calidad de esclavos, ya fuera de apaches 0 de comanches. Tal
servidumbre se manifesto primero en el cuidado de caballos, y despues,
cuando ya eran jovenes (mayores de 15 anos), en ataques contra
mexicanos 0 estadounidenses,48
Despues de ser liberados de su cautiverio, dijeron algunos de los
entrevistados en este informe, haber participado en las partidas de
milicianos que atacaban a los barbaros. Otros mas dijeron que se
volvieron guias e interpretes de los oficiales que dirigian estas campanas.
'Tambien, vienen relatos de cautivos que nunca participaron en ataques
contra estos indios. Igualmente, se mencionan individuos que fueron
apresados en combates contra tropas mexicanas. Estos cautivos tuvieron
que decir a los oficiales que eran mexicanos capturados desde hacia
mucho tiempo por los apaches (0 los comanches), y que los obligaban a
delinquir para evitar ser confundidos con ellos. 49 Ademas, aparecen
narraciones de como estos indios realizaban comercio (intercambio de
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productos robados por armas) en los Estados Unidos con los llamados
comancheros. Tal actividad tambien se di6 en Mexico, la cual podemos
apreciar en las descripciones hechas por las autoridades cuando
celebraban tratados de paz con algunas facciones 0 partidas de apaches
o comanches para evitar si.guieran atacando poblados y rancherias
nortefias. En especifico, cuando se demuestra la existencia de personas
que se opusieron a estos tratados por el simple hecho de que comerciaban
con los productos robados por los indios en sus ataques. En tales hechos
podemos encontrar descritos en el informe presentado por Francisco
Garcia Conde, siendo gobernador y comandante general del departamento
de Chihuahua a mediados del siglo pasado, cuando los indios intentaron
sabotearle un tratado que habia hecho en Janos: 50
Un mexicano desnaturalizado habia en efecto despertado la
innata y arraigada desconfianza de los salvages. Empleabase en
el reprobado comercio que ha suministrado a nuestros enemigos
los medios de cambiar las mulas y caballos robados por lienzos
y brujerias, y 10 que es peor, por escelentes armas y p6lvora de
esquisita calidad; y fuese instigado de la codicia 6 solamente de
una perversidad incomprensible, ese hombre habia aconsejado
a los indios se guardasen de concurrir a la entrevista que habian
ofrecido, porque el comandante general Ilevaba muchas tropas,
y el plan era seducirlos con la apariencia de la paz, para clavarle
el pufial de la venganza en el momenta de abrazarlos. Esforzaba
el impostor sus argumentos, citandoles hechos y pintando estos
conforme su intencion. La tribu 10 crey6 y remontandose en las
sierras, se dispuso a defenderse en guerra abierta, antes que ser
sacrificada impunemente. Mucho tuvieron que trabajar el
ciudadano Sanchez Vergara y el capitancillo Vicente, para
disuadirlos de su error. Refiriendoles 10 que habian visto en el
Paso, consiguieron tranquilizarlos de algun modo, y por ultimo,
el general Pizago Cabezon, luchando entre sus temores y su
primera promesa, quiso mejor ser victima de esta, que faltar a la
cita estipulada. Present6seme solo en Janos, pues su propia
escolta lohabia abandonado a la vista del presidio; y cuando
vi6 y palp6 10 contrario de 10 que temia, manifestaba claramente
su jubilo, y protest6 la paz solemnemente. 51
La guerra, la justificaci6n de la barbarie, y la formaci6n de una
sociedad fronteriza son sucesos que no debemos ver en forma aislada,
sino como parte de un proceso donde fue conquistado y colonizado un
espacio geografico por diferentes grupos en un lapso muy prolongado
donde crearon la cultura nortefia. Bajo esta 6ptica debemos analizar
fuentes como la prensa, memorias de Guerra y de gobernadores, informes
ypartes militares, y literatura sobre el tema. Ya que nos permite entender
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la forma en que la poblaci6n se fue interelacionando, asimilando, e
intercambiando elementos culturales hasta formar una particular forma
de vida, tanto en el norte de Mexico como en el sur de los Estados
Unidos.

La Informacion Periodistica
Una de las principales fuentes documentales donde encontramos
datos que nos permiten analizar el discurso utilizado durante el siglo
pasado para justificar la guerra contra el barbarie se encuentra en la
prensa escrita, tanto la publicada en la capital como en el interior de la
repu b Iica. 52 Es impresionante la cantidad de noticias que aparecieron
sobre los indios barbaros del norte, al grado de que resulta casi imposible
revisar un peri6dico de esa epoca y no encontrar una noticia sobre estos
indios. Por ejemplo, en el Hera/do Michoacano, del 6 marzo 1851,
publicaron:
Sin haberse il1terado la [paz] de Janos, la han solicitado en estos
dias los mezcalerosdel Norte, la parcialidad de Espejito en el
Coyame y probablemente la obtendrian tambien los sublevados
de Carrizal, aquienes la secci6n que sali6 de esta capital el dia
19 del pasado a las 6rdenes del Sr. Coronel D. Emilio Lamberg,
ha hecho siete prisioneros. EI gobierno del Estado, sin haber
recibido aun las comunicaciones respectivas, ha librado sus
6rdenes para que no falten a los rendidos las raciones
respectivas. Las tropas permanentes reconquistaran el aprecio
y la gratitud publica, si, como 10 han hecho esta vez, se
sobreponen a todas las dificultades y prestan semejantes
servicios a un pais, cuya suerte es su propia honra e ignominiaY
(,Que significaba·en el siglo XIX, que un peri6dico del interior de la
republica publicara una nota como esta cuando las autoridades
michoacanas estaban enfrascados en otro enfrentamiento, el de privatizar
las tierras comunales en posesi6n de los indios? Acaso, (,era para enterar
a la opini6n publica de Michoacan, si es que la habia, de los avances
que ten ian los 'nortefios en la guerra contra los barbaros? Tal nota fue
publicada quiza parajustificar los esfuerzos de un grupo que se defin6
como mexicano y que luch6 por someter y colonizar a diversos grupos
de indios que no han aceptado ser c610nizados. '
Como ya 10 indicamos, en la prensa decimon6nica se publicaron con
mucha frecuencia noticias donde se hace menci6n de los ataques que
los barbaros cometieron en. poblaciones nortefias, las que se pueden
cuantificar. En ellos resaltaron con lujo de detalles los delitos cometidos
por estos indios, en no pocas ocasiones diferenciados por el grupo al
que pertenecian (lipanes, apaches, comanches), sin importar que los
hubieran realizado en una villa, una hacie'nda, un rancho, un pueblo, a
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unos arrieros, 0 si fueron primero atacados por los pobladores de esos
lugares. 54 Con esos datos se puedeobtener informacion sobre el tipo de
delitos que cometieron (muertes, robos, secuestros 0 capturas),
generalmente clasificados como sanguinarios, crueles, contra la
civilizaci6n, 0 simplemente propios de los "salvajes."
Estas noticias nos permiten ubicar los lugares donde se cometio el
atentado. Si clasificamos las destinadas. a un solo Iugar por un espacio
de tiempo considerable (cincuenta 0 mas afios), podemos apreciar que
en mas de una ocasion sefialaron que la poblacion X estaba a punto de
desaparecer por sufrir frecuentes ataques de los barbaros. Un ejemplo
se puede apreciar en varias noticias que refieren a Janos (en Chihuahua); poblacion que hasta nuestros dias existe. Tambien, se puede
distinguir cuales eran las acciones efectuadas por las autoridades locales, de las realizadas por el gobierno central, para someterlos. Incluso,
se distinguen las acciones realizadas por los habitantes nortenos
constantemente atacados por los barbaros, asi como los pormenores
relativos a los tratados de paz celebrados con ellos en un intento
here dado de la Colonia para lograr su pacificacion, aunque esto fuera
temporal y solo para los lugares donde las habian establecido.
Como ejemplo de este tipo de informacion, tenemos 10 publicado en
El Fanal de Chihuahua en 21 octubre 1834. En este articulo se dice que
los apaches habian cometido en cosa de dos meses los siguientes
ataques: el19 de septiembre, robo de caballos en Janos; ell 0 de octubre,
la muerte de seis personas cerca de Cusihuiriachi, entre Casa Colorada y
Sierra de Pedernales, y que el 13 del mismo mes, fue vista en Satevo una
partida con mas de trescientos de ellos en actitud hostil. 55 z,Como
determinaron que esa partida de apaches andaba en "actitud hostil?"
Tambien, l,si eran tantos, porque no atacaron a otras poblaciones mas
cercanas ala frontera con los nomadas, ya que no definen de donde era
esa partida? 0, l,por que una partida tan grande no fue vista antes? Son
pues, varias las dudas que una noticia como esta deja en la actualidad,
como, z,que se buscaba al publicar este tipo de informacion? Sin duda,
para justificar la barbarie de los indios insurrectos.
Por otra parte, tambien publicaron los tratados celebrados entre
Mexico y Estados Unidos, en los cuales se acordo hacerles la guerra en
forma conjunta por ambos lados de la frontera, 10 que implicaba no
comprarles 10 robado. Tal acuerdo se acordo en la entrevista publicada
por el Monitor Republicano en 27 febrero 1885, y que tuvieron los
senores Frelinghuysen, de los Estados Unidos, y Matias Romero, en
representacion de Mexico. Estos representantes de ambos paises
hablaron sobre las ventajas que tenia el no comprar a los apaches objetos
robados de cada lado de la frontera.
Este tipo de informacion nos permite advertir que fueron utilizadas
estas noticias para demostrar ante la opinion publica, no solo la supuesta
barbarie de estos indios, sino apreciar como fueron utilizados para hacer
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criticas a las autoridades que representaban al gobierno central. Tales
criticas hacen alusion a la incapacidad del gobierno para contener los
ataques cometidos por estos indios. Baste senalar que en una nota
procedente de Nuevo Leon se dijo, que mientras las autoridades locales
se encargaban de organizar la defensa de los pueblos contra los ataques
de los apaches, las colonias militares estaban "diumiendo" por las
ordenes que les mandaba el general Lerdo de Tejada. 56
Con esta fuente de informacion se pudo establecer que el termino
"barbaro" no se utilizo en forma exclusiva para referirse a los apaches, 0
para referirse a cualquier partida de indios insurrectos provenientes del
lado sur de los Estados Unidos, ya se tratara de Iipanes, comanches 0
mezcaleros, asi como de cualquier grupo de indios sublevados en
cualquier parte de la republica mexicana. Este termino se extendio contra
todos los sectores de la poblacion, indios 0 no, que se opusieran al
progreso occidental de Mexico y, consecuentemente, a su conformacion
como Estado-nacion. Al respecto, vemos 10 que se publico en 1873:
Bflrbaros en todas partes hay. En Mexico hemos tenido irrupcion
de ellos con [Manuel] Lozada y sus hordas de salvajes [en Tepic]
que querian reformar la Republica a su modo, es decir, por medio
del pillaje y el incendio. En Espana los ejercitos carlistas trataron
de matar la naciente republica por medio de la inquisicion del
bonete y de la sotana. 57

Las Memorias y los Informes de las Autoridades Civiles (Estatales y
Federales)
Otra fuente documental que nos permite obtener datos con los cuales
podemos analizar el discurso que justifica la barbarie de los indios
nortenos son los informes que presentaron los gobernadores ante sus
congresos locales. Como ejemplo, tenemos el presentado por Angel Trias
al asumir la gubernatura de Chihuahua en 1849:
Nuestro Estado, parte integrante de la confederacion mexicana,
ha participado, quiza mas que otro alguno, del sacudimiento
general [debido a la guerra de 1847 contra los EstadQs Unidos];
porque sus leales hijos han tornado en la lucha la parte que les
correspondia; y sus sacrificios imponderables han consumido
una porcion de su energia y han menoscabado sus fortunas,
despues de hallarse extenuada por la sangrienta y devastadora
guerra que. en el largo periodo de diez y seis anos, nos han
hecho las tribus barbaras [se refiere a la guerra que iniciaron
estos indios contra las autoridades mexicanas]. Durante la lucha
nacional, poco 0 nada ha podido hacerse para librarnos de aquel
azote de la Providencia, 0 cuando menos para castigar la hordas
salvajes que han aniquilado al Estado y que amenazan destruirlo
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completamente. 58
En el mismo discurso, Trias acuso a estos indios de ser los causantes
del deterioro economico y ecologico del estado, por ende, del atraso de
Chihuahua. Con esto, el gobernador los convirtio, ademas de reacios al
progreso occidental, en destructores del medio ambiente:
[... ] puede decirse que hoy es un vasto desierto, en donde se
hallan esparcidas algunas pequefias y miserables poblaciones,
las que no tienen seguridad ni bienestar sus habitantes; y a
pesar de que la naturaleza ha prodigado a nuestro suelo
abundantes riquezas y poderosos elementos de prosperidad,
apenas se han entendido en nuestra sociedad, porque la
civilizacion se. hall a en su cuna y nuestra poblacion es por demas
diminuta. (,De que nos sirven tantos dones que la Divina
Providencia ha colmado nuestro pais, si la industria en nuestra
poblaci6n es par demas diminuta; si la agricultura gime bajo la
ferocidad de los salvajes; si nuestro comercio no tiene la menor
seguridad para sus giros; si la mineria se halla paralizada, si
nuestra poblacion es tan escasa que toda la que tiene el Estado
diseminada en una area de mas de diez y seis milleguas cuadradas,
podria contenerse en una ciudad de tercer orden?59
Datos simi lares podemos obtener de las Memorias que presentaron
los ministros de la Secretaria de Guerra y Marina ante el Congreso de la
Union. Este discurso fue utilizado por las autoridades centrales de
Mexico, mientras que el anterior era destinado a las autoridades locales.
En este discurso podemos apreciar la forma como el grupo que controlaba
el poder central avalo la guerra contra el barbarie a partir de estudiar 10
expuesto sobre el tema en las Memorias presentadas por los ministros
de la Guerra al poder legislativo; esto es, ante las camaras de diputados
y senadores.
Como en los periodicos, viene informacion referente a la ubicacion
de los lugares donde se encontraban los sitios habitados por indios que
se encontraban de paz, las poblaciones donde estaban las colonias
militares, y los presupuestos que les asign·aron: Tal informacion tambien
hace referencia a las acciones emprendidas en contra de los barbaros
por parte de las autoridades mexicanas, dentro de las cuales se incluyen
los tratados celebrados con Estados Unidos para lograr la pacificacion
de los indios que incursionaban y comet ian depredaciones en
poblaciones fronterizas vecinas. Ademas, el estado de la agricultura en
las colonias militares, actividad que vinculaban con las acciones
emprendidas por los soldados en su campafia contra el barbaro. Ejemplo
de esto ultimo viene en la Memoria que presento Manuel Robles en 1852
ante el Congreso de la Union:
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La primera siembra que hizo en el ano citado de [I ]850 [Ia colonia
de Fronteras, Sonora], fue de cincuenta fanegas de trigo, i1Ueve
almudes de alberj6n y otros tantos de haba; pero por haberse
redoblado las atenciones de campana [contra los barbaros], se
abandon6, y de las 2.000 6 3.000 fanegas que se calculaban
levantar, solo se cosecharon cerca de 1.000 que no se han
repartido por no haberse podido trillar ... En los meses de Mayo
y Junio del ano siguiente se sembraron 6 fanegas de maiz, cuyas
labores presentaban el aspecto mas favorable; pero es de temerse
algun movimiento inmediato de los barbaros, y en este caso sera
preciso abandonarlas por no haber la fuerza suficiente para la
campana. 60

Las Monografias Sobre los Indios Nortenos
Otro tipo de fuentes que durante la centuria pasada hicieron
referencia a la barbari~ de los indios nortenos, aunque en menor medida
que las anteriores no menos importante que las anteriores, son los
trabajos de corte etnografico. Como ejemplo de este tipo de material
tenemos 10 publicado en "Tribus barbaras. Idea general de las que habitan
las fronteras de los departamentos internos de la Republica Mexicana,"
o el trabajo realizado por Manuel Payno en 1869, "Razas Indigenas,
Rancherias de la Sierra Madre," para el Bofetin de fa Sociedad Mexicana
de Geografia y Estadistica. 61 En este ultimo trabajo se da a entender que
debido a su cultura, de la cual destaca su capacidad para la caza y la
guerra, eran incapaces de abandonar el estado de barbarie como ya 10
habian hecho otros indios (los sedentarios de mesoamerica). Las causas,
una, porque los espanoles los habian obligado a remontarse en la Sierra
"donde perdieron la civilizaci6n que habian adquirido." Otra; por su
propio origen, el cual debi6 ser igual de salvaje al rehusar "Ia civilizaci6n
que les ofrecieron." De este trabajo resulta interesante apreciar la forma
como Payno los generaliza a indios al describirlos como hostiles,
melanc6licos, y con un gran odio hacia el hombre blanco:
Generalmente ... son altos, robustos, de formas regulares y de
una musculaci6n muy pronunciada y parecida a la que adquieren
los que se dedican por mucho tiempo a los ejercicios gimnasticos.
Su color por 10 general es bronceado claro y muy limpio e igual
sin pecas ni mancha alguna: el pelo, negro, lacio y abundante;
ninguna barba; en algunas tribus un escaso bigoie, el ojo negro,
terrible, feroz; la dentadura de marfil. jQue pocas veces su mirada
indica una alegria completa! Su fisonomia severa esta siempre
como cubierta con un velo de melancolia; su mirada es fija y
escudrinadora; su gesto imponente indica la desconfianza; su
postura descuidada y su indiferencia cuando trata con los
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blancos, expresa su absoluto desprecio por la raza civilizada, y
el orgullo y satisfacci6n que experimenta con la completa
independencia de su vida .... 62
Con esta descripci6n resulta mas sencillo en tender que la imagen
mas difundida en otras regiones de la republica de los barbaros del norte
fue la de indios resentidos contra todo 10 que representara la prosperi dad
y el progreso individual que ofrece a cada hombre el pensamiento
racionalista y el sistema capitalista de ese tiempo. Esta imagen tambien
difundi6 Payno en su trabajo como novelista. Recordemos que Payno
fue un politico destacado, periodista y escritor, participe del pensamiento
liberal que predomin6 en Mexico durante la segunda mitad del siglo XIX;
siendo uno de sus objetivos, lograr instaurar una nacion que fuera
homogenea tanto en su aspecto cultural como racial. Payno escribi6 en
Los bandidos de Rio Frio:
EI conde bramaba de rabia y de dolor, y gritaba:-jMalditos,
malditos barbaros, acabenme de matar!-y se retorcia furioso
como una culebra herida, pero sin poder hacer uso ni de los
pies, pues estaba fuertemente atado con cuerdas hechas de
nervios animales. Mangas Coloradas quiso tener el honor de
arrancar la cabell era del conde, reconociendol0 como amo y senor
de la hacienda, y se acerco con un mal cuchillo para hacerle la
incision alrededor del craneo, tirar despues por el centro de los
cabellos y lograr completa e intacta la cabellera con todo y
pellejo.63
Por su parte, en "Tribus Barbaras .... " precisaron el area donde se
encontraban asentados en Texas, hacia mediados del siglo pasado,
lipanes, tancahues, apaches, comanches, cheraquis, sauan6s, delawares,
kikapus, iguanes y cad6s. Tambien, menciona desde su cantidad de
habitantes, sus costumbres, la descripci6n del tipo de vestimenta que
utilizaban, la forma que ten ian para hacer la guerra, su odio al hombre
blanco, hasta su grado 0 nivel de barbarie. Esta informaci6n viene
reforzada con grabados de cada uno de los grupos antes citados, donde
aparece un hombre y una mujer vestidos a la usanza de cada naci6n 0
parcialidad. Algunos aparecen con rasgos europeos, pintados de tal
forma que tal parece estuvieran representando un pasaje biblico en lugar
de representar, en forma pict6rica y como refuerzo ilustrativo, las
caracteristicas decada uno de estos grupos descritas en la monografia. 64
Con estos datos podemos cuestionar 10 propuesto por algunos
estudiosos de este enfrentamiento tal como "el de no haberlos podido
atacar y someter por no saber donde se encontraban asentados despues
de cometer sus ataques." AI revisar tan s610 un par de fuentes
monograficas que indican la ubicaci6n de algunos grupos proclibes a
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sublevarse, pone en tela de juicio la validez de este planteamiento. Tales
trabajos deben enfocarse mas a entender la forma como practicaban la
guerra los indios, y no si se ocultaban y cambiaban de residencia despues
de un ataque en forma tan vertiginoza que sus enemigos no los podian
encontrar. Victor Orozco maneja este planteamiento de la siguiente
manera:
Estaban enfrentados a un enemigo que solamente se hacia visible cuando atacaba. Durante muchos afios, los estrategas
aconsejaban: es necesario hacer la guerra a los apaches en sus
propios aduares. lPero d6nde estaban los aduares? Apenas
llegaba un despavorido campesino anunciado que en tal sitio se
encontraba instal ada una rancheria apache, cuando esta ya se
habia cambiado muchas leguas de distancia. 65
Revisando los escritos del viajero aleman Julius Froebel, apreciamos
que tambien contradice esta idea a pesar de que tambien consider6 a
estos indios como barbaros. En su diario Siete an os de viaje en
Centroamerica, norte de Mexico y lejano oeste de Estados Unidos,
Froebel no deja de sefialar en sus recorridos que hizo por la capital de
Chihuahua, y la entonces villa Paso del Norte, la supuesta peligrosidad
de los apaches, a quienes junto con los comanches los identific6 como
pieles rojas, y de quienes dijo "son malisimos ahora."66 Froebel habla de
un estudio de caracter militar sobre la frontera realizado por un coronel
danes educado en Alemania, Emilio Lamberg, que por aquellos afios
trabaj6 al servicio de la republica mexicana en calidad de comandante de
las fuerzas fronterizas. 67 En su estudio, Lamberg dice haber visitado la
"t'olderia" de una poderosa naci6n apache, y de la cual contaba con
unos pianos. Froebel coment6 en su diario que "el coronel me ensefi6
algunos pianos topograficos de ese estudio bellamente trazados por un
caballero polaco que Ie acompafi6 en la gira."68 Esto nos demuestra que
oficiales mexicanos tenian conocimiento de los lugares donde estaban
as entad as algunas parcialidades de las cuales pudieron haber salido
partidas de indios a co meter ataques en contra de habitantes nortefios.
Entre. este estudio debi6 estar incluida informaci6n sobre las varias
costumbres de estos indios; de estas, la que mas preocupaba a los
oficiales fue como practicaban la guerra. Entonces, (,por que no los
somentieron mas rapidamente, si en los documentos hacen patente la
preocupaci6n de la poblaci6n por su barbarie y odio contra 10 que
representara al hombre blanco? (,Acaso no eran tan barbaros como 10
hicieron pensar, y el interes por mantener esta guerra era otro?
A pesar de que con estos trabajos oficiales decimon6n.icos quisieron
mostrar que estos indios eran barbaro's, sin importar la naci6n,
parcialidad, tribu (0 grupo etnico como se maneja en la actualidad) al
cual pertenecian, 0 que si los lugares en los que habitaban no eran
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aduares (lugar donde habitan las fieras), nos permiten vislumbrar la
presencia de una cultura diferente. Tal cultura, la n6mada, fue formada
durante miles de anos, e indicada por la existencia de sitios y habitaciones
que, sin ser fijos, tampoco permitian el desplazo de indios con la celeridad
de las bestias despues de haber capturado a su presa. Si continuamos
analizando el trabajo publicado por Ignacio Cumplido en 1841, notaremos
que oficiales mexicanos tambien tenian calculado el numero aproximado
de indios, estimado por familias y habitantes (v ease Cuadro I). Esta
informacion, entre otras cos as, fue utilizada por el grupo dominante para
estimar el "nivel de evoluci6n" 0 "grado de civilizaci6n" de los indigenas.
Tal estimaci6n se hizo segun el trato (contacto) que tuvieran con las
demas naciones indias, asi como con "los otros," la poblaci6n que
contaba ya can una cultura proveniente (0 mezclada) con las de occidente.
Segun Cumplido:
Los cad6s componen una tribu muy antigua, situada en las
orillas del rio Rojo de Natchitoches, sobre la misma linea divisoria
de las dos republicas. Formaban antes una naci6n poderosa,
respetada de todos los salvages; pero las viruelas la han
disminuido. Sin embargo, recuerdan su antiguo poder, y
pretend en tener derechos de superioridad sobre las demas tribus,
considerandose duenos de la tierra, en compania de los mexicanos
sus amigos. Son rivales de los cheraquis, tienen celos de la
influencia que estos van adquiriendo, y en todas sus
conversaciones manifiestan el disgusto con que ven la
introduccion de los salvages estrangeros [los grupos indigenas
que iban bajando del norte de los Estados Unidos, para
asentarse en territorio texano]. Los cad6s cultivan poco la tierra,
se dedican con preferencia a la caza y toman parte en la
persecusion anual de los cibolos. Viven en guerra con los wasas,
y hacen alarde de haber sido perpetuos amigos de los blancos. 69

Los Partes Militares
Despues de analizar Guy Rozat el texto escrito par Andres Perez de
Ribas en 1645, Historia de los triunfos de nuestra Santa Fe entre las
naciones mas barbaras. ... relativo a la conquista de los yaquis en 10
que ahora es Sonora (Mexico), dice que debemos analizar estos textos
de forma integral, ya que no se debe separar de su analisis, "10 bueno de
10 malo.'.'70 Con esta propuesta, Rozat implica esclarecer la 16gica y
funcionamiento global de este texto. Esto 10 hace ya que no podemos
contar con ningun criterio aprioristico que nos permita senalar 10 que es
pertinente a no. Si 10 hacemos sin saber 10 que real mente estamos
haciendo, al decidir que es 10 err6neo de acuerdo a nuestros juicios y
criterios actuales, "es probable que perdamos parte de los espacios
textuales donde se explaya la 16gica de la obra." Por tales motivos, Rozat
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indica:
EI esbozo de una teoria general de los generos de los textos
coloniales hispanoamericanos parece hoy imprescindible si
queremos acercarnos a las reglas que concurrieron a construir
la logica de su composicion como la de su funci6n y recepcion.
La estructurainterna de estos textos, su composicion, la retorica
empleada, los niveles de. discurso, etcetera, deberian, ademas,
ayudarnos a entender que estos textos funcionan como "palabras
en actas," que dicen algo mas alia de 10 anecdotico 0 folklorico,
como al construir determinada situacion discursiva, se intenta
provo car un cierto efecto sobre los hombres reales; la puesta en
relato de los indios es la condicion necesaria hacia ellos. 7'
En 1857 fue publicado en la imprenta de Vicente G. Torres, una serie
de partes militares de origen colonial bajo el titulo "Cuaderno historico
de las agresiones y hazafias de tres celebres apaches sublevados en el
estado de Chihuahua a principios del presente siglo."72 i,A quien iba
dirigido? Eran informes de autoridades militares que patrullaban en
territorio localizado dentro de los actuales estados de Chihuahua,
Durango, y Zacatecas. Esta region fue parte del Camino Real de Tierra
Adentro, donde se mencionan enfrentamientos sostenidos por miembros
de la nacion apache con otros grupos y parcialidades de esta misma
nacion. Estos ultimos fueron distinguidos por los colonizadores de
acuerdo con algun elemento peculiar de su personalidad, 0 por el nombre
de las sierras y los rios donde se encontraban sus rancherias. Tales
grupos incluyen a los chiricahues, tontos, gilefios, mimbrefios 0
mimbrerefios, faraones, lIaneros, mezcaleros, lipanes, navajos 0 navajoes
y jicarillas. 73
EI resumen con que empieza este "Cuaderno" de 1857, nos hace
pensar que la serie de partes militares fueron publicados mas que para
reflexionar sobre la conducta y actividades realizadas por unos indios
prMugos de las autoridades coloniales al quebrantar la paz impuesta a
los aproximadamente seis mil apaches que habitaban esta region hacia
1790. Despues de la tenaz campafia emprendida contra ellos por el general Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola, se editaron para mostrar ante la opinion
publica, si es que la habia, y casi cincuenta afios despues de ocurridos
estos hechos, la "peligrosidad" y el "salvajismo" que podian generar
tan solo tres apaches insurrectos cuando se encuentran en pie de guerra,
en un estado, y en un pais que aun no existia:
Estracto 0 sucinta relacion que manifiesta las muertes,
cautiverios, robos y demas atrocidades causadas por los indios
apaches RafaeLy sus compafieros Jose Antonio y Chinche, desde
16 de Octubre, de 1804 hasta 26 de junio de 1810 en que se logro
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la muerte de los dos primeros, porque la del ultimo se verific6 en
25 de enero de 1806, segun resulta mas por menor de los tres
cumulosos legajos de papeles que se han reconocido y
examinado, para formar la presente colecci6n de hechos. 74
GPorque debemos pensar que esta publicaci6n fue destinada a
demostrar que eran salvajes los indios, especial mente cuando atacaban
a cualquier persona 0 poblaci6n que no perteneciera a cualquiera de las
parcialidades apaches, asi como a sus aliadas? Primero, porque se refiere
a los delitos cometidos por tres apaches en el estado de Chihuahua
cuando aun formaba parte de 10 que fue la Nueva Vizcaya y los lugares
que refieren estos limites. Al leer el documento, notamos que las correrias
de estos apaches se iniciaron en octubre de 1804 en Guajuquilla (hoy
Jimenez, Chihuahua), sitio donde se encontraban de paz. Para noviembre
de 1806, estos individuos incursionaron en Durango. Tales ataques
volvieron a realizar entre diciembre del mismo afio hasta fines de 1807,
en Durango y Zacatecas, para regresar a cometer este tipo de agresiones
en Chihuahua. De enero a julio de 1808, los apaches volvieron a cometer
fechorias en Durango, y de agosto a julio de 1810, en el sur de Chihuahua. En esta epoca, fue atrapado y muerto por rancheros de esta regi6n,
en los picachos de Acatita (probablemente en el actual estado de
Coahuila), el ultimo de estos tres apaches insurrectos. EI indio fue
acompafiado de la gavilla que comandaba, donde no todos eran apaches
o indios de otro grupo.
Segundo, no se puede decir que la conducta seguida por estos indios
fuera comiln a todos los demas, pues en estos reportes se menciona que
atacaron a otros apaches para robarlos, 10 que descarta la posibilidad de
que fuera una insurrecci6n en contra al hombre blanco, como se pretende
hacer creer en esta publicaci6n. Segun aparece en este documento, los
primeros que atacaron fueron otros apaches que se encontraban de paz
en Carrizal, llevandose cautiva ala mujer del indio Ultin. 75 Ademas, indica que fueron otros apaches que se encontraban de paz en Coyame, y
que dieron muerte a Chinche cuando 10 confundieron con un apache
mezcalero. Estos primeros persiguieron a los otros dos apaches prOfugos
de Guaj uq u ilia cuando pretend ieron qui tarl es al gunas de sus
mujeres. 76 Ademas, podemos notar que tambien causaron la muerte de
tarahumaras. Destacaron la muerte de un "gobernador tarahumar" en
una rancheria de Turuachi, y se enfrentaron con el sargento de pimas,
Martin Pena, quien fue acompafiado de soldados 6patas en El Potrero de
Roncesvalles, cerca de la sierra de Santa Barbara. 77
Tercero, se dice que los apaches capturaron a cuarenta y cinco personas. Es probable que este concepto sea similar al de prisionero (0
secuestrado) 'que hoy conocemos, dado que en mas de una ocasi6n
aparece en estas partes que algunas de las personas reportadas como
cautivas les ayudaron a cometer sus fechorias. Estos secuestrados
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refieren que los apaches los enviaban a las haciendas cercanas donde
acampaban para comprar articulos dificiles de producir ellos mismos,
como tortillas, aguardiente, y tabaco. Ademas, indican que una mujer
india que traian cautiva hiri6 con una lanza a otra mujer para robarle las
naguas, el rebozo, y un rosario. 78 Igualmente, se menciona que en febrero
de 1810, un cautivo les ayud6 a enfrentarse a un os soldados. Segun se
indica en el parte dado por el Alferez Mijares, que durante el
enfrentamiento las mujeres cautivas tuvieron tiempo para huir y no 10
hicieron. 79
Cuarto, el motivo de sufuga, asi como la causa de los asesinatos
que les atribuyen, no son muy claros en este documento. Indican que a
mediados de 1805, el indio Rafael expres6 a los apaches de Carrizal que
"no pensaba bajarse de paz sino andar en la sierra, [y] que si no Ie
hacian dafio el tampoco 10 causaria."8Q L,Deseaba este indio vivir de
acuerdo a sus costumbres y no bajolas que Ie trataban de imponer?
Cuando pudo librarse de su cautiverio la esposa de Ultin, la que atac6
con una lanza a otra mujer para robarle su ropa, declar6 que la causa por
la que se fugaronestos indios fue para matar gente. En el tiempo que
anduvo con eIIos, de 23 diciembre 1804 a 3 abril 1805, "ejecutaron en
diferentes partes hasta diez y ocho muertes."81
Si nos atenemos a los datos considerados en estos partes militares,
al real!zar una grafica con eIIos, resulta que tan s610 tres apaches fueron
los que mataron en un lapso menor de seis afios a mas de 298 personas.
Estas muertes fueron cometidas independientemente del color de piel 0
actividad de las victimas. Entre los muertos hubo arrieros, vaqueros,
soldados, apaches, tarahumaras, y 6patas, a quienes es probable que
'Ios hubieran agredido antes, debido a la recompensa que ofrecian por
ellos.
En este "Cuaderno" tambien se menciona que cuando trat6 de
pacificarse el indio Rafael, en abril 1806, no 10 hizo porque un "paisano"
lIamado Marcos Lopez 10 tenia amenazado de muerte. 82 Tal' hecho
relativiza la idea del temor generalizado de la poblaci6n a la barbarie de
estos indios, ya que el paisano referido era un hombre que no temia a los
apaches; al men os asi parece por la amenaza que hizo a Rafael. Tal vez
esta falta de temor era com un, ya que en esa epoca no se habia difundido
tanto la idea de que estos indios eran barbaros. Esta versi6n contradice
10 que hicieron creer durante mucho tiempo las fuentes hasta el momento
citadas.
Los asesinatos que estos indios cometieron despues de 1806
probablemente se deban a la defensa de sus vidas, ya que en ese afio las
autoridades espafioles ofrecian quinientos pesos de recompensa si los
capturaban vivos 0 muertos. 83 Segun la estimaci6n de los datos que se
graficaron, podemos notar que el numero de muertos que les atribuyeron
a los indios se increment6 para 18'07, disminuyendo a menos de la mitad
entre 1808 y 1810. En estos afios, los apaches anduvieron entre Durango
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y Zacatecas, lugares donde probablemente fueron menos conocidos y,
por 10 tanto, menos atacados 0 perseguidos para obtener la recompensa.
Por ultimo, de acuerdo a los informes que se dieron sobre el tipo de
robos que cometieron los indios, se puede apreciar que estan mas ligados
ala recoleccion y caza ejercida por los nomadas, que a obtener beneficios
economicos con ellos. Por ejemplo, se lIevaban articulos y cierto tipo de
ganado necesarios para sobrevivir en el campo 0 en las serranias donde
andaban, como equipo para andar a caballo, sarapes, ropa, uniformes de
soldados para disfrazarse, calzado, algunas alhajas, balas, polvora,
escopetas, lanzas, sables, caballos y mulas, principalmente, y vacas para
al imentarse.
Como pudimos apreciar, los partes militares, que en apariencia solo
mencionan en forma detallada el tipo de ataque cometido por estos indios
(Iugares, rancho, hacienda 0 pueblo, cantidad de robos, asesinatos y
secuestros), tam bien sirvieron para demostrar y generalizar la barbarie
de los rebeldes que finalmente fueron derrotados por la sociedad civil.
Estos reportes no sefialan, como 10 vimos en esta resefia, que los ataques
de indios tan solo se tratan de malechores sin ninguna intencion de
acabar con la sociedad, como 10 pretendieron mostrar al publicarlos casi
cincuenta afios despues de ocurridos estos sucesos.

Conclusiones
Como vimos a 10 largo de este trabajo, las descripciones encontradas
en las fuentes antes referidas fueron hechas para justificar ante la
poblacion civilla barbarie de estos indios. Igualmente, daban a entender
que, considerando su capacidad guerrera y "alto grado de salvajismo,"
los "barbaras" solo pod ian ser sometidos mediante la fuerza de las armas.
Tales propuestas fueron difundidas en diversas fuentes documentales
coloniales y del siglo pasado.
Finalizada la campafia contra los barbaros, lajustificacion de quienes
los sometieron y expulsaron del territorio mexicano no ceso. Tal vez
continuo para evidenciar ante la sociedad el porque de este
enfrentamiento, 0 10 que es mas logico suponer, para tranquilizar las
conciencias de los que habian atacado, asesinado, 0 expulsado a estos
indios, independientemente de que fueran guerreros, mujeres, ancianos,
o nifios. Baste sefialar 10 dicho por Andres Molina Enriquez sobre los
apaches en Los grandes problemas nacionales. En su trabajo, Molina
describe a estos indios, de forma similar a la realizada por fray Vicente
Santa Maria de 1789 en "mitote de los apaches y comanches;" aunque
Molina ya no dice que sus victimas eran seres humanos sino animales,
los que cazaban de una "forma tan barbara" solo para que les sirvieran
de alimento:
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[... ] las caballerias capturadas caen muertas ante el cubil de
esos lobos y lobeznos con figura humana, que saludan su muerte
con aullidos de alegria ... Avidos, ansiosos, con los dientes
afilados, no siempre esperan a que sus presas mueran.
Arrojandose sobre elias, las devoran vivas aun; unos cortan y
pinchan, otros arran can los miembros y los hacen pedazos a
fuerza de tirones, sin preocuparse mas de los sufrimientos de la
victima ... [y] las entranas [de estos animales] pasan par bocados
exquisitos [para estos indios]. 84
Otros intelectuales volvieron a senalar que la belicosidad y
barbarismo que no pudieron controlar entre. los apaches fue debido a
que tanto la guerra como el salvajismo era innato a ellos. Los
diferenciaron del resto de los indios asentados en otras partes de Mexico
al atribuirles un origen distinto, al decir que los apaches, los que
finalmente quedaron con el atributo de "barbaros" despues de haber
pacificado y cultural mente asimilado a otros grupos, eran de origen
tartaro. Esto es, d,ijeron que los apaches eran descendientes de los que
para Europa fueron los barbaros por excelencia. Esta versi6n se difundi6
en 1955 por el historiador chihuahuense Jose Carlos Chavez:
[... ] la hip6tesis mas acertada, a nuestro juicio, es la versi6n de
que los originales Apaches que invadieron el territorio que
forman hoy los estados de Arizona y Nuevo Mexico de los
Estados Unidos, fueron de origen tartaro, que cruzaron el
Estrecho de Bering alia por las postrimerias del siglo XIV, como
10 hacen presumir Barbewn,'Mackenzie, Franklin, el Padre Petitot
y nuestro coterraneo Pedro Zuloaga. 85
La ferocidad deillamado indio fue perdiendo vigencia en la medida
que iban siendo sometidos, tanto por las autoridades mexicanas como
las de Estados Unidos, en beneficio de la estabilidad del Estado y la
total colonizaci6n del territorio norteno. Con el paso del tiempo, han
quedado tan s610 como una pagina mas de la historia de la colonizaci6n
del norte la leyenda del barbaro.
En este trabajo se busc6 demostrar, 0 al menos plantear como
posibilidad, un enfoque que nos sirva para reflexionar sobre los recursos
y medios que utiliz6 la elite en el poder para justificar ante la sociedad
civil la necesaria incorporaci6n de los indios, por medios tan extremos
como la guerra, al desarrollo capitalista del Estado-naci6n mexicano,
aun sin tener una clara idea de como seria este. Esta justificaci6n se
lIev6 a cabo a partir del analisis hecho sobre escritos que, hasta nuestros
dias, se conservan (la prensa escrita, las memorias de guerra, los diarios
de viajeros, la legislaci6n). Tales fuentes fueron elaboradas por una serie
de politicos e intelectuales que les dieron un matiz especial a los
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postulados emanados de las corrientes de pensamiento en boga durante
la Colonia y siglo pasado, con tal de lograr la aculturacion de los indios.
Igualmente, se trato de encontrar los elementos que constituyeron el
discurso que legitimo la modernizacion y el progreso de Mexico acorde
al desarrollo establecido por el pensamiento liberal para los nuevos
estados nacionales, y que crecian a la par que se fortificaba el capitalismo
como sistema economico rector de la organizacion del mundo occidental.
Por esta raz6n, se hizo necesario 'homogeneizar a la poblacion para que
aceptara una sola cultura (voluntariamente 0 por la fuerza), que fuera fiel
a un solo Estado, y que se identificara con una sola nacion. Con este
proceso, que como vimos, se establecio una frontera definida par la
lucha contra los barbaros, una sociedad formada por todos los grupos
que convivieron en el Septentrion de una forma no muy pacifica. Sin
embargo, los indigenas hostiles dieron paso a la formaci6n de una cultura
diferenciada de las formadas en el centro de Mexico, de la cual podemos
aseverar se convirtio en la frontera continetal de America Latina.

NOTAS
l. Fernando Jordan, Cronica de un pais barbaro (Chihuahua: Centro librero La
Prensa, 1978), 125-163. Se dice que para la primavera de 1675 los indigenas del
norte de Nueva Espana iniciaron una serie de levantamientos armados en contra de
los espanoles. En Nuevo Mexico el levantamiento de 1680 fue encabezado por
Pope, quien estaba al frente de los indios pueblo. Contra los espanoles se unieron
los zuni, los taos, los queres, los tano, los conchos, los sumas, los janos, los jocomes,
los chinarras, los julimes, los tiguas, y los apaches. Esta rebel ion fue un movimiento
que se extendio hasta Paso del Norte, San Lorenzo, Janos, Casas Grandes, y varias
poblaciones indigenas mas establecidas en esta porcion de America, llegando al
punto de ser practicamente imposible que las habitaran hombres blancos; El Siglo
Diez y Nueve, 9 septiembre 1886, Mexico, 3; Teniente Charles B. Gatewood, "La
rendicion de Geronimo," en Geronimo, el final de la guerra apache, Jose J. De
Olaneta, Editor (Espana: 1993), 71-89; El Universal, Mexico, 19 enero 1894, 2.
Tradicionalmente se han considerado como los ultimos sucesos relevantes de esta
guerra, que tam bien sirvio para definir la frontera entre el mundo hi spano y el
sajon en esta region de America, tanto los enfrentamientos sostenidos contra
Geronimo y los chiricahuas que 10 acompanaban. Cabe senalar que en 1894 la
prensa mexicana volvio a notificar ataques de barbaros en el norte de Mexico,
ahora comandados por un indio Ilamado Kid. Aunque solo duraron hasta mediados
de ese ani>, en las notas podemos apreciar que los norteiios no descartaron la
posibilidad de que continuara la guerra.
2. Guillermo Bonfil Batalla, "EI concepto de indio en America Latina: una
categoria de la situacion colonial," en Anales de Antropologia, (Mexico: Universidad
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, volume IX, 1972), 115. Respecto a la asimilacion
de valores durante una situacion colonial, Bonfil dijo: "no obstante que el colonizador
busca homogeneizar a los pueblos sometidos imponiendoles su cultura, este no
logra conseguirlo totalmente; por esta razon nunca deja de intentarlo."
3. Ibid., 112. Debemos recordar que la categoria de indio es resultado de una
situacion colonial. AI respecto Bonfil dijo, dentro del orden colonial representan
al vencido, al colonizado; esto es, define a todos los dominados "real 0
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potencialmente," en este senti do, son indios "los Incas y los piles, los labradores y
los cazadores, los nomadas y los sedentarios, los guerreros y los sacerdotes; los que
habitan mas alla de la frontera colonial, siempre en expansion; los proximos, los
conocidos solo por referencias y los que apenas se imaginan e intuyen. ".
4. En una serie de documentos sobre la historia de los Estados Unidos publicada
por ei Instituto Mora, vienen algunos donde se muestra cual fue la polftica que
siguieron las autoridades norteamericanas para lograr la pacificacion de los barbaros.
Vease Silvia Nunez Garcia y Guillermo Zermeno Padilla, EVA. Documenlos de su
hisloria politica, volume 3 (Mexico: Instituto Mora-Editorial Mexicana, 1988),
242-250.
5. Benedict Anderson, Comunidades imaginadas: Reflexiones sobre el origen y
la difusian del nacionalismo (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1997), 1725. Como 10 senala Anderson, en este proceso de aculturacion, debemos concebir a
la nacion como un artefacto cultural de una c1ase en particular; en nuestro caso, del
grupo colonizador: Esto es, tenemos que ver en ella "una comunidad polftica
imaginada como inherentemente limitada y soberana." Imaginada "porque aun los
miembros de la nacion mas pequena no conoceran jamas a la mayoria de -Sus
compatriotas, no los veran ni oiran siquiera hablar de ellos, pero en la mente de
cada uno vive la imagen de su com union. " Limitada "porque incluso la mayor de·
elIas ... tiene front eras finitas, aunque elasticas, mas alia de las cuales se encuentran
otras naciones." Y soberana "porque el concepto nacio en una epoca en que la
Ilustracion y la Revolucion estaban destruyendo la legitimidad del reino dinastico
jerarquico, divinamente ordenado."
6. Bernardo Garcia Martinez, "En busca de la geografia historica," en L 'Ordinarie
Lalinoamericain, 159, I (Septembre-Octobre 1995): 87. Como senala Garcia
Martinez, el Norte ha estado siempre ligado a la presencia de la frontera:
practicamente todos sus puntos han vivido alguna vez la experiencia de estar 'en el
limite de la geografia mexicana. Y muchos, a 10 largo de una de las fronteras
polfticas mas largas y definidas del mundo, 10 estan hasta el dia de hoy."
7. Bernardo Garcia Martinez, "Tiempo y espacio en Mexico: las ultimas decadas
del siglo XX," en Mexico a fines de siglo, tomo I, Jose Joaquin Blanco y Jose
Woldenberg, compiladores (Mexico: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes:
Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1993), 156.
.
8. EI Septentrion fue considerado por los primeros conquistadores y misioneros
como un lugar hostil, y a sus pobladores como seres extravagantes. Sobre el concepto
de "desierto" vease Carlos Manuel Valdes, "La gente del mezquite. Los nomadas del
noroeste en la Colonia," en Hisloria de los Pueblos jndigenas de Mexico (Mexico:
Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropologia Social: Instituto
Nacional Indigenista, 1995), 35-42.
9. David J. Weber, "Una ojeada a la frontera del antiguo norte de la Nueva
Espana," en EI Mexico perdido. Ensayos 'sobre el anliguo norle de Mexico, 1540182/ (Mexico: SEPSetentas, 265), 15-33.
10. Enrique C. Creel y Victoriano Salado Alvarez, Exposician de molivos que
presenta a/ Ejecutivo del ESlado sobre civilizacian y mejoramienlo de la raza
larahumara y ley expedida acerca del asunlo por la H. Legislalura (Chihuahua:
Imprenta del Gobierno, 1906),4. Por ejemplo, en 1906, siendo gobernador de
Chihuahua Enrique C. Creel, propuso ante el Congreso del estado la Ley para el
mejoramienlo y civilizacian de la raza larahumara. Con esta ley, Mexico trato de
incorporar a los tarahumaras (raramuris) al desarrollo capital ista del estado con el
objeto de controlar su territorio y a ese sector de la poblacion que comenzaba a
estar de nuevo bajo el dominic de los jesuitas. Tambien, porque constituian, segun
10 expreso Creel, "por 10 menos la sexta parte de la poblacion de nuestro territorio
(aproximadamente 53,000 habitantes) no producen nada y son punto menos que
nulos como consumidores."
11. Valdes, La genIe del mezquile ... , 35-68.
12. Arturo Guevara Sanchez, "Los Atapascanos en Nueva Vizcaya," en Cuaderno
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de /rabajo 6 (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia (INAH),
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13. Arturo Guevara Sanchez, Los conchos. Apun/es para su biografia (Chihuahua: USED, SEP, INAH, Centro Regional, Gobierno del Estado, 1987), 23. Respecto
al nombre del grupo, que se Ie conocio como cibolo 0 bisonte, el arque610go Arturo
Guevara Sanchez dice, "Los chisos 0 conchos del Noreste aprovecharon
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muy numerosas en Norteamerica, se sabe que aquel grupo se unia a otro al que los
espanoles conocian como los cibolos, para realizar trabajos de equipo y asi conseguir
resultados positivos."
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y el crecimiento economico, 1750-1800," en His/oria General de Mexico, tomo 2
(Mexico: Colegio de Mexico, 1981), 471-590. Sobre la poblaci6n que se fue
asentando en el norte de la Nueva Espana vease Weber, "Una Ojeada a la frontera .... ,"
15-33.
18. Para mas informaci6n sobre la disputa territorial entre Espana, Inglaterra,
Francia, y los Estados Unidos vease Isidro Vizcaya Canales, Ins/ruccion reservada
de don Nemesio Salcedo y Salcedo comandan/e general de las provincias in/ernas
a su sucesor (Chihuahua: CIDECH, 1990), 16-17.
19. Philip W. Powell, La Guerra Chichimeca, 1550-1600 (Mexico: Fondo de
Cultura Econ6mica, CULTURASEP, 1984), 48. Segun Powell, cada nacion "abarcaba
muchos pequenos grupos de tribus y rancherias, que tambien recibieron nombres
mas especificos que el de 'chichimecas' . . . La extensi6n de cada naci6n y las
caracteristicas que principal mente distinguian fueron conocidas y comentadas por
los espanoles, y estas agrupaciones 'nacionales' llegaron a ser bases de la pol[tica y
la acci6n de los espanoles [en la regi6n)."
20. Para mas informaci6n sobre.le reaccion de los indigenas al establecimiento
de misiones y presidios en el Septentri6n vease Ram6n A. Gutierrez, Cuando Jesus
lIego, las madres del maiz se fueron (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1993),
17.
21. Maria del Carmen Velazquez, "El Septentri6n Novohispano," en Vision
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23. Ibid., 55.
24. Manuel Payno, "Razas indigenas. Rancherias de la Sierra Madre," en Bole/in
de la Sociedad Mexicana de Geografia y Es/adistica 2, Torno I, Mexico, 1869,
502. Desde 1869, Payno habl6 del apego que tenian los indios nortenos a practicar
la guerra, como si fuera algo natural en ellos. A estos indios les dio la definici6n de
tribus cazadoras de la Sierra Madre. Payno dijo "EI indio cazador es perezoso e
indolente cuando esta en el ocio y descanso, [pero) es extremadamente activo,
ligero, y fuerte para resistir la fatiga cuando se halla en una guerra 0 en una caceria."
25. Powell, La Guerra Chichimeca ... , 55-59.
26. Respecto a los indios que habitaron en Texas provenientes de la regi6n de
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los grandes lagos, vease el cuadro que mas adelante viene, titulado "Calculo
aprocsimado del numero de individuos de ambos secsos de que se componen las
tribus barbaras fronterizas de Tejas."
27. Sobre las migraciones de indigenas Athapazcos, tal como los apaches, vease
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Taking It to the Streets: The Social Protest Theater of Luis Valdez and Amiri
Saraka. By Harry J. Elam, Jr. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1997.
xi + 187 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $37.50.)
Taking It to the Streets delivers a critical analysis of the social protest performances of Luis Valdez's El Teatro Campesino and Amiri Baraka's (LeRoi Jones)
Black Revolutionary Theater during the period 1965 through 1971. Harry Elain, Jr.
emphasizes the historical context through the stage performances while providing
the reader with the necessary political and cultural background on both theater
companies. The author goes on to highlight the role of ritualism in the social protest performances and fuses the symbology of ceremony with political activism.
Elam states "As symbolic meditations, the social protest performance of El Teatro
and Black Revolutionary Theater similarly sought to connect the social and spiritual with the performative" (p. 14).
The contemporary political and social circumstances of the 60s and 70s were
foundational elements for the social protest performance. In chapter two, Elam
introduces two plays, Black Ice (Black Revolutionary Theater) and Las Dos Caras
del Patroncito (El Teatro), presenting ritual performance as a resistance effort against
a pre-existing hierarchical power structure reacting to sociopolitical contexts and
shaping a reorganized social order. The writer shows through content and form,
ritual and ceremonial acts, how sociopolitical conditions catalyzed the development of both theater companies. Elam examines in chapter three The Prayer Meeting (Black Revolutionary Theater) and Los Vendidos (El Teatro) to demonstrate
how the content and form of these plays fused cultural expression and political
activism to empower the disenfranchised Chicano and Black target audience. Audience awareness was raised through the integration of satire, parody, myth, and
history. Furthermore, incorporating audience participation encouraged viewer involvement in the spectacle of the social protest. The content and form of these
plays ennobled the active audience, affirmed culturaIidentity, and urged the viewer
to take social action. This nationwide political environment affected both theaters
in the same manner.
In chapter four Elam presents two social protest plays, Slave Ship, written by
Amiri Baraka, and Acto Quinta Temporada, by EI Teatro, and examines the similarities of dramatic content by viewing chants, music, gestures, physical action,
and comic business, and how the plays emerged as effective devices for social
change. Another highly effective element invoked in the performance was the authenticity of the settings, the very site of oppression-in these cases a slave ship
and the fields. However, Black Revolutionary Theater incorporated more brutal
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language and violent behavior while EI Teatro treatment invoked more festive elements. In both performances, images and symbols were used to represent the past
collective memory of the target audience and its linkage to the contemporary
sociopolitical struggle. The setting and techniques were both confrontational and
comforting.
EI Teatro and Black Revolutionary Theater evolved in a similar artistic fashion to address Black and Chicano social and political issues. Black Mass (Black
Revolutionary Theater) and La Conquista (EI Teatro) demonstrate to the reader the
similarities in production and philosophy of Black and Chicano social activism
across the continent.
Overall, Elam succeeds in analyzing two political theaters that shared synergistic performance techniques that contributed to the spirit of ethnic unity and commitment to the social protest nationwide. He provides insights on the effective
dramatic techniques used to address Chicano and Black cultural nationalism. This
book is well-researched, logically organized, and a good addition to Chicano and
Black theater history. It provides new insights into the theory and development of
social protest theater, and it will appeal to Chicano and Black performing artists
and scholarly readers alike.
Cecilia J. Aragon
La Casa Teatro
Wide Skies: Finding a Home in the West. By Gary Holthaus. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997. xix + 170 pp., $39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper.)
In this slim and gracefully written volume, poet and educator Gary Holthaus
has gathered a number of essays, stories, and personal experiences from the past
forty years and arranged them loosely under the umbrella of his reflections of a
life-long affection for the American West. The strength of Wide Skies is not that
Holthaus adds much that is new to our understanding of the West as either a place
in the imagination or as a region where real people live, but that he attempts through
his writing to affirm both the spiritual West and the material one.
As a child growing up in Iowa, Holthaus formed his adolescent notions of the
West as an open space for heroic adventure and individual freedom from the popular novels, histories, and Hollywood westerns ofthe day. This romantic perspective remains an important part of his sense of western reality. It also explains perhaps
why home (in the sense of a permanent settlement) is never found, and why he is
always "on the move, scurrying through the dark like a coyote ..." (p. xi). From
the tales of the men in his family and from youthful hunting and fishing expeditions in the Iowa countryside, Holthaus also developed an appreciation for the outdoors, for the natural world, and at least a degree of reflectiveness about man's
proper place within it. A number of the stories are based upon recreational hunting
and fishing experiences and although these result in some of the most vivid natural
landscape descriptions in the volume, the apparently senseless killing of deer and
moose is difficult to square with a mature naturalist philosophy (Henry David
Thoreau's, for example); Holthaus' attempts to do so are disappointing.
In addition to the romantic and naturalistic perspectives, Wide Skies also offers several moving portraits of individuals, families, and small communities in
Utah, Oregon, Montana, and Alaska. These people in general are not suffering from
life-and-death challenges, but they are concerned about their schools and their
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economic futures and they are worried about development and ethnic tension and
the community decline in public spirit. Wide Skies is not history, the selection of
subject and the point of view is always the author's, but Holthaus is a good listener-with an excellent ear-and his sympathies are genuine.
Reid Badger
University ofAlabama
Dreams and Promises: The Story of the Armand Hammer United World College. By Theodore D. Lockwood. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 1997. 227 pp.
Illustrations, index. $26.95.)

From his experience as the first president of the Armand Hammer United World
College, author Theodore Lockwood commands a unique participant-observer understanding of the founding and first decade of operation of the "other Las Vegas"
college, In the spring of 1981, the author initially was hired as a consultant by the
London office of the United World College movement to investigate the feasibility
of establishing a a United World College affiliate in the southwestern United States
that would be subsidized by the generosity of entrepreneur-philanthropist Armand
Hammer. Lockwood, who had already announced his intention to retire as President of Trinity College in Connecticut, was thus drawn into a crucial discussion
that led to the approval of the American UWC and the selection ofthe old Montezuma
Hotel property at the edge of the Pecos Wilderness as the site for the new college.
Personally selected by Hammer as the first president, Lockwood led the new institution through its first decade of formation. His story, subtitled "A Critical Analysis," relates the complex and often frustrating process of creating the infrastructure
for a new campus in a fairly remote location in northern New Mexico, recruiting
200 qualified students from all over the world, and assembling a faculty that could
implement an innovative and challenging curriculum-in a littl~ over a year's time.
Dreams and Promises is a well-crafted, intelligent account of Lockwood's
demanding relations as chief administrator and head academic officer with the volatile founderlfunder whose own expectations and personal pledges of support greatly
shaped the college's destiny. The book is thus an instructive case history of the
politics of philanthropy that often occur when an institution (and its president)
must depend for survival upon the good will and wisdom of a celebrity donor who
does not hesitate to intervene in college business. Lacking a clear charter document, an accountable Board of Trustees, or significant independent financial resources, the college was unusually vulnerable and dependent on Hammer's energetic
good will.
In addition to its emphasis on the institution's structural development, the
volume isa valuable addition to the general history of higher education. It particularly illuminates the nature of the post-World War II movement to establish alternative international schools such as United World Colleges. As head of the only
American UWC and acting as Hammer's agent, Lockwood was at the center of
constant UWC struggles over finances and policy decisions at both national and
international levels. His narrative analysis clarifies the issues and pressures facing
the World College movement as it matured and developed institutionally. The author also describes the two-year International Baccalaureate curriculum championed by the UWCs. It is clear that the college's adaptation and refinement of the
International Baccalaureate at the Montezum'a site for students from over seventy
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countries was central to its success and integrity.
The story of the college's interaction with its New Mexican culture is less
satisfying. After discussion of the initial site selection and subsequent construction, there is little continuing assessment of how, if at all, the college interacted
with its neighboring communities or the degree to which it may have affected education and culture in the region, or vice-versa. Nor does the volume, by design,
endeavor to capture the reality of the educational institution as experienced by
students, faculty, and staff.
In sum, Theodore Lockwood has deftly recounted the multiple, complex administrative and institutional contexts of the Armand Hammer United World
College's dynamic first decade. Dreams and Promises is a clear and cogent exposition of the exhilaration and frustration of creating a significant alternative educational institution in the postwar Southwest.
Charles D. Biebel
University ofNew Mexico
On the Prairie of Palo Alto: Historical Archaeology of the U.S.-Mexican War
Battlefield. By Charles M. Haecker and Jeffrey G. Mauck. (College Station:
Texas A&M University Press, 1997. xi + 227 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $39.95.)
This excellent work is an outstanding contribution to literature on the 184648 war between the United States and Mexico. The authors, National Park Service
archaeologist Charles M. Haecker and consulting historian Jeffrey G. Mauck, examine the opening battle of this war on 8 May 1846 at a site now in the National
Park system. They write first in conventional historical terms about the start of the
war and troop movements by both armies leading up to the battle. This is accomplished flawlessly, using abundant, appropriate sources.
A long chapter then utilizes published sources and museum collections with
clear, useful illustrations of the physical objects (weapons, clothing, etc.) used by
both armies. This artifactual.history gives understanding to what would be recovered by means of archaeology. The authors next delve skillfully into "Topographic
and Documentary Analyses," and with much, but not overwhelming, detail. "The
Physical Evidence of the Battle" is followed by "Conclusions." With abundant illustrations and well-organized text, the archaeologist-author describes the procedures involved and the results attained.
Several salient impressions emerge from a review of this work, one being the
reinforcement of my skepticism concerning the practice of historical archaeology.
The authors felt, and 1 agree, that the best results tend to come from skilled historians working "in tandem" with skilled archaeologists (p. 6). In-depth analysis of
Mexican armaments and munitions of all kinds, in comparison with those of the
U.S. Army, substantiates the oft-expressed judgment that American troops had
significant advantages at all levels, not merely with regard to "flying artillery"
whose battlefield superiority has always been recognized. Notably, Mexican soldiers were equipped in great numbers with India Pattern "Brown Bess" muskets
that were British cast-offs. In an 1838 accounting, Mexico possessed 18,542fusiles
ingleses (English muskets) of which only 2, 428 were new and 3,844 were defective (p. 63). Many textual comparisons along this line culminate in the conclusion
that "One warring nation upheld the ancient traditions of the artisan class; the other
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was an active participant in the Industrial Revolution" (p. 183). Many readers will
be interested in the explanations of how battle tactics were influenced and limited
by an army's equipment.
The index, bibliography, glossary, annotation, and general design ofthis work
is admirable. Reaching for a shortcoming, I will add that literally no mention is
made of the adjoining site of the battle of Resaca de la Palma, following that of
Palo Alto, at which Mexican troops were driven entirely from the U.S.-claimed
left bank of the Rio Grande.
John Porter Bloom
New Mexico State University
The Journals of Patrick Gass: Member of the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
Edited by Carol Lynn MacGregor. (Missoula: Mountain Press Publishing Company, 1997. xi + 447 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes, notes; bibliography,
indexes. $20.00 paper.)
Two separate works by Patrick Gass are contained in this volume. The first is
his journal, written as a member of the Lewis and Clark expedition. The second is
his personal account of the years 1826-37 and 1847-48. His was the first journal
published by a member of the expedition-beating by"two years that of Meriwether
Lewis. In 1807, Gass arranged for David McKeehan of Pittsburgh to edit and publish his journal. This resulted in a flurry of criticism, centered on the suspected
number of changes made by McKeehan. Since the original manuscript was lost
sometime after publication, speculation has continued about the extent of editorial,
spelling, and style changes or enhanc.ements. In an effort to answer these questions, the editor of this volume, Carol Lynn MacGregor, has included the account
book of Patrick Gass. The original handwritten manuscript of these accounts still
exist. The editor contends that a comparison of the style used in the journal with
that used in the accounts indicates McKeehan corrected spelling and added his own
notes, but did not alter the basic expressive style ofPatrick Gass. Also, the accounts of his expenditures' provide us with an interesting view of life in the first
half of the nineteenth century.
The Patrick Gass account of the Lewis and Clark expedition is straightforward
and concise. It therefore has a natural flow and is easy to read. Gass concentrated
on the events of the day, primarily upon work activities, and made few comments
on the scientific and cultural aspects of the journey. This should not surprise the
reader, since it was his skills in carpentry and construction, as well as leadership,
that made him valuable to the expedition. When the journal is read in conjunction
with works such as Undaunted Courage, by Stephen Ambrose, a greater appreciation is developed for the observations of Patrick Gass, as well as the hardships of
the journey.
This edition of the journal of Patrick Gass is presented as it was published in
1807. MacGregor has added numerous annotations to provide the reader with additional information about locations, circumstances, and events. These annotations
are both helpful and enriching. The editor used numerous sources for these citations, including a large number of references to the first ten volumes of The Journals ofthe Lewis and Clark Expedition edited by Gary Moulton. One minor problem
is noted in the annotations but this does not, however, damage the overall quality
of the work. When using streams as a part of location, "above" or "below" refers to
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direction of stream flow, hence "above" is upstream while "below" is downstream.
Therefore, contrary to what appears in the notes, the Salmon River enters the Snake
River "below," not "above" Hells Canyon (p. 244, note 388). The journal, as edited
by MacGregor, provides useful insights into the journals of Lewis and Clark. It
will be a welcome addition to the collections of libraries and individuals interested
in the expedition.
James R. Chrisman
Black Hills State University
Four Trails to Valor: From Ancient Footprints to Modern Battlefields: A Journey of Four Peoples. By Dorothy Cave. (Las Cruces: Yucca Tree Press, 1998.
386 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, appendixes, index. $24.95 cloth.)

This attractive volume is a remarkable account of four men, their personal
stories, and the histories of their communities and cultural groups. Dorothy Cave
uses Four Trails to Valor to weave the account of how men from four New Mexican cultures had unique and yet unifying experiences during World War II.
Mike Romero of Taos represents the Cornmeal Path of the Pueblos. His heritage helped him survive the unspeakable Bataan Death March and the Japanese
prison camps. Harold Foster from the Navajo Beautyway became one of the "Code
Talkers." Edras Montoya of Monticello, with his Hispanic Way of the Cross heritage, escaped from the Death March and survived in the jungles. Morris Snow of
Roswell, an Anglo from the Yankee Trail of Destiny, fought in North Africa, Sicily, and Italy.
In some measure, this book is a follow-up to Cave's award-winning Beyond
Courage (1992) about New Mexicans in the Bataan Death March from Japanese
prison camps. Two of the survivors appear in Cave's work.
Four Trails to Valor is divided into three books. Book I relates the historical
and cultural backgrounds of the subjects. Book II relates their World War II experiences, told in their own words whenever possible (an approach that makes their
stories more personal and enables the reader to feel their emotions). Book III tells
of the men's return: to their home communities and their disillusionment with the
"progress" that had taken place while they were gone.
This work is not intended to be a history of New Mexico, yet it provides an
extraordinary insider's view of each culture-Pueblo, Navajo, Hispanic, and Anglo.
The author:s treatment of World War II emphasizes those aspects in which her
subjects were involved, but her adroit narrative ties it all together into a succinct
history of the war.
Dorothy Cave handles words with skill, and may have invented some of her
own ("wombland"). Her prose is sometimes mystical, sometimes stilted, but nearly
always eloquent and quite readable. Several other features contribute to making
her book a valuable source: eight maps (although one has errors), over thirty pictures, endnotes, an outstanding bibliography organized to parallel the text, and an
extensive index. Dorothy Cave's Four Trails to Valor is a worthwhile addition to
the literature of New Mexico.
Elvis E. Fleming
Historical Society for Southeast New Mexico
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American Indians in World War I: At Home and at War, By Thomas A, Britten.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997. x + 254 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95.)

World War I proved a definitive time in the lives of 10,000 Native Americans
who served with the American Expeditionary Force. Hundreds crossed the border
to join Canadian units and tens of thousands worked on the home front. Thomas A.
Britten's work illuminates the complex nature of these times for tribal members,
approximately one-third of whom the American legal system failed to recognize as
citizens. Avoiding the tendency to present a single "Indian" experience, Britten
reveals the diversity of Native American participation and contributions during the
war years.
The author writes beyond his title, placing tribal wartime experiences into the
larger context of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century federal Indian policy.
He discusses the preservationists' promotion of segregated Indian units and
assimilationists' efforts to establish the "triad of allotment, education, and military
service" (p. 14). In chapter 6, "American Indians and Other Minorities in World
War I," Britten's social history compares the experiences of Native American troops
with other ethnic minorities within the Allied war effort.
Britten highlights the diversity of tribal responses to the war throughout the
book. Assiniboine Clarkson Maine appealed his ineligibility for military service
due to a "noncitizen'~ status, but later enlisted in the military, At the same time,
Goshute (Onondaga) and other tribal members resisted the draft for specific reasons. Still, thousands served with distinction. Militaryleaders assigned tribal members more dangerous duties as scouts, snipers, and messengers, due to their legendary
fighting abilities. This service led to an estimated 5 percent casualty rate for Indian
servicemen as compared to an overall one percent for other American forces.
This first major study suggests that the war years represent a "cultural watershed" in American Indian history (p. 157). Britten recognizes that tribal leaders
promoted, and federal officials reluctantly permitted, a ceremonial renaissance on
many reservations to honor wartime service. The author also reveals that federal
neglect of reservation communities, education opportunities, and economic incentives prompted a slow post-war trickle of tribal members to the cities.
Britten organizes his work into eight chronological and thematic chapters. His "
inclusion of sixteen photographs reinforces his theme of diverse tribal participation. The enormity of his task, however, does not allow for detailed cultural exploration of the war's influence in specific native communities. Still, Britten provides
readable prose based on manuscript collections, oral histories, government documents, newspapers, Indian journals, and secondary literature. This book will serve
college students and scholars of social, military, and federal policy history.
Robert W. Galler, Jr.
Western Michigan University
Chicanismo: The Forging of a Militant Ethos Among Mexican Americans. By
Ignacio M. Garcia. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997. x + 175 pp.
Notes, index, $35.00 cloth, $17.95 paper.)

More than two decades after the era known as "the Chicano movem'ent" faded,
there has emerged the first concise, yet comprehensive and thoughtful, synthesis of
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the activities, and some of the consequences of the movement. In a notably succinct manner, Ignacio M. Garcia has managed to create the single best exposition
of a short but critically important historical era for Mexican Americans. He begins
with an objective and largely descriptive account of the major political activities of
that time and what he views as largely ineffective "liberal reformist" political efforts preceding it. He provides concise descriptions of each of the movement's four
major leaders and their activities. This is followed by interpretations of Mexican
American history-from the negatively-biased stereotyping of social scientists to
the counter "radical" reinterpretations of Chicano movement scholars and artists.
Chicanos created a new historical image for themselves with their own heroes,
legends, intellectual foundations, and culture to combat the negative interpretations previously imposed upon them. The author concludes that this new "historical re-interpretation would be one of the most significant products of the Chicano
movement" (p. 67.)
The ethos that grew from the activities of this period was known as
"Chicanismo." In essence, this was a loose ideology incorporating various forms
of class analyses as well as strong cultural nationalism. At its root, it shifted the
direction of politics from one of incorporation to one of a distinctive cultural identity and group empowerment. Although the intellectuals, or activists, never really
converted the masses to accept the totality of the more radical ideas, what Iives on
is a legacy that has been incorporated into the mainstream politics of the past two
decades and changed the way Mexican Americans think about group-based cultural solidarity and ethnic self-consciousness in their history, identity, and politics.
There is little new in this volume, with the possible exception of the emphasis
on the significant role of women, and the de-emphasis of the role of students and
young people. The account is generally more descriptive than analytical and is
never very critical of movement occurrences which sometimes had less-than-beneficial consequences. Although the author apparently has strong feelings about the
Chicano movement and Chicanismo-having been an active participant-the narrative is notably calm and even-handed in its recounting and interpretation of a
passionate and emotional era in the history of Mexican American people.
F. Chris Garcia
University of New Mexico

Handbook of the American Frontier: Four Centuries of Indian-White Relationships, Vol. IV: The Far West. By 1. Norman Heard. (Lanham, Maryland:
The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1997. xiv + 369 pp., $59.50.)
The fourth in a projected five-volume series on the American frontier, J.
Norman Heard's focus is on the area encompassing the Rocky Mountains, the Southwest, and the Pacific coast. Earlier volumes include the Southeastern Woodlands
(1987), the Northeastern Woodlands (1990), and the Great Plains (1993). This volume, like the earlier ones, is composed of short entries that cover various Indian
tribes and agents, battles, Native leaders, mountain men, missionaries, and major
events of Native and Anglo contact in the West. Written in narrative style with
sources listed at the end of each entry, the final volume promises to enhance the
first four with a comprehensive index and bibliography.
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This work of career librarian and researcher Heard provides a handy reference
for teachers and students of western history. While it draws on few archival materials, it does make use of hundreds of primary and secondary sources, from George
Bancroft and Herbert Eugene Bolton to Robert Utley and Robert Prescott Webb.
Concise and fairly thorough, it presents a more balanced view of Indian-White
relations than previous references, making use of newer ethnohistorical research.
While some omissions and inaccuracies exist (for example, William Gray's tenure
in the West went byond his missionary career and culminated in the publication of
one of the earliest histories of Oregon,) Heard is to be commended for including
many lesser-known leaders such as Nez Perce Presbyterian preacher Mark Arthur.
The McBeth sisters, however, who trained more than a dozen Nez Perce ministers,
are omitted.
Heard's series is a useful tool for easy reference and enjoyable reading. Although not as comprehensive as the Smithsonian projected twenty-volume Handbook of North American Indians, it is a valuable resource for those with more
modest budgets and less demanding academic concerns.
Bonnie Sue Lewis
University of Dubuque
Comadres: Hispanic Women ofthe Rio Puerco Val!~y. Edited by Nasario Garcia'.
"(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997. xiv + 243 pp. Illustrations, map, $19.95 paper.)
In a similar effort to his previous publications on oral literature of the Rio
Puerco valley, Nasario Garcia increases our understanding ofcostumbrismo, people's
customs in rural New Mexico of a bygone era. In this work, Garcia concentrates his
attention on the Hispanic women living in the small ranching and farming communities of Guadalupe, Cabez6n, Casa Salazar, and San Luis.
Born the year' New Mexico became a state, Garcia grew up in the remote Rio
Puerco valley- homesteaded by his father. His life is emblematic of many twentieth- century rural Hispanos. Garcia has collected many of the stories of the Hispanas
who lived in the valley and presents them in a bilingual format, preserving'the
archaic vernacular Spanish of the area. By publishing the words of these women
exactly as they were spoken, Garcia establishes an intimacy between the reader and
these women. We feel as if we are at the kitchen table listening to them reveal their
vibrant enthusiasm for life as well as their memories of a vanished culture. Garcia
thus has preserved the long oral tradition of His panas, as well as the local idiom of
that valley.
Personal accounts of ordinary, even trivial, daily life provide some of the most
telling insights into a cultural heritage. The reminiscences of Comadres make plain
the daily experiences ofa people. The book is filled with details of how the women
, harvested pinto beans, how they baked bread in beehive ovens, and cleaned the
ditches. We learn about butchering, diet and special recipes, planting and harvesting, holy week celebrations, weddings, and comadres' get-togethers. Frances
Lovato, for example, talks about making her own dolls out of old socks and Pina
Lucero describes how women wallpapered with catalogues. Throughout the book
these women display a congenial sense of humor, for although their lives were
difficult by today's standards, they were survivors.
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Comadres effectively conveys the texture of daily life in Rio Puerco. The dignity and humility that infuse Rio Puerco life are further captured and conveyed
through the text and photographs, imbuing the stories with vitality and historical
reality. The prose recorded verbatim in Spanish and English details the principles
and practices of faith, tradition, .and human interaction through the voices of fourteen women. The book is an important acquisition of period history, essential to
the interpretation of Hispanic culture in New Mexico.
Rosalie C. Otero
The University ofNew Mexico
Massacre on the Lordsburg Road: A Tragedy of the Apache Wars. By Marc
Simmons. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1997. xviii + 250
pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $27.85.)
People who live across the dry, wrinkled landscape of southern New Mexico
and Arizona still feel chills down their spines when anyone mentions the McComas
"Massacre." This part of the territory belongs to the Apaches, or did in frontier
days. On 28 March 1883, sometime during the noon hour, Chato's war band of
Chiricahua came across Judge Hamilton C. McComas, his wife Juniata, and their
blue-eyed boy, Charley, near the mouth of Thompson Canyon, a few miles north
of Lordsburg, New Mexico. Driving a team and buggy from Silver City on business for a mining company at Pyramid City near Lordsburg, the family had stopped
for lunch just minutes before the war band rode up the canyon. The mess left behind revealed that McComas "died game," holding off the Apaches with a Winchester, while Juniata whipped the horses for 300 yards up the road in a wild-eyed
effort to get away with Charley. But the Apaches shot down the "off' horse in the
traces, then ravaged Juniata, who undoubtedly died still clutching her little son.
The war band took Charley with them and, though family and friends searched for
years, he was never found. Some said he had died or been killed; others that he had
become a white-skinned Apache war leader himself.
Perhaps no one will ever know for sure. But Marc Simmons' new book considers all the questions about Charley's fate and about the family and their bloody
deaths on the Lordsburg road. Tracing the lives of McComas and his wife from
childhood, Simmons follows them to Silver City where the judge, a first-class attorney, had moved from St. Louis to take advantage of the mining prospects.
Simmons examines a great range of evidence from widespread archival sources to
recreate the lives of these dependable, well-educated people and he stresses the
all-too-human irony that this bright, normally sensible man brought his family to
grief by his own poor judgment. Reports ofChato's band had been circulating for
days, and McComas ought to have known better than to take his family on an outing into the wild and isolated Burro Mountain country west of Silver City.
Now that scholars and general readers can at last know them through Simmons'
thorough research and lively narrative style, the tragedy of the McComas family
seems all the greater. This book is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the hatred, the violence, and the cost-for both settlers and the
Chiricahuas-during the closing years of the Apache Wars.
David Remley
Silver City, New Mexico
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On the Padres' Trail. By Christopher Vecsey. (Notre Dame: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1996. xvii + 440 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index.
$50.00.)
.

In this, the first of what is to be a three-volume work, Christopher Vecsey
seeks to demonstrate the intricate ways that Catholicism has impacted American
Indians and traditional belief systems, as well as how Native Americans view Catholicism today. In pursuing this line of research, Vecsey has attempted to synthesize over 500 years of Catholic and American Indian interaction.
The author divides his book into four sections. In the first three, he traces the
expansion of Catholicism into the Caribbean region and northward into the Yaqui
and Tohono O'odham (Pima and Papago) lands. He then moves into New Mexico
with a look at the Pueblo Indians. With each of these groups, Vecsey traces the
spread of Catholic influences, starting with the arrival of the padres in the area and
following through to Indian and Diocese interactions today. He ends the book with
a close look at the impact of the missionization process in California, concluding
with the current Father Junipero Serra controversy. Within this study, the overall
pattern shows each one of these groups continuing to go through varying cycles of
resistance, acceptance, and ambivalence to Catholicism.
Regarding the Yaqui, Vecsey paints a picture of a Catholicism that has become interwoven into the very fabric of religious worship and Yaqui identity. This
American Indian group certainly considers itself to be Catholic, regardless of the
Native American influences that contribute to ceremonialism and social patterns.
For the Pueblo Indians, the emerging pattern is one of parallelism in which American Indian traditional religions exists alongside Catholic doctrine, with less interaction between the two than seen with the Yaqui and Tohono O'odham. The mission
groups of California are at the opposite end of the spectrum of Vecsey's analysis,
having lost much of the Native American tradition, and still unsure of their comfort
with Catholic practices. In all cases however, Vecsey argues that Catholicism has,
for better or worse, become part of religious life, whether it be the syncretism of
the Yaqui, the parallel coexistence of the Pueblo Indians, or a combination of these
for the California groups.
A well-researched book overall, On the Padres' Trail provides an admirable
synthesis of existing works on the topic. New primary and' oral research exists
mainly, but not exclusively, in the California section of the book. It is extremely
readable and nicely highlighted with the voices of priests and Native Americans
from archival sources and oral interviews conducted by the author.
The only failing lies in the author's tendency to rely too heavily on the information of one or two secondary sources in certain sections of the book, especially
with regard to the Pueblo Indians. This narrows the impact of some conclusions.
However; this problem does not detract from the significant contribution this book
makes. It is certainly recommended reading for anyone interested in American Indian and religious history of the Southwest.
Kimlisa Salazar
University of New Mexico
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Myths ofAncient Mexico. By Michel Graulich. Translated by Bernard Ortiz de
Montellano and Thelma Ortiz de Montellano. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1997. xii + 370 pp. Illustrations, maps, chart, tables, notes, biblioj?;raphy, index. $32.95.)

This work is an English translation of the author's Spanish edition, Mitos y
rituales del Mexico antiguo (1990), but without the information relating to native
ritual. Even so, it is a most welcome addition to an expanding corpus of scholarly
titles about Native American religions and mythologies.
Michael Graulich's focus is on indigenous myths in Mesoamerica and his purpose is to bring together all extant relevant sources for comparison and contrast in
order to ascertain a common, or at best, unifying, leitmotif One difficulty, however, is the nature of the sources themselves, for they vary. How to reconcile Maya,
Mexica, and Mixtec pictorials, Nahuatl-language annals, Maya-language narratives, and early colonial reports in Spanish. Moreover, many are fragments or imperfect copies of originals now lost. Additionally, the sources are typically
anonymous and widely divergent; essentially, each reflects the philosophy and history of a very distinct, sovereign Mesoamerican population. For example, it was
not uncommon for native scholars in a particular ethnic state to neglect information about other groups, or even critical events affecting everyone, and write instead exclusively to glorify their own polity.
What is myth and what is history are primary concerns, and since many documents date to the post-contact period, Judeo-Christian intrusions must also be taken
into consideration. It seems that all people have creation myths, and the
Mesoamericans were no exception. Their creation beliefs reflect indigenous perceptions of a fourfold universe ruled by a dual-natured Supreme Being, Ometeotl.
Gods and earthly things, including humans, eventually become a part of the universe as well, and all time, space, religfion, and human existence came to be codifiedinto eras, or Suns. Depending on the myth, a "day" could represent an entire
era (i.e., with Genesis in the Old Testament) as could the life cycle of a particular
personality (i.e., the man/deity Quetzalcoatl.) Accordingly, there had been a series
of Suns, each of which ended cataclysmically due to indiscretions ("sins") on the
part of humans or their deities. A ~ajor concern in the course of one's earthly life,
then, was to carefully follow divine prescriptions in order to put off the inevitable.
But transgressions occurred nevertheless.
Graulich meticulously explores the various myths and frequently resorts to the
Quiche Mayas' Popul Vuh as a touchstone (because of its completeness, he believes) to fill lacunae in accounts from the Nahaus' sphere. He labors to prove the
sameness of the myths, especially because the creation beliefs of the Mexica appear to deviate sharply. from those of most other native people. The Mexica had
five Suns, not four, and they made and unmade history with layers of myths to suit
their own exaggerated purposes. Indeed, what is traditionally accepted as a turning
point in Mesoamerican history based on interpretations of a very complex and sophisticated system of Mexica beliefs receives little credit from Graulich.
Somewhat puzzling are occasional Nahautl-to-English translations as well as
Graulich's repeated use of "sin," when no such concept or behavior existed for the
Nahuas. One also wishes for greater charity and appreciation of the purpose of all
the world's peoples when it comes to constructing their myths and recording their
histories as they justify the costs of conquest. A classic example is any U.S. history
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textbook's obscurantism with regard to the place and rights of indigenous peoples
of North America. These are minor points, however, and they are not intended to
compromise the overall contribution of this 'interesting book.
Susan'Schroeder
Loyola University, Chicago

The Penitentiaries in Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico and Utah from 1900 to
1980. By Judith R. Johnson. (Lewiston, New York: The Edwin Mellen Press,
1997. iv + 247 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $89.95.)

Judith Johnson presents in this book a social history of prisons in the Far
Southwest from the territorial era to 1980. Following a general introduction of early
prison development in the U.S. and Far Southwest, she divides the book into chapters, reporting events in the first eight decades of this century, and concludes with
a brief epilogue that serves as a'summary and conclusion.
The book is a rich chronology, compiled from many sources, of events in the
Far Southwest, a region usually overlooked in more general prison histories. The
author correctly observes that cultural, ecological, economic, and political conditions in the Southwest have contributed to a pattern of prison development distinctive from the rest of the country. She pays particular attention to the problems
faced by prison administrators managing usually overcrowded prisons. The safety
of prisoners and staff was vital, as was response to public opinion concerning costeffective criminal punishment. Johnson focuses on prison industries and education
programs as strategies to reduce idleness, defray costs, and rehabilitate the offender.
When these programs worked well they were effective management tools, but when
they were inadequately supported and/or implemented, prisons often devolved into
individual violence, brutal riots, and escapes.
The Penitentiaries is weakest in its general conception of penology. It is not
well-grounded in the sociological, political, or organizational literatures of correc, tions, and uses no scientific material produced in the past ten years to address general topics such as inmates' rights, prison cultures, professionalization, or
organizational innovation. Consequently, the book reaches simplified conclusions
about the evolution of prisons in the region and country. Johnson does assert that
the central problem with prisons in the Uni.ted States is a lack of consensus among
professionals, government officials, and the public about their mission. This is certainly true, and it is a point commonly made by leaders in the field of penology.
However, the author leaves it to the reader to determine how the events she depicts
might support this assertion. Without a clearly executed conceptual positio'1, the
book is reduced to a chronology of events witli only a commonsense rationale for
their inclusion. As a history of prisons, this puts the book at a disadvantage relative
to other more general historical accounts. Most scholars in this field have agreed
on a sequence of prison history epochs that do not fit the author's convenient tenyear periods, or occur at the same time in all locales. The latter point is particularly
true in the Far Southwest. As Johnson points out, prisons in the Far Southwest
were slower in adopting innovations, and have seldom been leaders in the field.
Paul D. Steele
University of New Mexico
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The Texas Red River Country: The Official Surveys ofthe Headwaters, 1876.
Edited by T. Lindsay Baker. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press,
1998. xxii + 234 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
True Tales of the American Southwest: Pioneer Recollections ofFrontier Adventures. By Howard Bryan. (Santa Fe, NM: Clear Light Publishers, 1998. 286
pp. Illustrations, index. $24.95 cloth, $14.95, paper.)
Race to the Moonrise: An Ancient Journey. By Sally Crum. (Ouray, CO: Western Reflections, 1999. 100 pp. Illustrations, map. $12.95 paper.)
Roadside History ofNew Mexico. By Francis L. Fugate and Roberta B. Fugate.
(Missoula, MT: Mountain Press Publishing Company, 1997. xvi + 483 pp. Illustrations, maps, biblIography, index. $18.00 paper.)
The Atlas ofNorth American Exploration: From the Norse Voyages to the Race
to the Pole. By William H. Goetzmann and Glydwr Williams. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998. 224 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $24.95, paper.)
Edmund G. Ross: A Man of Courage. By Arthur Elliot Harrington. (Franklin,
TN: Providence House Publishers, 1997. 128 pp. Illustrations, appendixes. $14.95
paper.)
Two-Spirited People: Native American Gender Identity, Sexuality, and Spirituality. Edited by Sue-Ellen Jacobs, Wesley Thomas, and Sabine Lang. (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1997. xiii + 331 pp. Illustrations, tables, notes, index. $19.95 paper.)
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The Mythology of Native North America. By David Leeming and Jake Page.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998. xiii + 209 pp. Bibliography,
index. $22.95.)
Making Waves. By Mario Vargas Llosa. Edited and translated by John King.
(New York: Penguin Books, 1998. xxi + 338 pp. Index. $14.95 paper.)
The Other Americans: How Immigrants Renew Our Country, Our Economy,
and Our Values. By Joel Millman. (New York: Penguin Books, 1998. x + 369
pp. Notes, index. $13.95 paper.)
Western Treasure Tales. By Choral Pepper. (Niwot, CO: University Press of
Colorado, 1998. xiii + 130 pp. Illustrations, maps, index. $14.95 paper.)
Impressions ofCuba in the Nineteenth Century: The Travel Diary ofJoseph 1.
Dimock. Edited by Louis A. Perez. (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources Inc.,
1998. xvii + 150 pp. Illustration, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper.)
Redefining Mexican "Security": Society, State, and Region Under NAFTA. By
James F. Rochlin. (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1997. ix + 217 pp.
Map, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth.)
In Another Time: Sketches of Utah History, first published in the Salt Lake Tribune. By Harold Schindler. (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1998. xii +
199 pp. Illustrations, index. $34.95 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Clay Allison: Legend ofCimarron. By John H. Truett. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press,
1998. 286 pp. Illustrations. $24.95.)
Wayward Saints: The Godbeites and Brigham Young. By Ronald W. Walker.
(Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1998. xix + 399 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth, $25.00 paper.)

News Notes

The New Mexico Historical Review is proud but sad to announce
that three of our staff members have taken teaching positions elsewhere
and have thus entered the world of academia in force. Elaine Carey,
former managing editor, has been hired at the University of Detroit, Mercy
where she will be teaching courses in modern Mexican, Latin American,
and women's history. Jerry Davis, former associate editor, has been hired
to teach world history and American history at Oakridge School in Texas.
Carlos Herrera, former research historian, will be teaching Colonial Latin
American, Chicano, and Borderlands history at California State University in Dominguez Hills. Though we are pleased at this turn of events,
we will sorely.miss our colleagues here. Good luck to them all. Furthermore, it is with great affection tinged with sadness that the Review announces that Robert Himmerich y Valencia, Editor-in-Chief, has decided
to retire to his farm, whi~h, he informs us, is his true calling. He will be
terribly missed and we cannot adequately express our deep gratitude to
him for the time and energy he has devoted not only to the Review staff,
but ,to his colleagues and students. Good luck, Bob!
Though it seems the Review is now operating with a skeleton crew,
such is not the case. We have been joined by Elizabeth Jameson, Professor of History at the University of New Mexico who will serve as Editorin-Chieffor the next year. Dr. Jameson is co-editor with Dr. Sue Armitage
of The Women's West (1987) and Writing the Range: Race, Class, and
Gender in the Women s West (1997) and author ofAll That Glitters: Class,
Conflict, and Community in Cripple Creek (1998). We are very excited
to welcome her aboard. We are also joined by Evelyn Schlatter, a former
Review staff member who left her position as assistant editor at the
University of New Mexico Press to serve as managing editor. Javier
Marion, former assistant editor, is our new associate editor. Carlos
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Salomon, an assistant edi1or, will also be functioning as research historian. We all will greatly miss our colleagues but we are excited about the
coming year and the possible directions in which the Review will travel.
The New Mexico Water Resources Research Institute is sponsoring
the 43 rd annual New Mexico Water Conference, entitled "Water Challenges on the Lower Rio Grande." The conference will be held 22-23
October 1998 at the Holiday Inn de Las Cruces. Featured speakers include U.S. Senator Pete Domenici and New Mexico Governor Gary
Johnson. Contact Cynthia Rex by phone at (505) 646-1813 or fax at (505)
646-6418 for tickets or information. The conference's website address
is: http://wrri.nmsu.edu.
The 42 nd annual Missouri Valley History Conference, scheduled for
11-13 March 1999, will be held in Omaha, Nebraska. Proposals for papers and sessions in all areas of history are welcome. A proposal should
consist of a cover letter, abstract, and vita and should be sent by 15
November 1998 to Oliver B. Pollak, MVHC Program Coordinator/Department of History/University of Nebraska at Omaha/Omaha NE 68182. For
more information, send an e-mail to opollak@cwis.unomaha.edu or call
the Department of History at (402) 554-4821.
The Colegio de la Frontera Norte, the University of Texas at
Brownsville, the Universidad Autonoma de Tamaulipas, and the Palo
Alto Battlefield National Historic Site are sponsoring the 4 th Binational
Conference on the War Between Mexico and the United States: Origins,
Processes, and Consequences 11-13 February 1999 in Brownsville, Texas
and Matamoros, Tamaulipas. The sponsors invite proposals for papers
and presentations related to all facets of the war between Mexico and
the U.S., its causes and consequences, and its effects on binational
relations. The conference includes a wide range of topics and papers
from any discipline will be considered. Single papers are welcome, but
sessions and panels are encouraged. Proposals should include a title,
short abstract, and a brief vita of all participants. The deadline for submissions is 15 November 1998. Send them to: Conference Registration/
Palo Alto Battlefield National Historic Site/1623 Central Blvd., Suite 213/
Brownsville TX 78520. For more information, call (956) 541-2785 or fax
(956) 541-6356.
The William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies in the Department of History at Southern Methodist University in Dallas welcomes
applications for three rese'arch fellowships: the Clements Research Fellowship in Southwest Studies, open to individuals in any field in the
humanities or social sciences doing research on Southwestern America;
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the Carl B. and Florence E. King Research Fellowshipin southwestern
history, and the Summerfield-Roberts Research Fellowship in Texas history. The fellowships are designed to provide time for senior or junior
scholars to bring book-length manuscripts to completion and fell0'Ys
are expected to spend the 1999-2000 academic year at SMU, teach one
course during the two-semester duration of the fellowship, and participate in Center activities. Each fellow will receive the support of the
Center and access to the holdings of the DeGolyer Library. Fellowships
carry a stipend of $30,000, health benefits, a modest allowance for research and travel expenses, and a subvention for the book publication.
Each applicant should send two copies of his or her vita, a description
of the research project, a sample chapter or extract, and arrangements to
have letters of reference sent from three persons who can assess the
significance of the work and the ability of the scholar to carry it out.
Send applications to David J. Weber, Director/Clements Center for Southwest Studies/Dept. of History/SMUI Dallas TX 75275-0176. Applications much be received by 15 January 1999 and the award will be announced 2 March 1999.
.

Puerto del Sol magazine, with the support of Red Crane Books and
Marianne and Michael O'Shaughnessy, is proud to announce the first
annual writing prize in honor of Jim Sagel, a New Mexican writer and
poet of lasting importance who died 6 April 1998. From I October 1998 to
1 January 1999, any New Mexican fiction writer who has not published a
full-length book may submit original unpublished work ( and length up
to 13,000 words). One work will be chosen by I April 1999 and published
in the Winter 2000 issue of Puerto del Sol. Upon publication, the author
will receive $3000 from Red Crane Books, which will retain the option of
being the publisher of these works in book form. Send double-spaced
typed manuscripts with SASE to Puerto del Sol, The Jim Sagel/Red Crane
Books Prize/Kevin McIlvoy/Dept. of English/New Mexico State University/Box 30001, Dept. 3E/Las Cruces NM 88003-8001. For further information, contact Kevin McIlvoy at (505) 646-2024.
The Society for Historians of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era
(SHGAPE) announces its biennial competition for the best published
article dealing with any aspect of American history between 1865 and
1917. The article must have appeared in a journal dated 1997 or 1998 .
. Any graduate student or individual with a doctorate awarded after 1988
who has not yet published a book is eligible to compete for the $500
award. An article may be nominated by the author or other individuals.
The deadline is 1 December 1999. Direct Submissions or inquiries to
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Robert E. Weir,Chair/SHGAPE Prize Committee/Liberal Studies Department/Bay Path College/Longmeadow MA 0 II 06. The phone number is
(413) 567-0621 and the fax number is (413) 567-9324.
The Organization of American Historians announces its 1999 ABCCLIO America: History and Life Award. The biennial award of $750 is
presented to recognize and encourage scholarship in American history
in journals that advance new perspectives on accepted interpretations
or previously unconsidered topics. The award is not confined to any
particular subject or chronological period but instead seeks to recognize journalarticles that display a path breaking character and offer new
perspectives and interpretations. Individuals as well as editors are encouraged to submit nominations. Each entry must have been published
between 16 November 1996 and 15 November 1998. The deadline for
submissions is 15 November 1998. For more information and committee
member addresses, contact the Organization of American HistorianslI12
North Bryan Street/Bloomington IN 47408-4199. The phone number is
(812)855-7311.
The University of New Mexico Press is pleased to announce the
publication of Blood on the Boulders: The Journals of Don Diego de
Vargas, 1694-1697, edited by John L. Kessell, Rick Hendricks, and
Meredith D. Dodge, historians who have devoted nearly twenty years to
compiling and annotating the Vargas papers. After retaking Santa Fe by
force of arms late in 1693, Diego de Vargas faces unrelenting challengeswaging active warfare against Pueblo Indian resisters while maintaining
peace with Pueblo allies; providing homes, food, and supplies for 1500
colonists; and bidding unceasingly for greater support from viceregal
authorities in Mexico City. Through the Journals, translated from official and private correspondence, readers are drawn back through conflict and compromise into New Mexico's formative era. The 2-volume
boxed set consists of 1400 pages. The cloth edition is $120. For more
information or to purchase a set, contact the University of New Mexico
Press at 1720 Lomas Blvd. NE/Albuquerque NM 87131-1591. The phone
number is (505) 277-2346 and the fax number is (505) 277-9270.
The New Mexico Hispanic Cultural Center and Cobblestone Publishing are pleased to announce the publication of New Mexico: Celebrating 400 Years of History, an excellent way for young New Mexicans to learn about the rich cultural history of New Mexico and to participate in activities at the same time. It is also an excellent educational
tool for teachers and parents who are interested in celebrating New
Mexico's Cuartocentenario (1598-1998) with their students and children.
The publication can also serve as a good introduction to New Mexico's
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history for visitors. Some of the topics covered include the settling of
New Mexico, El Camino Real, and Women in Colonial New Mexico. It
also includes cultural activities and games for children. For more information, write to State of New Mexico/Office of Cultural Affairs/Hispanic
Cultural Division/PO Box 12317/1701 4thSt. SW/Albuquerque NM 87102
or call (505) 246-2261 or fax (505) 246-2613.
The latest volume from the series Handbook of North American
Indians has been released by the Smithsonial Institution. Volume 12:
Plateau is a thoroughly researched study of the peoples that have inhabited the areas located in eastern Washington state, Oregon, northern Idaho, and central British columbia for the past 9000 years. The
volume if971 pages with illustrations and photographs. The price is $61
and it includes regular shipping and handling. To order a copy, write to
Superintendant of Documents/PO Box 371954/Pittsburgh PA 152507954 and include a check or money order payable to Superintendent of
Documents or a credit card account number with expiration date. Orders
may also be faxed to (292) 512-2250 24 hours a day or phoned in to (202)
512-1800 from 7.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. EST weekdays. Please reference
stock number 047-000-00412-8.
The Los Alamos Historical Museum announces a new exhibit that
will run from 17 August 1998 through 8 January 1999. "Pierotti's Clowns:
A Los Alamos Softball Legend" is a nostalgic glimpse at the light-hearted
nonsense, superb sportsmanship, and charitable spirit behind the
Kiwanis-sponsored five-man softball team that played between 1952 and
1979. Their mission, besides playing ball, was to make people laugh. The
exhibit features news stories, uniforms, props, clown tricks, and twentyfive years of game posters and sporting gear. For more information and
museum hours, call (505) 662-6272 or (505) 662-4493.
Texas Tech University announces the availability of four manuscript
collections to researchers in its Southwest Collection/Special Collections Library. These include the personal papers of San Antonio author,
humanist, and artist Amy Freeman Lee (13 boxes, 1980-1997); the personal and professional papers of retired Lubbock businessman and insurance executive Thomas "Tom" Rollins who served in World War II in
the U.S. Navy (5 boxes that include materials from 1875-1997); the personal papers of Margaret M. Henderson, former director of the Women
Marines (2 boxes that include materials from 1943-1996); and the papers
of newspaper editorial writer and editor Ernest V. Joiner (6 boxes with
materials dating from 1911). For more information, contact Jennifer LeNoir
at the Office of Library Development and External Relations/University
Libraries/Box 41041/Texas Tech University/Lubbock TX 79409-1041.
The phone number is (806) 742-1348 and the fax number is (806) 7420496.

